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suitable for gentleman and wife, or
gentlemen. Also a few table boarders accommodated, at 52 Free Street.
jn4-tf
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two

At lft9

Exchange St, Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year in advance.

MAINE~STATE

THE

Rates

$2

mar28dtf_88Middle Rtreet.

fine store, numbered 22, west side of Ex-L change st., Thomas Block, adjoining Merchant’s
Reading Room. Store about 20 feet wide, by 80 deep
with passage way in the rear, from Fore st. The cellar well lighted,cement floor,
andSebago water introduced. Enquire of A. R. ALDRICH, the present
occupant, who soon removes to Commercial st., to
Elias Thomas 2d, Commercial st., or W. W. Thomas,
at. Canal National Bank.
Also to let a commodious office in the 2d story of
the above store.

Repairer,

to
of
Richmond, I beg leave to thank my friends for their
for
liberal patronage and recommend Capt. Demiison
their con tinued favors.
My books will remain at the office of Capt. Denison, and I will thank those indebted to me to setne their accounts, and those to whom I am indebted
J. W. DEERING.
tlsend in their bills.

firoaf

51

To

l*et,

to

TENEMENT
water.

ti_

To be Jbet,
whole or part ot the block ot Brick
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

THE

MERCHANTS !

Stores

or

J. B. Hamel, Jr.

Furnished Room

jan23-ly

TO

148 EXCHANGE 81.

to Let.

LET.

Either Single

EDGAR 8. BROWN*

MIDDLE STREET.

Counsellor

W.

I

Co.,

and

inacnine

monthly.

W. S.

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made
ORDERS for

on

approved

ollaterals.

___

GEORGE D. JOST,

FRESCO PAINTER
RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free
tf

de20

Streets._

Ac O

Peyret

OF

BALANCE OF OUR

FRENCH WINES,

WINTER

Retail

Wholesale &

348 CONGRESS wTBEKT,

AND OTHER

Chas. Custis &■

CARD—Id thanking my former customers ami
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upm:
iue tor the last n teen years. I have the pleasure it
recommending to them Mr. \V. 1.. KEIt.KRtoi
a continuance of ibe same, teeiing confident ihat ht
is able to please all who nm give lorn a call in hii
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER,
line.
A

i Wells’

Plasters.

They will certainly cure.
They are are composed of choice emollient gums
spread on the finest kid, of three different sizes, and
Sold by Druggists
are worn with ease and comfort.

you. SI £ iS Free Street,
Pa blob Suits,

or

Price

xire

n.

WHITE

O AND SWEET
stant use of

liAiiiisuii,

Broad’s

20

Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s Patents, 27£ Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,
dec!9-dtf

in

Italian & American Marble ■
Offlce3l!ICONGRiM STREET,

qqssqsqqqqqq

WHY

keep on band a good ascortment of Italia
American Marble, and will receive order* t
cut to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at price
that will not jail to be satisfactory to all marble work
and
SHALL

It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by E nggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bottle.

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

f>r. J. P. FESSENDEN
YOU

Brown Block
_

A.

YOUR HAIR TO
AND GLOSSY?

BE SOFT

OPTIME,
used dally, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
THOJIPBON’B

office hours; 9 to 10 A. SI., and 2 to 3 P. M.
*eod3m
jan23

WILLIAM

DESfRE

DO LUXURIANT

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

Street,

Dealers in
bottle.

JSVAHti,

POMADE

Fancy Goods.
F. C.

Price 25 and 50 cents per

WELLS & CO.,
Street, New York.

192 Fulton

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW

FORT FAIRFIELD.
tf
Jyt

■

Forest

■

te

parties a

new

A

Law Notice.
t

B.

GORDON.

23-dtf__
—

Plaster Mills !

Portland

supply dealers and

prepared
WEwith fresh
grouue (N. S.) Land Plaster.
Vessel in Bulk
Bids.,
K. K.
are

f '**4,*f'1. tJODDABD may be cor
at the nfflee of
iXtfl1 w* l,™fe"fhj»*lly,
Joseph A
Locke,
Boyd Block, No. 74 Middle
dtf

at

Ground Land Plaster

11

eod

Bowling Alley
GEO.

Dee.

Bt., daily

opened to public and pri-

NO. 1G SILVER STREET.

SMALL supply of this Invaluable remedy ft
Cancer, Scrofula. Rheumatism, Wnl *
Itbpum, IJIcemand all Blood Biacaac*, jui
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with fu
directions, ®3 I*1- pound; sent to all parts.
Address.
DU. WM. C. DOWNS,
jaodtf
No. c Exchange Place Providence R. I.

Portland, March 4, 1872.

City Bowling Alley.

The subscriber has just

CUNDURANGO.

Esiij,
eleven A. M.

We

are

selling them daily

vectors, and have but

Shipped by

‘

Bi

ed

Jan.

to

or

KNIGHT A
5-d&w3m

to

the most careful in-

small amount remaining, lees

a

forth of the issue.

one

application

on

in pci son

by mail, to

a

or

consumers
as

WHIDDEN

•

McDUFFEE,

Barrett, Bankers,

FROM

the

charge.

a

order they

ments of sizes

from

a

23 Nassau

is

janlG<l&w3m

we

Undoubted

so

Middle & Union Sts.

are

GOVERNMENT

THAN

promptly

that to

9 1-2 Per Cent,

stock,
them

refitted his store and

is

a

now

ready

to

de-

put

In

a new

language.

References: Gen. J.M. Brown. J. W.
Symonds,
F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one P. m. to three o’clock p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.
Box
febl9
oc4dly
186t>._

Esq., C.

ABBOTT

secure

Logansport, Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of In-

bis customers

see

them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, as on tho first day of April 1872, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of

BECKETT,

)

FOX,

J

(

Assessors.

of the Assessors.
Portland, March 25 1872.

The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denomination* of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles
long, affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
Logansport, and intermediate points for the celebrat-

Diseases of the Skin.
TRUFANT, the discoverer of
lent remedy for the cure of

an

excel-

Congress

Diamonds,

SEWINGMACHINE.
you wish to secure the best Sewing Machine in
existence for all kinds of work, do not fail to call
and examine THE SINGEB, at

IF

Where we shall
constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of
finish.

AND

ery and Braidiug done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and evamine our “Medium Machine.”

TO

CO.,

Co., Ag’ts,

Office 99, 94 Ac 90 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.
OF

A

board,

Pure White Lead !
Grtand in Oil,

Our Parc White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be utrictly pure, and GUARANTEE
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign oi
American.
flESr^In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, witl:
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.

&

suitable for

a

ap6d3t

ON

■ ii

east.

APPROVAL

Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

MIDDLE ST.

Wanted.

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
SAWYER He CO., Bleacher., Na. 131

8

Middle Street.

a

wholesale

a

SKEELS, BOWERS & BOUGHTOJf,
1X4

Broadway, New York,

Capital,

Timothy; 300 bags
Bags prime
-f
lUln/ Ciover; 100 Red Top, just received and
for sale by

Shaw, Hammond & Carney.

$750,000

Loans on Bond and Mortgage.
Real Estate.
U. S. 1881*8 Registered.
South Carolina State Bonds..
Loans on Collaterals.
Cash on hand and in Bank_$65,551,71
Cash with Agents. 51,262 88

Premiums in course of Collection.
Bills Receivable.
Interest due aud accrued
All other Assets.

90.500
50,000
15,073 85
57 500

116,814 59

61,068 79
16,922 24
23,328 66
15,306 49

£1

Oil G9

LIABILITIES.
Unpaid Lotwes, comprising all claim..... *179,238 32
PtBTLAJTB OFFICE,

Fore

Street,

mchl4dood3w

"’new-’
Tailoring

__

Musical Merchandise,
BUBDKTT Sc WOOD’S
■CELEBRATED

Establishment!

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Music,
V*Um. Wrapper.. Aim a fine
lot of VUlin, Bapje., Brna>i Opilara,
Carnets, Cnncertiuan, Wiring*, Music Bax-

A

es, Piana Steal*.

All

can

be

obtained at

HAWES & CHAGIN’S Music Store,
ft MIDDLE
ByMusic sent by mail.

STREET.
dcl2eod-6m

WILBOR’B

LIVER
XJ

OIL

XjIIYIU.

The great popularity of this safe aiul efficacious
preparation is alone attributable to its intrinsic worth.
In the cure of Conghs. Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis,
Whooping Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and all Consumptive Symptoms, it has nosui>erior, if equal. Let
no one neglect the early symptoms of disease, when
an ageut is thus at hand which will alleviate all complaiata of the Chest, Lungs or Throat. Manufactured only by A. B. WUbor, Chemist, No 166 Court St.,
wll-4w
wk only
Boston. S6Id by all druggists.

BURNETT’S

ALLEA

& CO.

FOR FLAVORING

Blauc Tfasge, Jellies, Sauces,

-OF-

Sesps, Gravies,

FOREIGN 8 AMERICAN

Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods,
etc., at

Where

CUSTOM

we

will

make

CLOTHING

SHORT NOTICE

All work will receive

our

personal attention, anti

Perfect Natinfurtiou Guaranteed.
We hope by strict attention to business to merit the
patronage of the public.
AIaLEN a ca.,
mchl9dTT«&S3w
NT middle Street.

Appointment of Assignee.
rr^HE subscriber hereby gives public notice that he
A was appointed Assignee of the estate of Luther

of Cumberland and
,T. Hill of Portland, in tne
of March, A.
State of Maine, on the twenty-fifth
of creditors
for
the
benefit
D. 1872, by assignment
under the laws of the State of Maine.

County

day

HENRY C. PEABODY, Assignee.
mar27-d3w
March 27,1872.

AMERICAN

eral Streets.
HOOPER Ac EATON, Old

Exchange

Office,

Post

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There is no subjoct which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are used in flavoring the various comjwunds prepared
for the human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition of many of the factitious fruit favors
nowin the market. They are not only true to their
names, but arc prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much larger. They are tho best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly

maintained.
S3F“ It is necessary In

for persons deFlavoring Extracts,'to insist upon obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becaus
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,

'Burnett’s

PAINT !

COPPER

undersigned haviug taken the agency for the
Paint, manufactured by the

The

sale of the above named

Street.

AMERICAN COPPER PAINT CO.

E. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.
holstering done to order.

Up-

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, N*. 89 Federal 81.
All kinds of Uphols < ring and Repairing
to order.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, N«.

having tested It fully the past year on our own
vesssls, feel justified in recommending It fully to all
who may wish to protoot their voeeols from Barnacles,
Grass and Worms. Wo Guarantee it Equal and
consider it Sui>erior to any in the market, and solicit
orders from all who may wish a substitute for Metal,
and invite the most rigid test in comparison with any
other Marino Paints.

and

9 Clapp’. Block'

Congress Street, opposite

Old

City

Agents in Huston,

Hall.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

C. E. FOLSOM & CO.,

J. B.

FOLGER & WILLARD GINN,

Street.

Celebrated Premium Plows

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

MANUFACTORY

change

Street.

some cases

Superior

Sole Proprietors, Boston.
For sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists gendc3$Neo<i
erally.

AT

North Berwick, Maine.

GEO. L. LOTHROP Me CO., N*. 139 Ex-

First Prize

was

awarded these Plows at the Maine

State Fair.
For their superior lurning
easy draft,
ease in holding, strength, durability, and excellent

capacity,

Photographers.
A. S. DAVIS Me CO., N.. 89 Riddle Street.
LARSON, 139 Riddle St.,e*r. Crow.

finish they

J. H.

are

pronounced

BEST

THE

PLOWS IX XEW

EXGLAXD.

Plumbers.

Circulars, Price Lists, Terms, &c., Ac., sent gratis
on application.
Address

JARES HILLER, Ne. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set np in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Timothy B. Hussey,
NORTH BERWICK, Me.
jK3F“One agent wanted in every town.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

wl3-6wks

P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin 8t*.

_

_

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.
GEO. R. DAVIS Me C... No. 301 1-9 Cangrem Street.
_

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater*
M. PEARSON, No. 9*J Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

for

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 C.ngreu

ABNER

Street.

Schools.
ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

B. F.
■lair..

up

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
AM B BOSK fflEBBILL, 17*. 139 Middie Street.
J. W. Ac H. H. HCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
Ac Co ion Sts.

The Best

premises,

on

day,

rost.;

Paper ! Try It! !

The Scientific American is the cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paj>er published. Every number contains from 10 to >5 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges Engineering
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
A year’s numevery new discovery in
bers contains 832 pages ami several hundred engravfor bindings, Thousands of volumes are
ing and reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten times the subscriptions price. Terms, $3
a
year by mail. Specimens sent free. May be had ot
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches examined, and ail vice
free. All patents are
in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
pages, containing laws and full of directions for obtaining Patents.
Address for Paper, or
concerning Patents, MUNN
& Co. 37 Park How; N. Y. Branch office, cor. F. and
7th Sts.
D. C.
apr5f4w

i«encc

running

wewvnj un;

nrci

uu

tuo

di-

viding line of land owned by said Chas. Frost, to the
first mentioned bounds.
The above described lot of land is

one

of the most

desirable l<*cations that is available in that iwurt of
the town, it being a j>ortion of a corner lot situated
on a line of the horse railroad.

jyTerms made

known at t'mc of sale.

Notice of Foreclosure of Mortgage
STATE OF MAINE, Co. or Cimbebland as:
To Abner P. Hillman,af Cape Klizpbelh,
in.nid County, and to all other penom
whom it may concern.
it known that on the twenty-ninth day of April,
A. D., 1867, Abner l*. Hillman, of aaid Cape
Elizabeth, by hie mortgagedced of that date, by him
duly signed, waled and acknowledged, convoyed to
me John A. Strout, then of said Cat* Elizabeth, now
of Kcunebuuk, in the Couutv of York, certain real
estate situated in said Cape Elizabeth, and bounded

BE

jiml

ilnscriltAil

no

fnllz.n-u

».•!•»

rush for

on

kntlie
It is by odds the most taking and
It is
Held. 1 It is on a vitally Important subject. 3
It is,
on health,
writer
by America's most pop.lar
boek evet
for the price, the largo* and liandsomest
are engei
sold bv subscription. Agents, the people
to bring It to them,
for such a book, and will urge you
Geo
free.
Maclean, Publisher
Write for terms, Ac.,
ap2f4w
I
3 School st., Boston, Mass.

11

VUOU

to

uj

gCttlHg

No person should take any kind of bath sooner than three hours after a
meal," and the
room should show a heat of
seventy-five deof Fahrenheit’s thermometer, at about
feet above the floor in the middle of the
room, in order to avoid dangerous chills; persons of a feeble circulation should have the
room still warmer; if there is an uncomfortable feeling of coldness to the body when it

Cs

comes

out of the water, the room is too cold.

—Halts Journal of Health.

The Boston Bulletin has the following valuable mortuary lists: “Methuselah died *f

complaint. Lot’s wife of salt rheum.
Absalom fell a wig time to hairyslpelas. Goliah died of the stone. Human of the dropNebudchadnezzar of too much vegetasy.
liver

diet, leaving

Mrs. N.

a

grass widow.—

Montgolfier

was

(s) pilled

out of

a

a High Churchpreparing a number of young
February for
during the month o!
is

—An English clergyman,

"‘SB

*

“joHN“A.STKOUT.

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES

only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Mush
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense in
strunients that produce sonnds as powerful as tho*
DIO LEWIS' last ami greatest work. ! of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Cal
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from tb<
»arpe stock, so that it may
Secret.
Kd‘iMe tK>°k

I«ov

chilled in the process of bathing; sometimes
by going into the bath too soon after eating.

balloon. Julius Csesar was (s) killed in war.
John Rogers died of an overdone steak.—
Romeo died of heart disease. Governor HoffArtemus Ward
man dyed his moustache.
was joked to death.”

VNot

My J.Ily Frie»d>.

It has

ease.

nia in a quart of hot suds. Put in your silverware and wash, using an old nail-brush or
tooth-brush for the purpose. For cleaning
hair-brushes, etc., simply shake the brushes
up and down in a mixture of one tablespoonful of ammonia to one pint of hot water;
when they are cleansed, rinse them in cold
water, and stand them in the wind or in a
hot place to dry. For washing finger-marks
from looking-glasses or windows, put a lew
drops of ammonia on a moist rag and make
quick work of it. If you wish your house
plants to flourish put a few drops of the
spirits in every pint of water used in watering. A teaspoon fill w ill add much to the refreshing effects of the bath. Nothing is better than ammonia water for cleansing the
hair. In every case rinse off the ammonia
with clear water. To which we would only
add, that, for removing grease spots, a mixture of equal parts of ammonia and alcohol
is better than alcohol alone; and for taking
out the red stains produced bv the strong
acids in blue and black clothes there is nothing better than ammonia.—Providence Journal.

ar, too.

OUR DIGESTION;
or,

young

John Bunyan, troubled with corns, took his
pill grimly and progressed. Desdemona also
took a pillow.
Sampson was killed by a pill-

published

Agents,
Quick
it)

a

table-spoonful in a quart of moderately hot
water, dip in a flannel cloth and then wipe
off the wood work; no scrubbing will be necessary. For taking greasy spots from any
fabric use the ammonia nearly pure, then
lay white blotting paper over the spot and
iron it lightly. In washing lace put about
twelve drops in a pint of warm suds. To
clean silver, mix two teaspoontuls of ammo-

ble

Chemistry.
preserved

Washington,

If

A L'sesul Article.

by

CHAS. H. LOVEJOY,
Administrator of Estate of Wm. H. Lovejoy.
law
ap5
3w_Fri_

Street.

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, 17 1-9 I ni.n Street,

Auction,

the fourteenth day of May, A. D. 187*2, at two
o’clock p. m., the following described Realms tale, belonging to Win. H. Lovejoy, late of Portland, deceased. situated on the easterly side of Emery st.. in said
Portland, commencing at the south-west corner of
land owned byCha*. Frost; thence running southerly
from fony to forty-two feet on a line with Emery st;
thence running easterly on a parellel line with Spring
street fifty feet to land owned
Henry Cheney:
thence running northerly on the dividing line of land
owued by said Henry Cheney to land owned by Chas.
f

CongreM

Administrators’ Sale.
to a licen *e from the Judge of Probate for the
Cumberland, I shall oiler
county of on
sale at Public
the
Tues-

PURSUANT

Real Estate Agents.

circumstances.

recommended very highly for domestic purposes.
For washing paint, but a

HUSSEY’S

\

on

has *2,000, or even *1,500, so that he can
put *000 into a house and *300 in a team,
and from $350 to *500 into a second-hand
homestead, and then has patience, industry,
calculation, docility In hearing advice, and
economy, he will do well enouch. if his wife
can be contented.
There is often the greatest difficulty. Such a young man so circumstanced will be sure, in five years, to have a
It is for
property worth $8,000 or $10,000.
him to judge whether he can make his $1,S00
realize that amount in New England at that
time. If a young man has nothing, he can
earn more money at the East than at the
West. The industries here are few, wages
low, money is scarce. A young man coming
here with nothing can do little more than
make a living.
If he has a family he must
ecouomize as few Eastern people do.
Within ten miles of this place there are families
living in so-called houses fourteeu by sixteen
feet, built of sod, selling their corn at fifteen
cents per bushel, and their pork at four cents
per pound, going without tea, coffee, sugar,
and other Eastern necessities of life, unable to
raise money euongh to pay their taxes. They
hope for better times, and that hope sustains
them. If those times come, aim they can
hang on by the skin of their teeth, till they
do come, they will be better off than if they
had remained East. But some of them won’t*
hold on, and some will die in the struggle.
More anon.

lately been

St.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

partial improve-

arc

solves grease and dirt with great

ap5d4w

PLOWS, PLOWS !

SHALL & KNIGHT, Ne. 134 Exchange

which

purchased

Ammonia, or as it is generally called, spirits of hartshorn, is a powerful alkali, and dis-

It & lO INDIA STt

107 State Street.

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 933 1-9 C.agreaa

depends

WHOLESALE PAINT DEALERS,

etc.

The superiority of these Extracts consists in their

siring

Nu. 388 CONGRB88 8T.
ap5*lw

WHITNEY, No. 56 ExUpholstering of all kinds

J.

Seda Syrups, Ice Creams, Custards, Pies,
NEW AND ATTRACTIVE STOCK

A.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADA.US, cor. Exchange and Fed-

EXTRACTS!

STANDARD FLAVORING

Have 0]>encd a

A. L. MILLETT,

18 Free Street.

ORG-AINTS!

REED

COD

PUR SALE BY

COREY Ac CO., Arcade, No.

OF

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

$592,500

...

No. 166

2w

Y^BUTTER.

Viipnifnro..1VhAloafll0 and Rafail.

be

man

4LO Tubs Extra Choice.

JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.

can

SHALL, I GO WE8T?

111 Commercial Street.

New N.

on

for less than the
improvements cost. Not a few who come
here with glowing anticipations, after a weary
year or two, leave, sick of the West.
The question is often asked me,
That

or

Western

CONSISTING

Statement. (Gold basis) Janimry 1st, 1872.

Cloaks

DOWN EIGHTEEN INCHES,
and have found the moisture sucked up from
nearly as many inches more by the com hill.
It is only necessary in the dry time to
keep
the cultivator going, so that the surface of
the ground will not bake.
Timber is somewhat scarce. Still there is
enough for Dresent use, and it is easily and
rapidly grown. Soft wood sells for $4 per
cord, hard for $5. The State is generously
encouraging the growth of timber, and the
farmers are showing a commendable energy
in providing for the future.
There is very little if any government land
to be pre-empted or homesteaded within one
hundred miles of the Missouri.
Beyond,
there is yet a good supply.
Railroad lands
are abundant, on ten years’ credit, ranging
from five to fifteen dollars per acre.
Some

9

March 20-d3w
Velvet

the country has so little waste land as the 200
miles square on the Eastern end of the State.
As to climate, this country may be subject
to more severe and extreme changes than
Massachusetts.
Bnt tin' average temperature is several degrees higher here. Our winters usually last from about the 25th of December to the last of February, with a fortnight frequently of April weather in February, followed by a fortnight of February
weather in March. This Spring weather in
February, followed as above in March, has
hitherto proved the great obstacle to successful fruit culture. Still our people are learning to successfully overcome this difficulty,
and there is no doubt that this is yet to be a
great fruit-growing State. Our summers are
two months longer between frosts than in
Massachusetts. July and August are very
warm by
day, with cool refreshing breezes at
night. People do not work as hard here as
in Massachusetts. Everything is done with
machinery. A man here takes care of 30
acres of small grain, wheat, oats, and barley,
and 40 acres of corn, with a little help In harvesting, with less muscle-wear than in the
East is required to tend one-fourth the
amount.
It is a general opinion at the East that this
I
country is liable to suffer from drouth.
think there need be very little trouble from
this cause. Our rains are not so abundant as
But we do not need
they are at the East.
them. The depth and porous nature of the
soil allow the roots of plants to run very deep,
and to draw moisture from a great depth. I
have followed the

ments,

Agent,

JOHNSON, 171 Riddle and
116 Federal Street..

“SEED."

mcb28

um.^ ii m.

to an-

I remember your
correspondent, who accompanied the excursion party nearly five years
ago at the opening of the Union Pacific Railroad, represented the Platte Valley as very
rich, while other parts of the State were comThis is a mistake.
The
paratively poor.
land 100 miles from the Platte, either North
or South, and 200 miles West from its
mouth,
is the same in its
geueral composition as in
the Platte Valley or the Missouri
Valley. The
soil is a sand loam,
deep, porous, and capable
of yielding from 30 to 50 bushels of corn
per
acre for ten successive
years without a single
load of manure. The surface is more
rolling
than Illinois and Eastern Iowa, just enough,
indeed, to obviate the necessity of drainage.
There are no swamps, and no rocky, barren
heights till you reach the Western portion.
I doubt if an equal area in any other part of

homesteads,

grades of their manufacture.

WvuvAi

Dentists.

WALTER

CO.,

ness are now

Carpet-Bags.

ap3-lm

FBANCfHCO, CAL*,

&

Eagle Sugar itetfnery having resumed busiprepared to otter to the trade Sugars

THE

Dye-House.

N. E.

situation in

5.

of the Usual

DURAN Jfc

reliable

GAGE

9il Commercial Street.
BpSdlw

Eagle Sugar Refinery.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and
ST,

Wanted.

UNION
Insurance Company,

April

Street.

LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

reasonable.
No 11 MYRTLE

RECEIVED,

SMITH,

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Roam 11, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL Sc SHACK.FORD, No. 35 Plum

dc30dtf

a

JUST

WM. A.

ABNER

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

man,
BYretail
store; good references given. Address N.,
NOTICE ! Press
mchl5
*lm
Office.

SHORT

STRICTLY CHOICE,

Street.

York and
and other

Wanted.
experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.

AN

NEW

C. COBB, N*. 19 Pearl St.

Nebraska

me

BOOTS or CORN

HOYT,

Porto Rico Molasses,

Bakers.

feblTif

of Franklin*

F.

L.

mchl9d2w

done to order.

Address W. L.
mch29tf

freight Coal from New
Philadelphia to Portland

board

April,

Na. 11 Preble Street.

front
Ap 3dtf

To

febbtf
GOOD Booms;

-AT

pub-

Repairing.

sale and to let.

change St.

Boarders Wanted.

Goods Procured

the country at the

W. 8. DYER, No. 138 Middle St., .Ter H.
H. Huy’s.
All kinds of Mnckines fo

GEORGE

Immediately,

Vessels
L.

TOWN

-AT-

lishers’ lowest rates.

fam-

or

or transient boarders accommodarooms and board.
Two connected
furnished or unfurnished, at 119

mar26thdtf

AT

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, REL
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, &C., &C.

throughout

and

DR. W. R.

furnished

corner

DOWN

REDUCED PRICES FOR 81 DAYS.

Hr MEANS, Pearl Street, .pposite Park.

CONVENIENT rent for a small family. Apap2dtf
ply at No. 25 Winter st.

points

No. 87 Middle Street,

BOSTON

ATWELL He CO., 174 1-9 Middle Hi. Advertiseraeat* inserted in papers in Maine

sold at

WOOLENS,

1829.]

Phillips

moderate

Cumberland Street,

PRICES!

LIBERAL

MOVE

About the Middle of'

Crockery, and Glass Ware,

SYMONDS, India St.
dyed and finished.

SITUATION as Book-keeper.
A., Post Office, Portland.

rooms

Vicinity.

BOSTON LEAD

W. F.

HAVING CONCLUDED

WHITNEY

t Wan ted.

id.

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,
and

a

PERMANENT
ted with good
with

SILVER WARE,

dtfeod
__

Advertising Agents.

F.

given
like to lease for five years.
three days, “LEASE,** Press Office.

keep

Dry

Schuyler,

city,
Would

A

331 CONGRESS STREET.

Agents for Portland

at

Wanted

J. W. MIINGER, Agent.

MANUFACTURERS

ApriL3,1872-

Carpenters and Builders.

wl2

mchl9il&w3m

ASSETS.

remedy',

J. H. Chadwick &

and return.

FURNITURE,

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY

JEWELRY,

Cash

RHEUM,

furnished during the last twenty-five years, of the
and
of the
gives us confidence
in ottering it for the relief of Sufferers.
A fresh supply just leceived aud for sale Wholesale
and Retail in this city by H. H. Hay, W. F.
Phillips, J. W. PerkiiiM and by H. Woodst., and by respectable Druggists
aide, 141
everywhere. For cash by the dozen a very liberal discount to the trade. Price $1, with full directions.
For further particulars see the article.
WM. B. TRUFANT, Bath, Me.
mch6<12m

and

section of the State which it trav-

Myrtle

Watches,

or

BUSINESS DIR ECTORY.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOC.O Hr BREED, Na. 99 Middle

Good
ROOMS, and good board at
No. 13
street.

room

mar25d3w

in

finest corps of teachers of any similar school in
the country.
Send for catalogues or address the
principal,
ALDEN J. BLETHEN.
March. Il-d2m

ED,

Address for

MANAGERS.

Sole

of ten

ARE COUPON AND REGISTER-

Boarders Wanted.

SAN

8gfp“Blank schedules will he furnished at the

fel4

Term

Mills, at lowest rates, an 1 take It from
Stores on Wharves, by boat to the Mill

At Falmouth
Elevator

W.

and nicely

Which will be

day,
every
the first to the fifteenth day of April next, inclusive,
at their room in City Hall, from ten to twelve o’clock
in the forenoon, and from three to five o’clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the
I>olls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring ta said assessors, true and perfect lists of
all their polls and estates real and persoual held by

efficacy

Cracked Com,

Shorts, Fine Feed and middlings,
Family Flour in Bbis. &. Halves.
Ground Rock Salt, Tor Dairy and
Table Use,
Com Ground Tor Dealers,

Agency for Sewing Machines.

and show

fine line of

of Portland

they

safety

MAINE.

Oats suitable for Seed.

April 99, 1879.
It has the advantage of an entirely new
building,
the most delightful locality and
surroundings, and

diana.
THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD
INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND

Boarders Wanted.

City
hereby give
notice to all persons liable to taxation in said city,
THE
that
will be in session
secular
from

SALT

Blue,

on

the Investment.

on

rent,
of four jtenons, in the central nart of the
A isilywanted;
to Wards 2
3.
preference

assort-

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

Mr. WM. B.

Boys!

Bolted Yellow Meal,
Bolted Rye Meal,
Fine and Coarse Yellow Meal,
Superior Scotch Oatmeal,
Ground Oats and Meal for Horses,

,1 shall sell

and fresh

us-

filled in

mchl5d4w

WM. O.

BONDS,

hTbI RGIX,

Offers at Wholesale and Retail

the

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
RONDS OF THE

39, 34, 36, 38 North Street.

WM. C. HOW,

Market Street Square Grain
Store.

A>D

HOUSE,

“OAK HALE.,” Boston

S. B.

10 re-

Summer

found

Public are cnrncMtly invited !•
Examination of the name before making their Pnrchanen.
ap6d4w

EDW'D

boarders, ajew young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the

School will open its
THIS
wcekg,

be

an

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
PROF.
convenient house in the city,
prepared

At Little

stock of

at-

Language.

ceive as

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

early application will be necessary.

Assessors of the

Security,

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

pre-

by express, for which there is

received,

are

Street, New York.

he

can

Morazain,

FARMINGTON,

No. 19 Pine §t„ New York.

J

distance who

would say that

All orders will be

week.

for

cau

Allow

them. Let me first say, the soil of Nebraska is very rich over almost its entire area.

IN THIS STATE!

PARIS,

a

That

Will

MISS ETTA A. FILES,
Principal, 11 Elm Street.

Family School

OR TO

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 93
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full oarticularH. with namnhletM and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written application.

“money order” by mail rather than to

have the money sent

ually

we

per

evening pupils

Jules Ch. L.

w. B. SHATTUCK & CO, Bankers

An

more

complete

about

me

Statp to emigrate to.

siver

PRICES !

largest ami most

Massachusetts, asking

as a

DRY GOODS!

I

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

French

particulars furnished

House Wanted.

[Incorporated

.Has removed from Lewiston, and resumed the prac
ti«e of his profession in Portland.

No. 43 Pine

fer to receive

CLEANER*

_aug22

three

or

Teacher of the French

*217 *500

public.

the

Machinca sold on Monthly Instalment!*.
fly Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroid-

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you »o out?
Kenovate thoBe you have with
JOUYEN’g INODOROUS KID GLOVE

Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.

ready for

Straps.

all kinds.

~WUNT& JEWETT,

its.

Shawl

Patent

3 379 050 00
00
386 739 41
2 405 937 95
2742*45 01

CORNER

“THE SINGER”

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever Invented. Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of

All theuew styles, Berlins, Bejibrat.tr, Moda'lion
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and the retouclie. 1
card, bv which new process we ge' rid of freckle
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the sain
Call and judge tor yourselves.
,\l olio—CSood work at Moderate Pric

Wholesale Dealers

New York.

March 18th, 1872.

Terms, $1.00
I' 'Two

both principal and interest being payable in gold in

Jones &

To those

send orders for single suits

HAVE YOU SEEN

order

Please._n.ay

HEALTHY
are secured by con-

Sola by Druggists ana Dealers in aucy uooas. race
25 and 50 ceuts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

No 152 Middle Street.

A 1m t.

BREATH,

SPRING

first of April and October,

the

on

erses.

other diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us a
of his Compouud and Ointment. The character of the man ufacturer, and the abundant evidence

I Tory Pearl Tootkpow«ler.
Thnnloa’a
It i« the beat Dentriflee known.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

r*.

annum, payable

tural and mineral

quantity

y y y GUMS,
y y TEETH,
y
y
/tOUND

oc&i-’fisr T&Stf

(PORTLAND, IUE.
Copying and enlarging done to

for $1,000 each, have lorty years to

Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
also, for the large surplus product* of the rich agricul-

Anti

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, N

I'aleut

boxed and nia*ted.

ii.

15, 20 and 30 cents each.

Loun»i-.b, Spbi»*» Bkus

Mattbess is,
Bed Leungra, Euamvled Chain*, Sec.
WA1I kinds oi iepairine neatly done. Furni-

flcRouough

Strengthening

Machine-spread

are now

increasing.

#

*

DO

UPHOu STJE HEH
aatiCFACTCKBB

are

bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, pei

ed

have offered at $6 Each, and the demand Having

we

pointed.

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION*Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind? try one of

noopjcit,

h.

Co.,

293 CONGRESS STREET.

jyl.fdtf

j.

$8.1432240 00

second thousand of these famous suits

feblOtf
♦

TERM begins
continue 14 weeks.

financial

any future

as

MORE INCOME

\

And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice, will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to oiler such lists within the time hereby ap-

WITHOUT HEGABD TO COST!

Cffioe at Schumacher Bros, 5 Deering Block

H.

over.

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

certain

—*-

Correspondent,

H.

such change: aud in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

Painter,

Fresco

STOCK,
OF

L.KC1LER,

W.

are as

Academy

The

of the

none

to
marl6ycKl3w

$5,375,793 24

Office, 166 Fore St*, Portland, fie.

delivery at the desk.

for

for them is

WE ARE SELLING

o

Vice-Pree’t.

2nd

dlm-eodllm&wGw

Hall,’'and

This is the

the

IMPORTERS

covTCm

ready

required

no2'

H.

DYER, AGENT,

j>er-

C.F.Davif, J
f'llipflffO
111
J. W. Tillson, 206 Statest.,Boston.

MOORE,

Those who left ORDERS will find their packages

NOTICE

Merchants,

^

“Oak

At

is hereby given that the subscribers will
be in session at the Town House in said Town,
on the 10th. 11th,412th, and 13th days of April inst.,
from 10 o’clock in the forenoon, till 5 o’clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose of receiving true and perfect lists of the Polls and all the estates, real and
sonal, not by law exempted from taxation, which
such persons were possessed of in said town of Cape
Elizabeth on the 1st day of April Inst; which lists they
are
to make and bring in, and be prepared
to make oath to the truth of tne same.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes unless he shows that he was unable
to offer such lists within the time hereby &pi>ointed.
C. A. TILTON,
THOS. B. HASKELL,
M. J. PEABBLES,
Assessors of Cape Elizabeth.
ap2
Cape Elizabeth, March 30th, 1872.

Provision

attended with

Portland

Apply

run, and

2,033,67518

CHAPIlIAlf,

HAVE BEEN DECEIVED

Inhabitants of the Town of Cape
Elizabeth, and all persons liable to be assessed therein.

( pt.Jpinyn
ChicaR0,

N. B. Order
and Cross

They arc

as

GENERAL AGENTS,

M.
Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

“Communists Suits”1

me

To the

Grain and

safe.

recommend them

MARRETT,

LOWEST

CAPABILITIES.

correspondent of the Springfield Repub-

lican writes from Nebraska:
I have received several letters from
friends

OFFERS FOR MALE AT

43 Danforth Street, Portland, Maine.

APRIL 8, 1872.

PLAIN, UNVARNISHED TALE OK
FRONTIER
A

85 MIDDLE ST.,

Day School

Trinity Term will begin on Tuesday. April 2.
For admission apply to
mch30d3w
Rev. DANIEL F. SMITH, Rector.

the market.

seldom in

hesitate to

and

A

UFE AND

A.

FOR BOYS !

small

so

and Summer

AUGUSTINE’S

Boarding

payment of the interest, and the final payment of

lOOO

Assessors’ Notice.

58 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
AG

enu oi

tb®Bcard>

n

| which

Bonds and all first-class securities

Commission

eacn

ap5d4w

GAGE & DAVTS,

R. AV. G

DYER,

iasren on

ST.

MORNING,

Life in the New
West.

in

E.

$14,806,812 37

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Hallock, who has
had greater success in the treatment of diseases which
are described in this work tliau perhaps ever fell to
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Semiual Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
N. B.—Dr. Hallock. who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted personmch26d3m
ally or by mail.

379 MIDDLE ST.

executed on commission.
eod6m
<lec22

Flour,

win

are

not

New York.

the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

THE

sewing
before the work leaves the machine. It will darn
nicely. The best kind of Stamping is done at this
place for Braiding. Needles, Shuttles, Bobbins
for all kinds of Machines, Cotton and Silk of
all colors awl sizes. These machines are sold on
weekly instalments, or on the work plan.

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
balances credited

to

William,

---

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

Which makes Four DifferentmStitches, and has the
BEYEBSABLE FEED.
£1118

open-

MONDAY

TRADE!

s

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Amount of Assets,

p
Feb.
7,1872.

Sewing Machine,

Florence

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

daily

Comer of

JOHN W. MUNGER,

The Florence Sewing Machine
Company
have taken the store formerly occupied by Heury
Dunn, where can be,secn the

Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Sliepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon, Ginery Twichell.jn3-6m

on

S.

LAW!

So. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

interest

do

1843.)

IN

$7,446,452 69

W H. H.
W.

OF

sold,

the mile,

to

Messrs. Swan &

Total nmount of Marine Premiums,

in Suits

or

Spring

Spring Term commences April 2d, 1872.
For Circulars address the
Principal.
MISS L. G. BELCHER.
March 21-eod & w4w*

While railroad bonds may be plenty,

Aprifnext^

R EIOYAL

__

PAPEB Bought and

bonds.

the principal,

or

$5,412,777 51

mar9dt!

THOMAS H. TAIjBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

3

all its

those upon finished and
paying lines and for

Full

1871.
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

83r*Purticular attention paid to collecting.

BUSINESS

STREET,

Conformity

These offices aTe the most desirable in the city, being pleasantly situated and beated by strain.
Also, D*sk room and desks furnished it desired.

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !

No.

WALL

FLUENT BLOCK,

l

0KFICES

jan22tf_

Richardson,

J.

interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
certificate£ of the issuethe
Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
w
pIS^ tm.1 W2?fo00 *an(\ °a?erProd“eea
Tu1esday at the
of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
iimnl (in
/In red
V? premiums; such time
were issued
scrip) lor gold
payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
Cen*
declared on the net earned premiums of tbe
in'mASSZXvfiriS*
!«
Company, for the
31St Becember» 1871» for wblcb certificates will lie issued on and
after Tuesday the Second ot

jun30tt

CltOUDMAW,

Hill &

aamed Caapaaia.
W 9IUNGEB.

a ban*

just

paid,

The Bon Is

Fire & Marine Ins. Co

I.

the road is but

event.

Six per cent

Also Ladv Boarder*
la, ITH or without board.
▼ f
wanted. Apply corner Ctnter and Free st. No

POETRAIT PAINTER.

A.T

R.

pro tem.

NEWPORT, R. I.
Cash Capital & Surplus
$230,362.00
THOMAS G. TURNER, Pres’t.
J. H. DEWOLF, Pres’t.
ARNOLD, Sec’y.'
RESOLVED WATERMAN, See’y.
fcblOeodSin

Total

iylStl_

Philadelphia.

Attorney and

PATRIDGE, Scc’y

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2 f35 980 63
Ret urns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o’l.er
Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and
Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

let, contai-ulDg 7 rooms, Sebago
For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

AND

jan24-ly

$645,129.29

•

$423,830.20

The Trustees, in
the 3lst day of December,

on

on

ST_aug23

MAINE.

and facilities strictly firstclass. Superior
Accommodations
advantages in Modern Languages
and Music.

earning, after all operating expenses

---

SHIP BROKERS,

J. L. Gregg,

on

NEWPORT
Co’y.,

■

one room on 1

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

'S Walnut St.,

& Surplus

already

Although

DRYGOODS,

WILLOWS,

FARMINGTON,

Pnrflunil

iront
second floor. Alco
bird floor with board. 49 FrankPLEASANT oc28tf
lin st.

Co.,

THE

of the richest portions of Illi-

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

To Let

jan31

Capital

E. E.

(ORGANIZED

room

are

than

IF

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
434 SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

the mile.

"

First- lass Houses to Let.

BROKER,

Cash

Pres’t.

S3F*Thc attention of the public i. reapeeti ally called la the

NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end bouses
iu tlie new brick block of tour, on the corner ot
Neal and Pine sw, will be rented on tavorab'e tt^rns.
These are first class housea in every respect, conainiLg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
end bebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sepl6

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

one

|

the press.

-FOR THE-

AT

LIKE,

Evansville and Nashville with the entire

is

unusually

ALBERT BOWKER, PreVt.

jan 12-d&w{f

CHAS. A. WARREN,

No. 80

FRED W.

repair.

Pnmnmr/'lol

HARRIS,

Cash Capital & Surplus

Let*

moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,

ouu-uiw-i euuu

COMMISSION

MISCELLANEOUS.

FOR GIRLS,

Its mortgage debt is 32,500,000, or about 31' ,*

We

BOSTON.

FOSTER, Sec’y.

PROVIDENCE,

new

House,

of

ed, it

a sum

COMPANY.

EQUITABLE

Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
all in ]>eriect
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good lisbing grounds which w ith several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms
of

HAVEN, Sec’y.

on

Fire and Marine Insurance

ISLAND 13 miles

Having sold my interest in the above business
Capt. Wm. E. Demiison, late of the Steamer City

H. L. GREGG &

FAMILY SCHOOL

and Vincennes

FINISHED

500 to

$7 73,830.80 North American Fire Ins

HENRY
IRA A.

mch27

Island to

GUSTAVE TOUCHAIU), Pros't.

Cargoes, Freights and
Vessels per voyage. Rates named and Certificates
issued. Risks on Hulls effected at current rates.

STORE

FIRST QUALITY ONLY,
AT LOWEST MARKET PRICE.

G.

Alnrinkn Rinks Taken

from Portland and two
from main land, containing about 40
AN miles
Wood, acres,
together with the buildings thereon, consisting

PHILADELPHIA.

THIS

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

$1,115,573,07

I.

R.

Cash Capital & Surplus

No. 157 Commercial st., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double counting room in 2d story. For terms apEdward fox.
ply to

Deeriug,

ASSETS
C. D.

For Reut*

OF

J.

PROVIDENCE,

inch26tf

mar23dlm

I>i:\yisoy,

SHIP

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

NO.

170 Commercial st., Head MerriU^s Wh*f,
Foot of Cross Street, Portland, Me.,

juron

EDUCATIONAL.

the celebrated Block Coal fields of Indiana, and

by way

FRANCISCO.

SAN

Desirable Stores to Let*
118 Commercial st., and 2 and 3 Long Wharf,
foot of Exchange street. Suitable for any business.
For terms auu to inspect premises, call*on
CHASE BROTHERS,
120 Commercial st.
apr2eodlw

Having taken the shop formerly conducted by \V.
S. Dyer, I am prepared to Repair all kinds of Sewing

Dealer in Coal and

ME.

Union Insurance Co.

NARRAGANSETT

To be Lei

nnilE

1*8 middle St., Portland, me.

Successor to J. W.

ST., PORTLAND,

Can place in perfectly reliable Companies any amount of Fire,
Marine and Life Insurance desired a
urrent rates.

Middle street, now occupied by Hoyt,
Breed. Apply to
MATTOCKS & FOX,

Fogg

A

Running tlirough

South.

For Rent.

ohler,

E.

Agency,

IS

with

No. 166 FORE

HE Store 92
F|1
t.
and

BUSINESS CARDS.

Machines at short notice.

BONDS.

Chicago, Danville

mchl7eodtf

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents i>cr square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Machine

TERMS
iEKMS *s,u
*8.00 ™
PER ANNUM. IN ADVANCE

nois, and connecting Chicago by the shortest route

one

h7

MUNGER,

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance

suita-

To Let.
rno gentleman ami wife, a second floor front room
X and bedroom, with board, at 38 STATE ST.

third additional.
Under head of “Ami smements,” $2 00 per square
or less $1 50.
insertions
three
per week;

Wffl.

Butler;

and all modem conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS &
CO.,
146 Commercial treet.
jan!6tf

Water

daily
insertions,

Sewing

&

Grocery Business. Gas,

or

Advertising : One inch of space, in
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 i»er square
first week; 75 cents per
week after; three
or less, $1 00; continung every other day after first week. 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents j*er week after.

w.

~

1872.

RAILROAD,

Commercial at., recently oc-

Store,
BRICK
cupied by Messrs. Purington
ble for wholesale Flour

a

JOHN W.

Let!

No. 149

50

of

Special Notices,

board

To

PRESS

Is published every Thursday Morning at
year; if ]>oidin advance, at $2 00 a year.

MISCELLANEOUS

8,

"

Room To Let*

PORTLAND HITIUHIIINC CO.,
Terms:

APRIL

—

Chime Christmas,
—

_

_

...

._

,,.i ,,„

man,

was

women

one who tells
confirmation. Among them
this story: “You all doubtless know, my
good girls,’’ *ald he, addressing them with
“what next Wednesaffectionate earnestness,
day is?” “Oh yes, sir,” they all exclaimed,

“It is

Valentine’s Day.”

They

were

right

enough, but it was also Ash Wednesday,
which happened to fall on the fourteenth this
year, and the coincidence was fatal to iu pretensions.

—“Sambo, my raassa always trabble; yours
ebber stay at home?” “Dat bery true, Jim j
but you know what de proverb say—rollin
stone gabber no moss.” “No, Sambo; but
it gabber polish, and dat ere’s a qualification
in need ob.
your massa stan bery much

Our Boston Letter.
1X72.
Boston, April
Strect wideniny—TUe Common’s Integrity threatened—A "Grave" Subject—Sermons, Lectures

THE PRESS.
8, l872*
MONDAY MORNING, APRIL

seems to

|

editorial which

means

and death to

fight

WIDEN SCHOOL

STREET,
the new Post Uffice seems to
| and extend it to
have
in
society
of men of all ages and classes
be a good thing and a benefit to all. Besides
habits ol the
private property to be affected by it, King’s
fallen, almost imperceptibly, into
will be moved back about twenty feet,
aware whither
been
Chapel
drinking aud have hardly
into the graveyard, and the City Hall yard will
some of them shockthey were tending, until
lose a strip of the same width. The former
awake to all its con- can be done without disturbing the graves, and
and
condition
ed at their
if it should, it would be no worse than what
been impelled t& rise in the
sequences, have
been done; for the jolly Sexton’s
“We have done has already
true dignity of men and say
bump of order was so exercised at the irreguwith the help
that lie pulled them all
of the
wrong but we will, henceforth,
A

SCHEME TO

Such language, from earnest men. fired with
addresses
a great hope and a great purpose,
of
sensibilities
others,
itself to the keenest
reflection that they arc
bad way, from which theii

who must admit on
in the same

awakened and rescued brethren have escaped.

to adapt itself
oratory of the Rev. Dr. seemed
with singular felicity to the latter part of his
subject.

great and enthusiastic meeting of Friday
night shows how general and deep is the wish
for reformation. We have a glorious opportunity. Men and brethren, let us not neglect

The

and

Fathers

wily and insidious
The
safe.
assailant none are
strongest, wisest
have
fallen.
best
and
Everybody, whether in
From this

this good work.

danger or not, should have the ivelfare of his
neighbor enough at heart to co-operate. II
this movement is made truly popular there
can

No quesparty is here involved. The

be no limit to its

tion of sect or

good of

usefulness.

community

the whole

is

sought.

have it upon his conscience that he

no one

neglected

to

give

a

helping hand to his falling

brothers.

The Snccess of the Great Canal.
Baron Ferdinand de

Lesseps is

more suc-

cessful in digging ditches than our Gen. But
ler is.
The experience of two years has
shown that the deep and wide trench dug bj
the former from Port Said on the Mediterranean to Suez on the Red Sea, is
to be a genuine highway of nations. Lesseps
recently came near losing his position as
President of the Suez Canal Companion account of a revolt of some of the shareholders
from his authority on a matter of mere de-

tail.
at a

found items of information that will inter-

are

est
ed

In the course of the report read by him
to settle this dispute there

meeting called

everybody

who has not

kept well

inform-

the progress and condition of the
hundred mile channel that connects the East
to

as

with the West.

Lesseps declares once monrthat the report
that the Company are about to sell the catial
at a low price is false. The enterprise has
now reached a stage where it can rely on its
own

resources, and there is no further need
The shareholders have never yet

any interest on their investment,
they are promised five per cent, as soon
as the receipts reach $5,000,000.
The annual
expenditure for maintaining the work, including dredging and facing with granite certain sand banks, is only about $150,000 a

received
but

year.
As for the

is

“whopper.”

fast

Lobsters active—Lambert’s Lecture—State Normal School.
Castine, April 3d, 1872.
The pretty little town of Castine is all alive
with business prospects. Col. Tilden is fitting
up his lobster factory for the summer campaign,
and a Portland firm is building a new factory.

becoming
everybody’s while to
know that the metre is about 39 inches—rath
worth

yard. The French metrical
system of weights as well as measures is, like
the French language, becoming international,
and already the metre is made the common
ground of meeting by scientific and philosphier more

than

a

projector

of the

that it is now used most

to

acknowledge

mightily

it.

sistants.

merm oor

j

ment, which is now the same as the American since our method was changed some sev-

eight years ago, as the basis. The tonnage given in the papers of vessels measured
according to the English system will be regarded as the gross tonnage for the purposes
en or

States

and

counties,

have

been

D.

:

F#r the Signora Avigliana (Jeanie Armstrong) were awaiting incontestably, the first
honors—we will not stop longer, to weave
praises, for the voice and method of singing, of
this excellent artist, in order not to repeat
things we have already said, and re-said. The

received.

148,741;

$30,008,518,507 in 1870, as against $16,159,616,068 in 1860, and $7,135,780,228 in 1&50.
In spite of the four years war during the
last decade, causing, as it did, an immense diversion of productive energy, from its usual
channels, and the enormous destruction ol
property, including the conversion of chattels
into men—the percentage of increase in
wealth is found to be over eighty-six per cent.
This State, notwithstanding the great
falling
off in shipbuilding, had gained in 1870,
eighty-

Aroostook. 5,184,179
Cumberland. 84,068,337
Franklin. 8,067,012
Hancock. 12,058,753
Kennebec. 31,078,916
Knox. 15,121,850
Lincoln. 9,718,573
Oxford. 13,926.318
Penobscot. 31,688,437
Piscataquis!. 6,545,030
Sagadahoc. 14,471,527
Somerset. 13,187,709
Waldo. 17,471,527
Washington. 26,615,048
l°rk. 35,898,294
____

Total.*348,155,071
News Items by Hail
The money circles in New York were greatly
indignant Friday morning at the discovery that
the Tenth National Bank—connected with the
Tammany and Erie infamies—had been locking
up $5,000,000 for the purpose of breaking down
the stock market and deranging business gen-

1860 and 1870 at the rate of one hundred and
nine per cent., while between 1850 and 1860
the increase was but
thirty-three per cent.
New York, where both
agriculture and com-

greater interests than manufactures, gained two hundred and fifty-two per
are

ijren.

A

Four hundred criminals are to
be let
loose in New York, on writs of habeas
corpus,
because the Court of General

Governor Jewell received the

con-

tion in a Pickwickian sense.” The
company
about the table embraces all of the
acknowledg«d members with
several of the concealed brethtbe head is
?n"
Judge Davis, whose placard

!>,

e

oo

40

please, Gratz Brown et. als. at
with a
conspicious placard, “I want

°n one Bide ot tbe tablc
are
Jeff. Davm,
iseymour, Fernando Wood,
Andy
Johnson.
On the other an. -r;.,.
’U<>rg®
Francis Train, Fenton,
Trumbull
and
Frank Blair. Mr. Hmct
mg the party as Pickwick.
room* adorned with
suggestive placards and

leVrViM "V

Vo
uS;®1™2

Tul wallof"^

from
Concon-

gratulations for the indorsement Connecticut
has given you for
past services, and for her uushaken confidence in the
party of freedom and
progress.”

happiest of Nast’s political
cartoons, portraying the “Cincinnati Conven-

e

interest

following
President Grant, the day following the
necticut electiou:
'“Accept my hearty

of the

^a'ln

the annual

(

|

H. O. Being the chemical
symbol of water,
could Isaiah have had in in mind when he exclaimed, “HO every one that thirsteth”?
The New York
Evening Post says it is assure
by men who ought to
know, that Chief Jusuce Chase takes
no part, and even no
interest,
1U the I,laUK <>f
mistaken friends who would
b"DK bls "ame h>to the political arena.
Me have no room for all
this,” said a

night
editor, glancing desparingly at a two-column
obituary; “it must be cut down to a proper die-

mention.”
Mr.

Greeley

says, in

the

Tribune,

that the

Boston Journal was once “respectable”—So was
the Tribune—once.
So far as call lie
judged from the condensed

With

a

!j

now

can

j
!
;

old

by

found

a

CO.,

&

Jyll

SN

^^6
TreatiL

J

In

WE

SHALL

FOR

SELL

in

part

of

OVERCOATS,

Blue, Black

DERBY,

Bankers and Brokers.

Mixture*.

and

LOW

And

PRICES!

cor.

St.,

State

a

si>ecialty

in

can

show

finer assortment

a

COCIA HASSART,

GRECIAN,
All

THE

CITY.

colors, styles

Varying

Our stock is large, well selected, made from the
materials, and as we manufacture all the clothwe can guarantee the make in every

best

190 MIDDLE * 0 TEMPLE STM.

OPPOSITE

PREBLE

HOUSE.

TO

SPRING MILLINERY.

LADIES’,
MISSES'

PRICES THAT

WILL SUIT YOU!

I

i

V.'

a

full assortment of
*

*

low as the lowest, at GOLD-

As

THWAIT’S,

Sqr.

11 Market

story
just finished
Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago, and al
THE
the modern
tue
two

French roof house

or

improvements.
No 25 Emery st.

sep5dtf

Enquire
J.

premise

on

A.

sn

Axle Grease !

Graphite
Is the best

lubricator known for Carriage

of all kinds.

YOUTH’S

AND

new

SPRING- STYLES

| MEN’S,

!

BOOTS

Including the

HAT,

THE NEATEST HAT OUT !

A

It will not

run

At

prices within the reach of all.

At
I ket

GOLDTHWAIT’S. 11 Mar-

Axles

out in the hottest

FEW

W«i<
\

GOLDTHWAIT’9

8HOP.WORN

at

Consisting

|
COMPLETE LINE OF

of

new

so

in price, consequently
very Lowest Price.

THE BEST assortment of

HAIR!
OP

HALE

THE

MAINE !

USUAL

THE

PRICES !

CHEAPEST TO

'THE

THE

5000 Pairs Kid Gloves !

at the

6c

Needles
Linen Thread

7c

Ac.

Splendid
!

assortment of

FRINGES

whole stock is new, bought for cash, bought low,
will be sold for easn and sold low.
4k5r"~We are confideni it will be to your advantage
to examine before buying.
Our

Stock of

A.

Plated Ware, Jewelry,

Fancy Goods,

M.

PEABODY,

345 CONGRESS
ap3snlw

Dry Goods,
dec., Ac.

On

STREET,

Portland.

Marriage.

COGIA

removed.

New method ot treatment. New and reBooks and Circulars free, in
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HASSAN,

mancaoie remedies.

199 MIDDLE Ac 6 TEIEPLE
STS*
Remember We Open
sa
aftg

Wednesday,

mchl6dsn3m

SAVE THE

April lOfA.

TICKETS VIA

H.

jan31d&w

115.00.
BLANCHARD, Agent,

282

ap8snlw

tPe

Portland.

0>„
ti>.

6,g

West Wisconsin R. R

Gold.
Burlington & Cedar Rapids R. R.

Ltold.

y,.

WOOD, Agent,
67

Exchange St.

For Sale.
first-class Hack and Livery Stock: all In rood
xmdKion. Location one of the best in Portland 8
Flic_ Stable can be purchased or leased on verv fa.
For particulars address Box 1680 i
a®™i,le‘e™S:
1
rortland, Maine.
A

mar^dlwsn

GOODS!
-AT-

S.

B.

GOWELL’S,

To Continue 30
My

and

FOB SALE BY

mch23eutf

Y

stock is

large

and

to 60

well

eveTF^ing usually kept in Dry

Northern Pacific R. B., Gold.T 30’s

WM. E.

R

j

|

SALE

--OF-

; D

State af Maine.

Jj

$io.ooa

j

Louis.

SN

GREAT

Portland, Me.
BONDS.

St.

wo-4m

$10,000.

Congress st., Opp. Preble House,

Ba,h.

CHILDREN:

MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger, and die, because of Pin-Worms.
The only known remedy
for these most troublesome and dangerous of all
I worms in children or adults is DR. GOULD’S PINi WORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms; a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Bostou.
bottle.

MONTREAL* RETURN

Briars

must

Gov^d#

be raised.

out

of

season

Days!

selected, comprising
Goods.

Ten

Now is your
will be sold

thous-

time.

without

re-

__ap3entf

gard to price*

WANTED

IMMEDIATELY.

Custom Coat, Pant and Test Makers!
Highest Price# Paid.

ORIN

HAWKES & CO.,

aad 292 CongretR Street,
Apr 6-dsntf
290

from

for

Rising Star.New York.. Aspinwall.Apl
Castle.New York.. Havana..Apl
Merrimack.New York. .Rip Janeiro .Apl
..

Passengers looked to Lnudau-

derry

E. N.

1

PRI'SrtlAN, C apt. Dutlaa.
1

Vill leave this

Rubber
We have

,

t

Freight

FOR^SALE.

4 T A GREAT

BARGAIN, one of the
best stands in the city for the Grocery and Meat
1 •usiness, situated on
the corner of Congress and
* keen streets.
The proprietor
in ill health, he wishes to reire from business.
For further particulars enquire on the premhes.
April 8dlw

bang

Farm For Sale,
Or exchange for a house in the city,
a small pleasant Farm of 2ti
acres,
'Y
■
In West Falmouth, 7 1-2 miles from
city. Good buildings, good orchard
\
'of grafted fruit, 70 tries; wood
nougli for family use. If not sold will be let.
WM. H. JKKR1S,
Apply to
Real Estate Agent.
April S-eod8w*
__

k

Pocket Book Found !
have it by calling on W. K1RSCH,

owner can

rHE
27 Market Square, up stairs.

Lost.
Scarlet Shawl, with White Border—
the stage at City Hall, Wednesday
A SMALL
3d
The finder
worn on

Evening,
April.
warded by returning
Apr 8-4 ft f

We shall sell

Praplc

TAYLOR & CO.. 20 State sf., Boston.

ap8-3t

Boarding

and

ml m

NOW

ai>84St

__

For Sale.
GOOD

little Hone, 10 years old. weight about
A
900, for .2.1.00; Buggy wagon #15.00; Sleigh #10;
Harness

$5.00; all In good order. Also a lot of Hens
Ducks, ami some Earming Tools fur sale cheap.
['HAS. R. TAYLOR, Cape Elizabeth, near Mlm-rai
Spring.
ap»*lw
tnd

OPENING.

from

■

5

Spring Dress Goods,
SHAWLS!
-AT-

TURNER

BROTHERS’,

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, April 1, 2 and 3.
We shall open

a

large stock

City hare

been

Brig Mary A Chase, Dolan, Baltimore,—coal to J L
Farmer.
Brig Mattie B Russell, York, Hoboken.—coal to
Randall, McAllister & Co. Vessel to J S Winslow
& Co.
Sch Marcia Reynolds, (of Lubec) Houghton. Matanzas, 1C days,—473 hhds 50 tea molasses to Geo S

!

SHAWLS,
Comprising the

To be

j

of

BLACK SILKS,

PAISLEY, CASHMERE,

i

AND OTTOMAN SHAWLS.

Turner

arcus,

heretofore

“ONE
April l-d2v. is

(JIG

I

(UP

Next Above Emery. Watprhon**

Cutter Is not surpassed in the
ready to show the most complete

1

W.

F.

t
\

Preble Houwe.
8

i

12
171
26
150
350
850
700
190

*

facilities in tlicae spacious rooms enable us to
lanufactute and display our harness to great adantage.aud we propose to ofter ourenstomers inducehat *
P°y ‘hem th° trouble of one ttlgbt ot
ham.-ss
responsible for

soon STOCK A\U WOHK1I t.ASIIIP

] Measure

Harness,

Business Harness,

Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,
Carryall Harness,

CIIISAin.
ap6istf

Light Double Harness,

Heavy

Double Harness,

I IADE EXPRKNSIil' FOB THE RE.
CONNTANTE1 OX
TAIL TRADE,
HAND.
Our Rooms

are

next

below the Post

Middle

39
mrl2-d3m

UP

IO PER

STAIHSi.

CENT. BONDS.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Bonds *100 oach for
municipal
Portland, April, 1872.
npMtf_w th seml-annual Coupon, In

DR.

Street.,

liberty City, Mo..

and Seed Store.

Removal.

Office,

ENTRANCE

Portland Agricultural Wtireliouw

JKNNESS has removed to No. 1 Brown
to II
St., Portia d, Me. Gibe*- hours from
p. n.
no»5-3m
a.!».. and 4 to

in

Manufacture

\ ■e

Western Timothy.
bushels unhulled Canana Timothy
sacks Red Top,
tons New York and Western
Clover,
bags Alsike Clover,
bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.
bushels Millet,
bushels Orchard Grass,
bushels Seed Oats,
bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
bushels Buckwheat,
For sale at lowest market figures.

It. P.

Harness

Please remember we manufacture
every
offer for sale, and hold ourselves

\

3200 bushels
000

of

State,

Our

GRASS SEED.
2500

Stocks

public to

and Custom Made.

Co.,
if

Cn

customers and the

ill of Home

Congress Street,

1872.

our

this

Sunday, April 7.
Having decided to remain in Portland, it gives me
ARRIVED.
pleasure to Inform my friends and customers of my
Barque Alice C, (Br) Dix, Belfast. I, Jan 15,—rail- connection with Messrs. Orin Ilawkes Jt
road iron to Grand Trunk
Co., where I
Railway Co.
Sch New Zealand,Cook, New York via Truro, where i I shall have better facilities for waiting ogam all who
she has been ashore,—coal and machinery to order.
favor me with their patronage, than heretofore.
BELOW—Sch Kate Grant, of Ellsworth.
Thanking my customers lor past favors, I shall be
pleased to see them all at my new place of business.
MEMORANDA.

Portland, April 6th,

Vhere we invite all
xamine one of the

Largest

—

from Ma-

STAIRS),

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

NOTICE.

E Farns

Manufacturers,

PORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

as a

__

Sch Harriet, Terrell, Boston—Chas Sawyer & Co.

SADDLE

Harness

I

Establishment,,

Opposite
Portland, April Ctb, 1872.

Son,

-AND-

CLEARED.

|

ONLY.”

Dunn &

Henry

FIRST-CLASS

290 & 292

PRICE

Uonday, April 8,

Orin Hawkes 8c

Brothers,

CO, Corner Congress & Elm Sts.

WOOLENS,

Mulligan. Halifax. NS—John Port-

Bargains
-in-

in the city, confuting of Foreign anti
Domestic,fine
and medium, and can please all who favor us with a i
call, and guarantee satisfaction.

—

Fabrics I

found in tbe New York market.

Special

MR. W. F. CHISAM,
Whose reputation

most

Desirable Styles and

Under the supervision of

State. We shall bo
assortment of

our

—-VXD—-

Extraordinary.

Tailoring

Hunt.
Sch Maggie D Marston, Marston, Baltimore,—com
to Waldron & True.
Sch Amelia, Kelley. Newcastle, with loss of Jib,—
com to Goo W True & Co.
Sch T $ McLellan, Farr, New York,—coal to Sami
Rounds & Sons.
Sch W T Emerson. Dorr, New York,—com to Waldron & True.
Sch Snow Bird, (Br) Cripps, Boston, to load for St
John, NB.
Sch Rinaldo, Bunker, Cranberry Istes.
Sch Ella L Trefethen, Starling, Rockland for New
York.

above

DRESS GOODS

FORE ST.

A

as

SPRING STOCK

Smaller Praflt than the

We shall Open

order.

Inpt> 8hlP Othello, Greenleaf,
from Greenimrt, LI;
vivlnvvlli8ii MSt,es
*Nellie,
Bean, New York.
Cld 4th,
ship John Sidney, Bartlett, Darien.
Armida Hall, Hall, Portland,
I™lNHTON-Ar 2d inst. sch Marv E VanCleaf, I
rm"
Thorndike, Rockport, Me.
|

Lodging House for

Sale.
full of good paying boarders and
lodgers;
house ami furniture is all in perfect order, and
rery centrally located, and worthy of investigation ;
house has a lease and very low rent; sold on account
of sickness.
TAYLOR £ CO., 20 State st., Boston, Mass.

Clothing,

hand

on

of this

Notice

Barque Gertrude, Carlisle, New York,—coal to Forest City Sugar Relinery.
Vessel to C H Chase & Co.
Barque Eudeavor, Mountfort, New York,—coal to

—

re-

Excellent Business Opportunity.
Sale
or
a Photograph BusIucm:
nicely fitted up, ami
a good business; location of
always
great value;
don’t object to learn a man the business.

apSdtf

GEO. W. RICH &

York—passen-

DOMESTIC PORTS.
-GALVESTON—Ar 20th, brig R W Messer, Smith,
Cardiff (not the Helen M Rowley.)
INDIANOLA—Sid 22d, sch Maud Webster, Wentworth, Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS
Ar 31st, ship
Northampton,
McLoon, Liverpool; brig Gipsey Queen,
Noyes Matanzas: sell Pare pa, Packard,
Sagua.
28lh> ** M w Drew. Perkins, Philadelphia.

will be generously
it to No. 42 Park st.

half
whole of
FOR
thoroughly established;
done

Saturday, April tf.

Philadelphia

Sp8d3t*

To Let.
\
^UITE of Rooms to Let, with board, at 26 Free

ARRIVED.

at

Payable in Gold

or its equivalent.
or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage Inward and outward, and tor
[ •ight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER.
No. 3 India Street.
Dec.
5-tf
Portland,

For

ALL FRESH GOODS,

173

tanzas, reports on the 27th ult, lat 36 55, Ion 74 47, |
had a gale from NNW, during which sl)ipi>ed a sea !
and started hatches and filled cabin with water, stove |
water casks, &c.
Sch Onward, Bunker, at
Philadelphia from Matanzas, reports heavy weather nearly the whole passage.
Ou the 28th ult, had a gale from ENE and tore sails;
on the 1st inst, lost an anchor iu Delaware
Bay during a NW gale.
Sch L & M Knowles. Peterson, at New York from
Anguilla, reports moderate weather up to Hatteras
and was four days from thence with strong N and NE
winds; broke mainboom.
Sch Moses Patten, which arrived at Savannah 4th
j
inst from
Grcenport, experienced heavy weather on
the passage, and carried
mainboom, stove quaraway
ter rail, sprung aleak, and had to throw overboard !
part of caigo.

13th.

mmediately after the arrival of the Train of ihe
day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (acordiug to accommodations).970 (• $>90

March 27-disIm

McCobb, Friendship—J

on

April

1 revious

Fine RUBBER CLOTHING

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Brig Mariposa, Staples,

port for Liverpool

Saturday,

PERRY, RheriC.

^Portland, April 4,18T2.

MARINE NEWS.

Barque E C Litchfield, Crockett, Cardenas—Geo S
Hunt.
Sch Chas F Heyer, Poland, Baltimore—Chas Sawyer & Co.
Sch Wm Capes, Kelley,
Philadelphia—J Nickerson.
Sch H P Gibson, Hurst, New York—Chas Sawyer
& Co.

Liverpool.

and

Return Ticketsgranted at Reduced Kates.
The Steamship

I

that the“N«iisaaie Law,"
so-called, will be enforced
against them when violations are detected.

tamed ta pay

Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Watts, Liverpool

THE

Canadian and United Mtaten Mails.

Buildings

water.11.30 AM

Steamer Chesapeake. Johnson, New
gers and mdse to Henry Fox.

Steamship Co.

CARRYING

where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold

Miniature Almanac..April S.
Sun rises.5.30 I Moon rises. 7.25 AM

| High

BROW*,

No. 99 .Market Square.

onuuun'i. irom

Reunion,

OIE,

FIXTIRES.

ALLANJJNE!

any violation of the law, without further notice.

To Owners of

10
10
11
11
11
12
13
13
13
13
15
18
23

Moro

Sch Ceruleus,
worth.

S.

prSdlw

Honlreul Ocean

Notice is also given

date

Prussiau.Portland-Liverpool.Apl
Republic.New York.. Liverpool.Apl
Pylmyra.Boston.Liverpool.Apl

H&A Allan.
bteemer Chase,

Happy Belief for Young men from the effects
errors and abuses in early life.
Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to marriage

LEVI
«

Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection •
of

Java.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Missouri...New York. .Havana.Apl
City of Bristol.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Cimbria.New York. .Hamberg.Apl
City of Merida.New York .Hav& V Cruz. Apl
City of Montreal.. .New York. .Liverpool..,.. ..Apl

Sun sets.6.34

OIL

Also Steam, Water and Gas Piping done to order.

Portland who have not been personally not ified
by
myself or deputies, on account of our inability to find
their place.;, are hereby notified that

eous.

of

KEROSENE

In

In the Hibernian, for
Liverpool A Henderson,
Miss Taylor, Miss McPherson, Mrs Ross and six chilMr
dren,
Blandford, Ransford, Cassils, Gould, Pardew, W Burke, McKenzie, Moftatt, Kay, Youflg, J
Ogilvey, Montgomeey, Furness, R Taylor, McDonald,
Fatbern, and 23 steerage.

-NAMK

FIXTURES!

KEROSENE

LIQUORS.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Best Pins

ALLJQUALITIES.

full

goods

our

on Spools
Plqnes, Cambrics, Linens, Lawns, Nainsooks; (striped and plaiu,) Lining Cambric and Selesia, Linen Bosoms and
Cuffs, Ruffling, Edgings, Tissue,
Barege, Velvets, Collars and
Cuffs, Forms, Punier*,
Children’s
Corsets,
Elastics, Tapes, Ac,

MARKET !

Together with a

must offer

Best German Corsets
90c
Best Kid Gloves
1.00
95c
Hoop Skirts, (30 Springs)
75c
Hoop Skirts, (25 Springs)
58c
Hoop Skirts, (20 Springs)
Ladies’ Hose
19c
Ladies’Hose
17c
Ladle** Hose
90c
Ladies’ Hose, all prices
Children’s Hose, col’d and white
Gents* Half Hose
95c
Linen Handkerchiefs
8c to SI OO
Dress Braid (6 yd)
8c
JT Clark’s Spool Cotton
6c
machine Silk, (IOO yd)
19c
machine Silk (50 yd)
6c
5c
Spool Twist
4c
Holyoke Cetton
Linen Thread, (Hank)
4c
Cetton
6c
Hadley
lOc
Knitting Cottou (Balls)

BEST QUALITY PRINTS !

STATE

both

can

THE PRICES.

READ

OF*

THE

we

doing

wl5

Pendants & Brackets.

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

PASSENGERS.

A V.,

d&wlt

CHANDELIERS,

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating

—

We buy and sell for Cash, and by
hnu amt nail of tlia T\e\%naa*

McAlpine, A^t,

all of Portland.

please copy.]

SPRING STYLES.

it. II.

Sheriff's Notice.

DIED.

and choice varieties of

'S

GAS

Henry,

April

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS!

N

ftp8

Orleans for Revel.
March 29, lat 37 10, Ion 74 40, sch G W
Hawley,
from Rockport for
Charleston.
April 2, off Cape
Alice M Minott, from
ship
Baltimore for San Francisco.

st.

Iu this city,
6, Frank Herbert, youngest son
of the late John Richards, of Hallowell, aged 18 years
11 months. [Hallowell papers please
copy.]
In Cap© Elizabeth, April 5, Mr. Chas. M.
Donnell,
aged 30 years 6 months.
In Windham, March 31, Mrs. Abbv, wife ot the late
Albas K. Jordan, and daughter of Charles and Martha Auderson, aged 37 years 11 months.
[Transcript

LADIES,

PRICES!

Elliott,

h

““L

March 28, no lat, &c, ship Marcia C Day, from New

In this city, April 6, bv Rev. I. Luce, Henry L.
Lovejoy, of St. Stephens, N. B., and Emma L. Partridge, of Portland.
In Deering, April 1, by Rev. M. H. Williams, Geo.

Market Square,

We would call your attention to cur stock of

MANUFACTURERS

Exchange

W. Nixon and Sarah

eod lm

aprillsn

AT

REAL

while

bargains

11

GOODS

LINEN AND LACE !

A_i
v.
New Orleans for Liverpool.
March 27, lat —, Ion 73 45, barque
Montevideo for Boston. 52 days out.

MARRIED.

Left, will soon be all gone.

00

5

Sydney, NSW,

-wr

BAILEY, Agent for Maine,

mch29sntf

Square,

%

^
2 P

PORTLAND, HE.

SPOKEN.
Feb 5, lat 38 08 S, Ion 18 25 E, barque Limerick
Lass, from Liverpool for Bombay.
Feb 28, lat 32, Ion 2G, ship Shatmuc, from Liverpool
for New Orleans.
March 12, lat 38, Ion 67, brig Amy A Lane, ofSearsport, steering South.

Try it and “know how it is yourselve.*.
“PERFECT LUBRICATOR,”
For Machinery of all kinds, and for Railroad Axles.
Perfect cure for hot journals.
G. L.

Secure these
you may,

NEW STYLES COLLARS & CHFFS ?
IN

SHOES

DESCRIPTION

OF EVERY

BOYS’

DOLLY VARDEN

&

*■

days;

TENNEY

weather.
All the

*

San Diego.
Ar at Grenada 2d ult, sch Sarah B, Sanborn, from
Machias.
At Bermuda 29th ult, brigs Hattie Eaton. Dyer,
from Demarara for Boston, ready in 6 days; Proteus,
Hall, from Matunzas for Philadelphia, ready in a few
schs Harriet Baker, Webber, Charleston for
Baltimore, repg; Hattie Ross, Ulrica, Cardenas lor
Portland, repg; Hortensla. Norton, Demarara for
.New York, repg; Jason, Wiley, Iuagua for Boston,
repg ; Abbott Lawrence, Mayo, Demarara for do,
repg ; Starlight, Hopkins, Jacksonville for Providence, disg for repairs.
Cld at Halifax 28th ult, ship America, Bartlett,
(from Pensacola) for St John NB, having repaired.

Choice lot Apples, just received and for sale by
J. 8. C ROCKETT.
mr30sn2w
85 Commercial street.

Variety.

8LIPPERI1,

:

wl2

Apples.

+

Also

&w-6m

For Sale
new

CHILDREN'S GOODS

In Great

sn

on

All Widths, can litany feet with
them.
11 MARKET SQR.

AND

!

MW&S

|1

efore you decide upon the plan upon which you will
isure your life.
You will find this form far superior
»any short term Kndownment or Tontine plan.
Insurance is also effected bv ihhi coni pan.\ «>n all
u *ual methods, at much less than the rates’ charged
b f other mutual companies.

FOREIGN FORTH.
Jan 29, ship Aurora, Norton,
for San Francisco.
In port Feb 10,
barque Annie W Weston, Crowell,
from Dunedin, ar 2d. for Shanghae.
Ar at Melbourne Feb 5, barque Etta Loring, Loring, Boston.
Ar at St Helena Feb 19, barque Proteus,
Murphy,
Bassein, and cld (hr Falmouth, E.
Ar at Gibraltar 17th ult, brig Amy, Piukhani, from
Palermo for New York.
Sid fin Honolulu Feb 28, brig L P Foster, Mills, for

!

mchlG

IN

U.i ,'i
This Department is stocked with the choicest foods
to be found in the market, of both American and
French Manufacture, which we shall sell at

11

*
X

I
ii
t

GLOUCESTER—Ar 5th, sch Grey Eagle, ThompWiscassot.
ROCKPORT—Ar 2d, sch Georgia, Parker, Portland, and sailed 3d for Georgetown, DO.

Patches, Freckles,

Moth

fFor

©

OF HARTFORD, COS'S.

Johnson.

Sid fin

public

!

by the

^*

SALEM—Ar 3d, sch Terrapin, Wooster, from Port

$5.

presented

the

to

I

Thoinaston.

Six Bottles

DISEASES-

BOOTS,

DAIL

BY

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE and PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Ib warranted to cure Flesh Worms, Pimples, Eruptions
and Blotched disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond 8t., New York.

WARRANTED

CALF

*

Gardiner, Galveston.
Ar 9th, ships Andrew Jackson, Watts, Liverpool;
J P Wheeler, Harris, do; barque Samuel E
Spring,
Small, Buenos Ayres; brig Iza, Thompson, Ponce;
Abby Thaxter, Parker, Port Johnson; schs Charles
Wilmington; Sarah, Richardson,
Sawyer, McFarland,
Weehawken; H T Townsend, Hersey, do ; Uncle
Sam. Farnham, and Atalanta, Rhoades, Rockland.
Below, brig Arthur Egglesso, from Goree ; sch
Whitney Long, from New York.
Old 6th, ship Galatea. Gardiner, New York; barque
Philena, Chase, Portland; sch Telegraph, Priest, for

PERRY’S MOTH* AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatologist, 49
Bond St-, New York. Sold by Druggist everwhere.

SEE GOLDTHWAIT’S

DON’T

SKIN

audTAN,

mch29sn6m

^

son,

ing we sell,
particular.

Our assortment of Furnishing Goods is well kept
up and almost everything needed by man or boy can
be found on our shelves.
We also keep constantly on hand a full stock of the
latest styles Hats and Caps.
Patronize home manufactures by giving us a call
and thus save one profit on your purchases.

J
j^

Tai*ry

PORTLAND, ME.

$1.

^

now

5

Mnry

prodpee its equal.

PRICE
HI1
ap6tf

s

Delay,

THOS. Gr. LORING, -Apothecary

prices.

and

& Iron !

Complaint, Dizziness,
Sour Stomach, Dropsy, Sick Headache,
require medical treatment, we challenge

from 3 to 18 years of age.

in size

*

Portland.
Ar 5th, schs Mansfield, Achorn, Elizabethi*>rt;
Etta May, Dix, Portlaud.
Below 5th, sch Cherub, Fletcher, Portland.
Sid 4th, scbs Alfred Keen, Pillsbury, New York;
5th, Winslow Morse, Oliver, do or Portland.
PAWTUCKET—Sid 3d, sch Gov Conev, Marson,
New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 4th, sch Henry Clay, Graham,
Portland for Fall River.
FALL RIVER—Ar 3d, sch Alice Oakes, Marson,
Hoboken.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar«4th inst, schs Mariel,
Fletcher, Portland for Oak Bluffs; Areola. Wolston,
do for Fairhaven; Union Flag, Simmons, Baltimore
tor Boston ; Pinta, Clark, Elizabethport for Portlaud;
M CHart,
from Baltimore for Belfast; Idaho,
Jameson, Rockland fbr New York.
Ar 5th. sch Lizzie L Mills, Armstrong, Elizabethport for Portlaud.
In i*ort 5th, schs
Louise, Merrill C Hart, and
Sami Fish. All others have sailed.
BOSTON—Ar 5th, schs Keren Happucb, Howe,
Georgetown, Me; St Lucar, Coliaraore. Linrolnville;
imnc,
iwjjcrB, aim xuazurKa, IVimuail, liOCKianu;
Kosciusko. Kimball, anil Express, Calderwood, do;
Wigwam, Field. Millbridge; Gen Grant, Mosier, and
Not, Eastman, Portland ; Maine. Brown, do.
Cld 5th, brigs Wm Mason, Giles, Surinam; Mary C
Comery, Comery, St John, NB; sch E B Phillipps,

Liver

PREPARED

^

barque Hancock: brigs Atalaya, Ocean
Eagle; 2d, barques Jas E Ward. Ellen Stevens, S W
Holbrook; brigs Havana, W A Cheney, H B Emery,
Ambrose Light; sch Roswell.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4tb, sch Canary, Hart, from

great American Blood Purifier, composed of Stillingia or Queen's Boot, Frost
Weed, Prickly Ash Berries, Yellow Dock,
Pipsissewa, Mandrake and Cardamon
Seeds, Ac., combined with Iron in its oureat form.
Btilliugia as an alterative or
blood purifier is far superior to Sarsaparilla or any other medicine or combination
of medicines known to the medical profession. It is specially recommended for the
following diseases: Scrofula, Salt,Rheum,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Ulcers and Sores
Diseases of the Skiu, Roils, Pimples, In-

IMPERIAL & DERBY SUITS

Plan,
^

Portland.
Shi 1st,

and Pure Rich
of Flesh and Weight

the world to

Deposit Insurance

Cld 4th, brig Suwannee, Simpson, Galveston; sch
Snow, Pease, Baracoa.
Cld 5th, brigs Jas Miller, Tliombs, Matanzas; FJ
Henderson, Henderson, do; Machias, Johnson, for
Brunswick, Ga; schs Elizabeth DeHart, Low, for
Mayaguez; Chas Shearer, McKinney, Harl*>r Island:
Beta. Brown, Jacksonville; Eureka. Mayo, Hilton
Head, SC; Mary A Witham, Kelley, Norfolk; Frances Hatch, Pales, Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 4th, brig Henry Means,
Staples, New York for Providence; schs Jos W Fish,
Levey, do for Boston; Abigail Haynes, Smith, do for
Bristol; Maggie Bell, Hall, do for Lyun; Volant,
Hatch, Elizabethport for Providence; Lady Suffolk.
Armstrong, New York for New Bedford; Ida L Howard, Harrington, Elizabethport for Portlami.
Passed do 5th, brig Harry, Brown, Port Johnson
for BostoD; schs Andrew Peters, Salisbury. Hoboken
for Portland; Hattie Coombs. Jameson, New York
for Boston; U S steamer Myrtle, fm Philadelphia for

Beauty, Strong

digestion,

Iew advertisem ents.
Investigate the Merits of the

Israel

invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
below the prices of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

Stillingia

X

ford.

Boston.

The

THANT CANT BE FOITNTB ELSEWHERE

IN

R R

The
all

& CO.,

depositors will have their remittances
promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Bauking and Commission Business, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and
Europe. As

Elixir of

Boys’ and Youth’s Clothing,

IN

;

STREET.

Blood, Increase
Clear Skin Ac Beautiful Complexion secured to all.

SACK AND FROCK COATS

Wo make

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY!

as

MIDDLE

Devonshire,

Health.

NTew materials and Styles.

COBRESPOICDINOLY

AT

REST ARTICLE

Jbe G^au^d

mar26-dly

SWAN & BARRETT.

SPECIAL TO INVALIDS.

All colors and Grades.

PROM

^cl*n“n
uoc^mdria Impotent

BY

U. S. Bonds and other marketable Securities allowed full price in exchange.
mch23tm eod3m

CASH!

HOSIERY IN GREAT VARIETY,

inJurl0US compou,ld-

SALE

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota 7s.92|
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.DO
Logansport, Crawfordsville and S. W.. 8s.95
Chesapeake and Ohio 6s. 94
Connecticut Valley 7s.95
New York and Oswego 7s.95

Pants & Vest “to match."’

ONE

otlir

sn

FOR

I’m

DR. HENDRICK'S

AT

BOND STREET, N.Y

\ r. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B.
a ithor
may be consulted on the above as well
:*easts
requiring skill and experience.

ATCHISON,

F. Gold

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

-*

SPECIALTY OUR S1.O0 KIDS

A Book for
Every Blau.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE or RFT Tt' prfuvrva
ION,” a Medical
on
Curerf
Ixbausted Vitality, Premature
Man Ner
aos *»d Physical Debility ,Hy
S permatorrfima or Seminal
Weakness, and St
leeases arising from tbe errors of
youth or tbe ina iscretions or excesses of
mature years
This is in
d eed a book for every man. Thousands have
been
tught by this work the true way t« health and hapiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
e rer published, and the
only one on this class of ills
" orth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enh rged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth,
rice only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
J1 rice. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIUTE, No. 4 Bulflncli Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.

J

I’m

TOPEKA & S.

Out-of-town

Dress & Business Suits,

-WHICH-

D.

any

CENTRAL IOWA R. R. Gold.

In Drab, Brown and Mixture*.

sn

°r

7’»

Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bank.

new, large and varied stock of

SPRING

*

SfD^CggUt8lead

VICEN-

&

Gold.,.

NFS R. R.

BANKERS,

LOW PRICES !

LOWEST OF

SONST

Ogdensburg

O’.

BANK OF DEPOSIT.

& 292 CONGRESS ST.

Consisting

IN

Batchelor’s Hair Bye.
This superb Hair Dye is the best in the
world—per( ietly
harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disa
ppomtimeut; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye producJ B,enSH5S,»1'®
IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
I
leaveHthe
hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
Z??])'
*

CHICAGO, DANVILLE

F. A. HAWLEY

FOR MEN’S & BOYS’ WEAR.

enls.

jn3

»-:(0
Gold

mrSsN mwf

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

lOOO YARDS REMNANTS

the sale of the

6>*

B.

we

AT THE

MAINE.

Agents
1
J Soiids of the Portland &

S’.

SPRING At SUMMER

PRINTS & DOMESTICS !

for

DAYTON, OHIO,.

BY

HAHKIIS

290

be

j

and

Canada.

7>«

33 EXCHANGE NT.,
PORTLAND.

splendid stock of Goods, bought forCasb

I

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
<
Iccurities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
,ud Ireland. Sight bafts on Paris, Berlin and other
1 Curo[>ean cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax,
« rold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES atiorded for the transaction of the
* peciul as well as the General Business of correspon-

charge $20,484,552.

were

At the next New York election look
out for
Democratic gains.
one

bold

ministration has reduced

Sessions, by
tried, proves to have been
illegal. This is a good deal worse than
the blunder in our
statutes depriving the
Superior Court of its criminal jurisdiction.

tains

lltli.

but unsuccessful attempt was made
to rob the First National
Bank of
Bennington, Vt. The noise of the explosion in blowing open the safe bank caused
them to escape. It was so
violent as to shatter
the walls of the
building and awake those livin
the
ing
vicinity. No clue has been found to
the robbers.
The report that Gen. Sickles
made a half
million by the Erie revolution is untrue.
He
received $4500 for services.
A good thing to bear in mind—that the Ad-

concede its authority
to consider the question of
indirect damages.

week

May

Wednesday night

Commission, virtually

current

Madrid

Cincinnati.

government will present its case, or
whether it will stop short where it is for fear
it may, by further
proceedings before the

Hamer’s Weekly of the

sail tor

ti movement but claims he should follow his
constituents.
If they favor it, he will go t®

ish

they

win

!

...

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction Of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Inerest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum
allow>d on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered
and iuerest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES ">F DEPOSIT issued
bearing inerest as by agreeme
and available at
maturity in
Boston
or New York.
Portland,
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
dividends made in all parts of the United States and

banquet of the famous Third
army Corps in Philadelphia May 4tli.
Senator Fenton, it is said,favors the Cincinna-

On the 15th of this month, a week from
to-day, the “counter cases” of the British
and American governments must, according
to the provisions of the treaty of
Washington, be filed with the Geneva Commission.
The important question is whether the Brit-

which

oicKies

7’.

and collections

t

He will attend the

COOK COUNTY.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

No. 1

COUNTY.

PORTLAND,

7’.

H. M. PAVSO\,

*

or noxcrolt, lias been
apon
the B. & P.
one-third of the time.

J- B. BROWN &

erally.

cent, in wealth the last decade
enty in that preceding it. All of the agricultural States of the West sluiw a
great increase
in the past decade over any previous one.

and shall open

OPIN

support, and a reinforcing preparation
Shat will tone and rouse, while it regulates and
puriies the system, is the medicine that naturo demands.
All the medicinal elements
required for such cmer;encios arc combined In Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters,
;ke purest and most efficacious vegetable elixir that
Ihc world has ever known. It is a mild
stimulant,
powerful tonic, an unequalled appetizer, an absolute specific for diseased
digestion, a wonderful nervine, a moderate cathartic, a remedy for liver complaints and periodic fevers, a cure for
constipation, a
ipeciflc for rheumatism, of essential use in all ailments to which the feebler sex are
subject, and as a
general household medicine unequalled and unipproached. These arc the proiierties which have
made IIostetter’B Bitters famous
everywhere. See to
t, however, that you have the true article, for the land
s infested with swarms of local
bitters, made from
:ondemned liquors and worthless
drugs, which
[reedy wretches who speculate on human life recoin
nend as panaceas for every ill that flesh is heir to.
Beware of the charlatans and their poisons.

Androscoggin.*23,163,709

agricultural industry had been fully
developed, wealth has increased between

O’.

—AT—

lomelimes aggravates the mischief. Raw stimulants
ire eminently pernicious in such
cases, and drastic
mthartics about as bad. The vital principle needs

Connecticut $774,031,524; Rhode Is-

that its

R. R.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL lOtli,

the vital powers. The
strongest feel this devitalizing effect; the weak are prostrated by it.'
Everybody is more or less debilitated at this season,
md the feeble instinctively seek the help of medi:inc. Unfortunately, the “remedy” resorted to

luccor

CHICAGO.

SPRING 187^

ence on

the value of real and personal estate in each of
the counties of this State:

F

store

our

ap2sntf

The Pricegof Health,
Like that of liberty, is eternal
vigilance. The vapor-laden air of spring exercises a depressing influ-

$296,965,64(1; Vermont $235,349,553; New
Hampshire $252,624,112. The following shows

In Vermont when there has been a falling off
of population and where it might be supposed

merce

We have entirely re-fltted

SPECIAL NOTICES.

land

three per cent, on the total property owned
in the State in 1860; while the gain in the
previous decade was but fifty-six per cent.

Farmington

7’.

a

The valuation of New England
according to
the census, is as follows: Massachusetts $2,132,-

From these it appears that the total real and
personal property of the United States was

run

6’.

lOO

harbor, $50,000.

the affecting and dramatic music
of. Donizetti's master piece in a manner worthy
of every praise. She does not lessen herself,
she does not fail our promised desires, or delude
the hopes we had beforehand conceived of her.
and we are pleased to bear witness in her honor
that she, revealing herself a good artist, in the
part of “Tilda” (“Contessa di Amalfi”) made
herself still more appreciated in the much more
important one of “Imogene” (“Roberto di Norinandia”), and now appears still greater in that
of “Lucia.”

Marvelous Growth.
The advance sheets of the Ninth Census
embracing statistics of the wealth and public
indebtedness of the country, arranged by

«’■

At Rochester B. R.

FOB SALE

IN GENERAL.

Signora sings

of the canal.

COME AND SEE US !

Patents were issued last week to Stephen D.
Foster, Portland, handle for brushes; William
Hammond Brown, Bangor, sash-holdcr; Mauasseli Smith and james C. Jordan, Portland,
machine for slitting matches:
Stephen W.
Smart, Richmond, coal-sifter; Frederick Hobbs
Coombs, Bangor, treadle for sewing machines.
The Sub-Committee of Commerce have completed the items of appropriation for the improvement of rivers and harbors iu England.
They are as follow's, for Maine—Improvement
of Narraguagus river, $10,000; improvement of
Sullivan river and Sullivan Falls,
825,000; Penobscot river, $40,000; Keunebec river, $8000;
Royals river, $10,000; Portland harbor and
Back bay, $45,000; Saco river,
$15,000; Richmond island, $20,000; removing rock in Wells

Another Prima Donna from Maine.—The
Gazetta di Saluzzo (Italy) of March 3d has the
following complimentary notice of Miss Jeanio
Armstrong, of Wiscasset, in reference to her
first appearance in the opera of Lucia di Lam-

levied on the gross capacity of every vessel
that passes through the canal.
The change
consists in adopting the English admeasure-

Leeds At

:

In the Press of Friday we announced the
election of Win. Duren Esq.,
Republican, a»
Mayor of Calais. The two stood Duren, 501;
Seth Emerson, 317.
Work has commenced in some of the West
Pembroke ship yards audCapt. Smith is having
sparred and rigged a finely modeled schooner of
two hundred and fifteen tons, called the “Alme.da,” which will be lauched as soon as the
ice in the river will permit.

the school for first class teachers. The graduating' clastf numbers seventeen. G. F. Fletcher
is an able principal, and has a good corps of as-

In the matter of tolls, the new arrangements proposed ny Lesseps, which excited the
rebellion against him on the part of some of
the stockholders, goes into effelt the 1st of
next July.
Ten francs, or about $2 a ton is

to

WASHINGTON

generally appear well, and will
probably maintain the present reputation of

mistaken and had

Bnugor

—

r.sq.,

Railroad,

broken.
The students

est denied its practicability; by which French
periphrasis he means simply that John Bull
has found himself

1;

The spring term of the Normal School opened four weeks ago with 115 students, and is
still receiving additions.
Work will begin on
the new hall as soon as the ground can be

enterprise boasting
by those who long-

(>■

Bath

Portland

pointed “relief mail agent”

Prof. W. H. Lambert of Lewiston, lectured
for the Lyceum course in the vestry of the Orthodox church, last night:—subject Oliver Goldsmith.

cal observers in all parts of the world. It is not
wonderful that commercial nations are more
inclined to use a short cut which has an average depth of over twenty-seven feet, to save
them thousands of miles of distance and
weeks of time. Accordingly we find the exultant

Jack.

Our Castine Letter.

of the French linear measure because it is

_

|
i

Harrison Inman, who was convicted of larceny in the Police Court at Bangor, last Friday
and sentenced to pay a fine,
attempted to commit suicide while in the lockup.
In a case in the S. J.Court in Bangor, where the
plaintiff sued to recover damages of defendant
for accusing plaintiff of
having committed
the crime of adultery', the defendant set
up the
truth of the allegation in defence, aud so far
succeeded in proving it, that the
after
conjury
sultation, rendered a verdict for defendant.
B. P. Gilman of Bangor, has recovered a verdict of $200 against the European & North
American Railroad, for the loss of an ox by
reason of a defective fence of defendant.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

cases

«>■

BELFAST.

EUROPEAN & N. AM. R. K

e>

Pd R

Portland aid

!

happy.

of small pox, which have proved
fatal, are reported in Perkins Plantation; also
a letter written to a lady in
this-village from
Little River, reports fifteen cases there. We
are Inclined to think, however, that that is a
Three

municipal

Portland

NEWS.

T

PORTLAND.

LEEDS A FARMINGTON R

‘liberal” Republicans, who, it says, hate Grant
oecausc he has failed to give them a chance at
LTncle Sam’s money bags.

TV

U>«

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R

feeling

The Gazette tells of an unhappy Benedict in
Dexter, whose relations with his spouse were
so :< inharmonious
that a day or two ago he
called for arsenic at the
apothecary’s and took
a large dose of what he received.
As the man
of drugs,
suspecting something wrong, substituted magnesia for the cold
pizen desired, the
would-be suicide did not die—but he isn’t

at Brighton he found the markets dull,
and went ou to Fall Biver, neglecting to notify
his family of the fact.

it

bondsT

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

arriving

practical working
canal,
pronounced admirable. Italian and French
vessels have steamed through its entire length
in less than thirteen hours. As forits depth,
it is ample for any vessel. The minimum is
eight metres, and the average is a third of a
metre more. We give these figures in terms
of the

sn

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

this division of the Maine Central—two passenger cars, baggage and smoking car, to be pointed buff, similar to the train on the Belfast &
Moosehead Lake R. B.
In my last I noted the disappearance of Mr.
Libbeus Worthly of Strong. He arrived at
his home safe last Saturday. It seems that on

of loans.

ap2*2m

Central Railroad, Iowa, Gold,
7>«
Atchison, Topeka Ac lime Fe, Gold
7’.
Northern Pacific, Gold,
7-30’.
3 share. Ocean las. Co. Stock.
40 share. Cumberland Nat’i Bank Mtock.

A-

Let

FOSTER A SON,

there is in ;

A few days since as a young couple of Alva were
riding through Monticello village, they met
of
lectures
a
course
is
to
is
Mr. Emerson
give
Elder Pitcher, aud without either party alightnext week upon Literature. Theodore Thomas
ing from the sleighs, were married then and
there. A quick way of doing business.
with his splendid Orchestra, is iu the city and
Mr. Chas. Tozier of Liuneus lost his logging
announces three concerts at Music Hall.
samp with its entire contents by fire a short
Lf.e.
time since.
The fire caught during the absence
of the cook, and when discovered was under
Our Farmington Letter.
too great headway to be checked. The loss is a
heavy one to Mr. Tozier.
Prospects of the Sandy River Railroad—An Ac- \ A siugular and fatal aceidcnt
happened on
cident—Prospective Tannery—New Cars—The the Houltou Branch railroad during the late
storm to a section hand named Tyler. The enLost Found—Small Pox.
gine Thistle knocked the engine Aroostook off
Farmington, April 5, 1872.
the track, completely upsetting it upon Tyler
Present prospects indicate that the Sandy
and killing him instancy.
River Railroad will become an
established
One of the largest public meetings that has
at
of
the
At
the
fact.
corporators,
been held for many years in Houlton occurred
meeting
which time the officers were chosen, the direcevening, March 28th, for the purpose
Thursday
of sustaining the sheriff of the county in a
tors were constituted a committee to confer
strict enforcement of the liquor law.
with the directors of the Maine Central, to astTU.
TT_I
C*_•
uretiugo u«ua wcun nuu ujnria*
'-certain if that company would assist, and if so,
tion March 1st. The deposits during the month
of March amounted to $2800.
how, and to what amount, &c.
A meeting of the Directors of both comKENNEBEC COUNTY.
The Gardiner Reporter says the remaius of
panies was held yesterday, and we are informWilliam Butman, a son of the late F. A. Buted that the Maine Central regards the project
man, who was killed by falling under a railroad
favorably, and promises to assist in building
car in California some two years
ago, arrived in
the road.
Gardiner on the afternoon train on Tuesday
A little Miss by the name of Vaughan, living
last, and were placed in Oak Grove Cemetery.
The box and remains weighed some eleven
at Farmington Falls, met with a shocking accihundred pounds it is stated.
dent a few days since. She was sliding down a
During Mr. Badger’s absence, the sendees of
steep liill, when she lost control of her sled, and Dr. Wm. B. Lapham of Augusta, has been seThe sled struck the
ran into a picket fence.
cured for the Farmer on the miscellaneous department.
fence with such force that one of the pickets
KNOX COUNTY-.
was broken off, and one of the ends was literalFrancis E. Walker of Union, a very promisly pushed through the upper lip, into the ing young man of 1!) years
died very suddenly
mouth, knocking out two of the front teeth in on the 27 th ult
its passage, and making a terrible wound.
Mrs. Esther W. Andrews, one of the first
settlers in Warren, died March 18th, at the age
Our citizens are much interested in a project
of 91 years and five months.
which is being set on foot—the erection and
In the Supreme Judicial Court at Rockland,
operation in our village of an extensive tan- the trial of
Bernard Little for the murder of
ery. A gentleman from New Sharon has sigCharles A. White, terminated Saturday mornnified his readiness to commence at once, if our
The
ing.
plea of insanity was made by the defendant’s counsel, w ho called Dr. Foster of
citizeus will help it forward. Accordingly sevBoston, and Dr. Harlow as experts. Attorney
eral of our prominent business men are lending
General Reed made the argument for the prosea helping hand, and the required sum to start
cution, and the case went to the jury at 6 o’clock
on ($500) has been raised.
The building is to
Friday afternoon. After deliberating three
hours, the jury brought in a verdict of murder
be 70x40 ft., two stories, and will be run by a
in the second degree. Saturday
morning the
29 horse-power engine.
Attorney the Attorney General moved for senWe understand that a complete outfit of new
tence,. and Judge Barrows sentenced the prisoner to State Prison for life, with hard labor.
cars for the passenger train will soon be put on

mothers, think of your
sons! Wives, think of your husbands!—
Children, think of your fathers! and help on
it!

Orders left at onr Dye and Cleansing Work*.
No. 514 UNION ST., will receive prompt attenA.

MAINE.'1.1?:;;.

STATE OF

tions.

Lyman Nichols President and B. E. Bates, F.
L Richardson and William B. Wood, Treasurjrs of the Lewiston corporations, all of Boston,
publish a note that they “are opposed to the
rity of Lewiston loaning her credit in aid of the
■oustruction of the Lewiston aud Auburn railroad.
We don’t suppose this will make much
lifferencein the vote thatjis to be taken in Lewston, Tuesday, upon the city’s subscribing for
stock in the above named road.

Freeman Clark had a sermon
vote” and
on “Ought not woman to desire to
REV. MR. FULTON, D. D.
of
at Tremont Temple told what he thought
“Dr. Bowditch and Free Rum.” The style of

our

which essentially improves the colons.

NEW STORE !

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

day
pits. Rev. James

dust,) with

the

Chicago

STATE

to be—
up and set them out again as they ought
iu nice, regular rows. They look better, even
if they are not truthful Hie Jaccts.
was improved as usual by the pulPast

right'.

ing

H

jegar,

sides, (after

oices in the title of Unterrified Democrat, inlists that its party shall have nothing to do
vith the passive policy.
It has no faith in I

stones,

larity

really

I

remov

both

on

OFFICE 315 Congress St.

by the report, that Sebas] >roduced there
opol is to be restored.”
A paper published in Linn, Mo., which re-

j

^fr-,

[

An English correspondent says
Sngland a “very uncomfortable

petitioners.”

cleanse Carpets perfectly

We

Old 2d, .schs Tarrjl Not, Timmons, Darien, Ga; Jo*
KlliH Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 1st, schs Fred P Frye, Alexander,
Camden; Lookout. Thompecu. Portland.
Ar 3d. sch Alice B, Alley. Rockport.
FORTRESS MONROE—Pwse<i out 4tli, sch D«lnont, (tides, (from Baltimore) tor Cuba.
In the Roads, sch Seventy-Six. lor Richmond. Me.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, brig Jennie Morton, Gamige, Arecibo: sch Fannie A Bailey, Coombs, Boston.
Ar 3d, sch L F Warren. Johnson, Sagua.
Cld 2d, schs Windward, Ellis. Cardenas.
Cld 4th, schs M & E Henderson, Spear, Portland;
John Slusman, Adams, and J J Worthington, Terry.
Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4tli, barque Vesuvius, Curfis, Liveriswl; brig Manson, Gilkey, Messina; scbs
Portlami. Nelson, Turks Islands; Mabel F Staples,
Coffin, Sagua; Onward, JBunker, Matanzas; DB
Everett, Hooper, Sagua.
Below, barque Pleiades, from Trinidad.
Cld 4th, brig Perl, Perkins, Matutzas; sch David
Miller, Toothaker. Barbadoes.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 3d, sell Eva Adell, Eaton, from Apalachicola.
Sid 2d. brigs Hattie S Bishop, tor Matanzas; 4th,
Abbie C Tltcomb, Ibr New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, brigs Prentiss Hobbs, Dodge,
Messina 81 days; Mary E Dana, O’Neil, Bueksvifle,
SC, 5 days; sens Mercy T Trundy, Warren, Apalacliicola 15 days; Ben Borland, Spear, Middleton, Conn;
L A Orcutt, Hart, Providence; May Day, Adams,
and H G Bird, Blackingtou, do; Sea Foam, Haskell,
do; Harmonia. Burgess, Boston; Mary Laugdon.
Bennett, ami Alice Oakes, Marden, Fall River; Farragut, Hart, do.
At 5th, ship Washington, Chase, Liverpool; barque
Mary A Packer, Holloway, do; Harvest Moon, Berry,
Messina; Juan F Pearson. Gould, Buenos Ayres 5t*
days; brigs Walter Howes, Pierce. Matanzas 11 days;
Harry, Brown, Port Johnson for Boston; schs Clara
Jane. McAllep, St John, NB ; Nautilus, Crockett,
and Win Rice, Pressey. Rockland; Seguin, Davis,
and Silver Lake, Reed, from Portland; F H Odlorne,
Crowell, do ior Philadelphia; Alexandria, Falkingham, Machias; Charley Cobb, Kennedy, and Ann
Eliza, Murray, Rockland; Red Jacket, Avery; Lucy
Ames, Torrey; E Arcularius, Gregory ; Snow Squali,
Norton, and Gem, Arey, Rockland; Mary Lyiunburner, French. Rockport; JVm H Mailer, Crowley, from
St John, NB; Gov Coney, Marson, Providence; Santa Maria,-Harding, Bristol; Challeng, Bennett. Newport ; Hamburg, Sanborn, Guadaloupe via New Bed-

notices.

BO iNDS:

CARPET RENOVATING.

NEW ATTRACTIONS!

elling either of these noted horses.

“your

special

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SUPERIOR CLEANSING COMPOUND,

1 louner writes the New York Times to deny
I he rumor that he propos3s to sell Dexter and
1 ’ocahontas. Mr. Bonner would not think of

“holy ground.”
think itself tutelary god of that sacred spot gives a sort of dignified outcry in an
our

mind is in good condition to receive the imHosts
pression which is now made upon it.

do

personal character of j NEW STOCK i
a particle of
inBfri
BgS>....

anton assaults upon the

e

which

The AdvMiser,

NOTICES.

ecretary Robeson without having

SLICE

toxicating liquors has prevailed for years, apefparently only intensified by the spasmodic
forts to restrain it by law, that the public

manhood,

SPECIAL

vidence to substantiate them.
A “down-east” Democratic newspaper de- j
it would also ; otes but three iiues to the Connecticut elec- j
and
room,
more
ing. We want
t ion, and two of those are made up of the
into
be nice to transform these “cow-paths”
c uery:
“What else could you expect of a State i
now comes an illnstribroad avenues. And
« hat used to burn women for witches?
a large
demands
and
ous family
It is no manner of consequence, but Mr.
OF THE COMMON,

Such free aud reckless sale of in-

of God and our own

sport of Charles A. Dana’s evidence before the |
aval Investigation Committee, he stands con- ]
icted of having made the most reckle.js aud

v

The two ideas just now agitating the city
street widenare acquisition of territory and

Movement.
The People’s Temperance
movement which
The great temperance
Kennebec is verifying our
originated on the
extend throughout
that it would
the State.

v

and Concerts.

_____

prediction

r

(

purposes

rwv.ble

’HARLES M. HAWKF.S,
4* Kirhangf mi., Portlaud.
lucUind&w.'lw
wl3

THE PRESS

Thf. Portlad Fraternity Entertain
;
ment.—The best evidence of the popularity c
the Fraternity entertainment of Saturday even
! ing is found in the fact that half an hour be
fore the time of commencement Graud Ann]

BIDDEFORD AND
MATTERS.

Hall was completely filled—seats, aisles anc
ante-rooms—the latter so far as persons coulc
occupy them and see the stage—and the crowc
outside w as dense. Hundreds were obliged tc
| go away. It was very pleasant to find a musical programme made up of familiar and favor-

Saturday.—Five cases of simple drunk were bethis morning. The usual tines were imposed and tbe victims departed, sadder if not wiser

ite selections, and equally so to greet some oi
our best vocalists; such a stirring trio, for example, as “Larboard Watch, ahoy,” which
wras sung with enthusiasm by Messrs. Shaw,
Pennell and Mitchell; “Mary of Argyle” foi

Saturday.—Sundry potations vile, so aroused the
beligerent proclivities of one Charles Mitchell that a
vigorous flexor and extensor movement upon the person of a stranger, subjected him to a tine of $3.00 and

which Mr. Mitchell got a rapturous encore ; the
“Cuckoo Song” by Mrs. Merrill, and the charming ballad, “Come back to Erin,” by Mrs. Cummings. Mrs. Howe’s immortal Battle, Hymn

Railroad Building.—The granite quarry
owned by Messrs. Andrews and Haines, on
Soutli street, Biddeford, is the scene of active

!
|

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 8, 1872.

BEFORE JUDGE

A <1 vert Im>

*v

incut*

To-Day.

AUCTION COLUMN.

Furniture, &c—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music llall—Bidwell & Wilkinson.
Music llall—Theitfew York Company.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
New Slock—Cogia Hassan.
To Mont real and Return—D. H. Blanchard.
The price of health.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Insurance—S. H. McAlpine.
Business Opportunity—Taylor
Co.

Boarding

Lodging House—Taylor

and

of the Republic was sung with telling effect by
Mr. Mitchell, the audience joining heartily in
the chorus; and the efforts of the
were

& Co.

For

Sale—Grocery

Allen as accompanist.—
The great feature of the eveniug, however, was
Mrs. Jarley’s Wax Works, which were exhibited for the second time within a week. The
energetic Mrs. Jarley was in an exultant mood,
which she attributed to the discovery of a man

Stand.

Sale—Wm. H. Jerris.

Farm for

up Congress street who makes his own cider
and is permitted to snap his fingers at Sheriff
Perry. Her lecture abounded in puns, sharp
local hits and real impromptu w itticisms, and
was somewhat varied from her former. It
kept
the audience in remarkably good humor, and

Allan Line of Ocean Steamers.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Furniture—Geo. A.

Whitney.

Carpet Renovating—Office

16 Market

Square.

Teeth—Sozodont.
Mustang Liniment.
For the

compensated for the uncomfortable situation
of a large part of the audience. A very general desire w as expressed that Mrs. Jarley would
repeat her exhibition before her departure for
“Europe, Asia, Africa and Patagonia,” in order that the hundreds w ho were “crowded out”
may enjoy it_

Superior Opart.
JUDGE

BEFORE

LANE.

the case of Cornelius Mahoney vs.
Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad, reported yesterday, the jury returned a verdict for the plaintifl
for twenty-three hundred dollars. Motion to set aside
the verdict filed.
Saturday.—Ill

the

The Veteran.—Mr.
agent of the New York

Clark, the advance
Company is in town,
making arrangements to bring out at Music
Hall on Saturday night, the great military
drama, the Veteran, which had a splendid
run of two months.
The scenery of this splendid play is laid in Scotland and Arabia, and
will be put on the stage with all the accessories necessary to produce the startling effects
which the text is capable of. New scenery,
prepared for the play will be put up, the cos-

trout & Gage.
Rands.
Andrew J. Davis ef ux. vs. City of Portland. Action to recover comitensapon for injuries sustained by
the

female

plaintiff while crossing Madison street
last October by reason of defect in tbe street whereby
sbe slipped dowTi and sprained her ankle and the ligments of the knee joint. Damages claimed $2000.—

Jury

out.

Howard

& Cleaves for plif.
Symonds & Libby for defts.
.Vluiiicipul Court.
MORRIS presiding.

JUDGE

tuiuuo nir ui

Saturday.—Francis F. O’Reilly—on complaint of
Sheriff Perry—for sale of liquor after notice to quit—
paid a fine of $30 and costs.

kjcmuiaij

rvcuuij',

A considerable amount of the machinery in
factory has been sold to parties in
Northampton, Mass., and will be used in an establishment in that town.
The annual meeting of the Mercantile Library Association will be held to-morrow evening
at 7J o’clock.
The Advertiser says the rigid enforcement of

The Methodist Church and Temperance
At the annual meeting of the Quartlhy Conference of the three Methodist churches of this
city aud the M. E. Church at Woodford’s Corner, held at the Chestnut Street Church Friday
evening last, a resolution expressing great satisfaction with the enforcement of the Prohibitory Liquor Law by Sheriff Perry, and pledging him the support of the churches in his efforts to impartially discharge the duties devolv-

the shovel

the liquor law has led to the establishment of
club rooms in this city.
W. H. Beckett, formerly of this city, has ac-

cepted

upon him in that direction, was unanimousa rising vote, aud ordered to be
recorded with the doings of the Conference.

ing

situation as a member of the choir of
Christ Church, New York, at a salary of 91500.
Mrs. Waterhouse, formerly of this city, has accepted a fine offer from St. Peter’s Church,
a

ly adopted by

Free Street Church.—At this church yesafternoon fourteen persons were admitRev. Mrted to membership by profession.
Small delivered a very able and interesting ex-

terday

New York.
At St. Luke’s Cathedral the fine Easter music
was repeated yesterday, at the morning and
evening services, Cornell’s Te Deum and Chappell’s Easter Anthem being the principal fea-

on the character aud
attributes of the true church of Christ. The
music by the excellent choir was very fine.

temporaneous discourse

tures.

The annual meeting of State street Parish
will be held this evening at the Lecture room,
at 71 o’clock.

As the excursion season is near at hand, the
advertisement of Mr. D. H. Blanchard is worthy of attention. A ticket to Montreal and re-

The annual meeting of the High street Parish
will be held at their vestry this (Monday) eve-

for $15.00 is a help to an interesting and
pleasant excursion that should not he forgotten
by those who are making up their programmes

turn

at 7J o’clock.
Kev. Frederick Frotliingham preached at the
Park street Unitarian Church yesterday.
A very popular and energetic young commercial man in town has issued his tickets for a
wooden wedding.
Maggie Mitchell will be in Portland on the
19th and 20th insts.

ning

for the

Ferry Village.
The concert and lecture to be given at the M.
E. Church this evening for the benefit of Rev.
B. Freeman, pastor, promises to be the concert
of the season. For the past two weeks the
Union Brass Band, the church choir and the
Old Folks Harmonian Society have been re-

City Agency Saturday night.

Never was so
much sickness known in town before. Every
body seemed to have sick friends, or their
horses were sick, or they had sore legs, or some
other ailment. It was a sight that would cheer
the spirits of a dealer in fashionable coffins.
Keep it running, Mr. Winship. You are in
a fair way to pay off the city debt and get
money enough to build the Ogdeasburg railroad.
and

Mirth.—It will be

seen

hearsing, and W. W, Thomas, Jr., Esq., of
Portland, has kindly tendered his services to deliver his celebrated lecture.

men.

by ad-

feats will be introduced. In addition to his strange manifestations, Mr. Emerson will sing the favorite character song, “The
new

Old Miller of Derbyshire,” and also give an
imitation of a cornet solo and his unrivalled
locomotive solo upon the drum. This will form
a very attractive entertainment.

Hasty Consumption Cured by Fellow’s

Hypophosphites.

inventing the name at their expense. However, in April, 1870, Mr. Edgar Joyce rapidlywasted away with every symptom of quick consumption, so that he was unable to walk across
the room, having no appetite, pains in the left
side, nervous system unstrung, dry, hacking
cough, &c. Fortunately I learned that your

drama, and who observe, as far as is possible,
strict propriety in text and rendering. The
performance of Saturday evening was one of
the best of the season, the burlesque of Ernani,
which was put on as the “heavy” piece, being
given with a keen sense of the ridiculous, which
was properly appreciated by the large audience
present. The farce of The Wandering Minstrel
was well acted, Mr. Clarke, as Jem Baggs,
making a good many friends by his irresistabl

Syrup "could be obtained at Mr. Dearin’s, in
St. John’s, and immediately procured some
(showed one to W. H. Thompson, who ordered
This was Tuesday
a supply from you at once.)
afternoon; at night he took the prescribed
dose, and in the morning lie described the very

gentleman will receive a benefit
and looks to the lovers of comedy

results notified

this evening,
for a generous patronage.

R. A. P. F. D.—The Trustees of the R. A. of
the Portland Fire Department, at an adjourned

organized by
Cummings, President; C.
was

the choice of A. J.
H. Rich, Vice President; John C. Tewksbury,
Treasurer; C. H. Leighton, of Cumberland No.
3, Secretary; and Messrs. Charles H. Rich,
Spencer Rogers and G. H. Cloyes, Finance

on

hand.1,154

Total.
Total amount

January 1,

1871.

82

$9,954 82
9,200 00

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful

this will

encouragement,

some
rm>i o

give,

n

vmiFd

Jirn

aprfith-dedlw&wlt.
growing popularity of Dupouco’s Golden Pills speak volnmes in their favor.
apru-eodlw&wlt
The

]

Editorial Notices arc so common that it is
almost impossible for an editor to express his
honest opinion of the merits of any article
without being suspected of interested motives.
This fact, however, shall not deter us from

saying

weekly

the fashions of the day. Besides containing numerous fashion plates and their explanations,
it gives a large amount of first-class literary
matter, which always renders it a welcome visitor to the parlor circle. The number for th<

ensuing week, richly illustrated, has been re
reived at the periodical depot of Messrs. Fes
seuden Bros., Lancaster Hall; also by D. Went
worth, dealer in books, stationery, &e., 331
Congress street, comer of Oak street.
Dollie Bidwell.—This favorite actress wil
make an appearance in this city prior to an ex
tended Western tour, on Wednesday eveninj :
next, remaining only a few nights. She wil 1
be supported by Mr. M. J. Jordan, as leadin'
man, and Bidwell and Wilkinson’s popula
dramatic company. Miss Bidwell will appea r
in several of her best characters, and as thi
wiU be the last opportunity to see her for a Ion;
the hall will no doubt be crowded by he r

time,

performance.

Lon
The Imperial Fire Insurance Co., of
Mi
this
in
by
city
don, formerly represented
Messrs. Lorin I
L. 8.
has

appointed

& Thurston, No. 28 Exchange street, its ageutf
and they will hereafter have charge of all busi
o

give youT

or

I). H. Burrige.

publication is the standard with ladies for all

connected with the Portland agency
this large and
popular company.

prescribe, recommend

but yours.
1 also recommended it to another consumptive, but have not heard from him since, as he
lives in a distant part of the Island.
Hoping

ever

students have attained a high degree of proficiency in gymnastic exercises, and the entertainment will he of a very pleasing character.

ness

appetite

his grave.
He happened to lie in W. H. Thompson's the
day your first shipment arrived, and took at
once four bottles to the Labrador, which he
had not occasion
was very anxious to do, but
No other medicine will he
use. them himself.

Gymnastic Exhibition.—The students of
Bowdoin College will give a grand gymnastic
exhibition at City Hall, on the evening of April
12th. The object of the exhibition is to defray
the expense of sending a crew to represent
Bowdoin at the national regatta of American
colleges, and our citizens will no doubt see that
the hall is well filled. We understand that the

Twombly,

His

been fortunate in getting your valanble
Syrup of Hypophosphites, he would now be in

Increase... $754 82
This increase of $754.82 includes from J an.
I, 1871, to April 2, 1872, a period of fifteen
months, and docs not include the sum of $625
paid'out in benefits.

friends at each

the wrapper.

not

Committee. The following is a statement of
the finances of the Association:
Whole amount invested funds.
$8,800 00
Cash

on

began to return, and a voracious one it
was, too; the dry,hacking cough changed into
loose but violent attacks, finally disappearing
altogether; pains left his side, his hand assumed its usual steadiness, and before he finished
ten bottles his health was quite restored, and
to-day not a more healthy person is to be found
on our streets; it is the opinion of all, had he
soon

operations. About eighty men being employed, the clink of the sledges upon the drills with
the accompanying ‘Ttah” of the strikers, the
sound of the chisels of the cutters, the rattling
of the derricks with the “artillery accompaniment” of the blast make merry music. Messrs.
Andrews and Haines have the contract for furnishing and layieg all the stone for the new
railroad extension in Biddeford and Saco. Some
1)000 yards will be required in this vicinity for
abutments, piers, &c. The quarry was opened
October 1st, 3000 yards having been taken out
since that time, and 0000 yards in additiou are
to be laid by June 1st.
Messrs. Andrew's and
Haines are to put a force of twenty men upon
the Chadwick quarry, on the Kennebunk road,
this week, they having purchased the same.

They are

also receiving stone from the quarry
of Charles Bragdou.
Changed His Mind.—The following extracts
from the records of intentions of marriage of
Saco

somewhat out of the regular course:
and Shuah Adams
of Arundel, entered their intention of marriage
1815.
July 15,
Benjamin Pike, Town Clerk.”
“Benjamin Coombs and Hannah Berry both
of Saco, entered their intentions of marriage
July 22, 1815, and requested that his former intention with Shuah Adams of Arundel, should
lie blotted out.
Benjamin Pike, Town Clerk.
A further entry appears on the records as follows: “Again vreversed and finally married
Shuah Adams.” So it seems that Shuah made
sure of Beujamin after all.
are

“Benjamin Coombs of Saco,

The Impending Dry Season.—The general
topic of conversation for the past week lias

liquor question. The dealers generally have decided to make a virtue of necessity

been the
and

“dry up.”

They conclude that there is too
Saturday, the last day of
grace, was fully improved. The “little brown
jug” put in an appearance unusually frequent,
and a few resorting to a more primitive inode
of conveyance became consequently very much
discouraged.
much law for them.

Business in Biddeford and Saco has been
very brisk during the latter part of the week,
the mill operatives having received a five weeks’
payment. Pay-day is a time looked forward to
with a great deal of interest by the merchant
as well as by the laborer, for then that “little
bill” is to be paid, and it is at this time that the

frequent exchange

of his commodities for
somethi ug to fill the. till is effected.
most

School Meeting.—At the school meeting in
Biddeford Saturday to take into consideration
the subject of increased school accommoda-

tions,

William P. Haines, John Tuck, EdwinStone and Daniel Pond were appointed a committee to examine into the matter, and report
at

adjourned meeting

an

next

Saturday.

$1,830.

_

BUSINESS NOTICES.
Prof. Tripp opens his “Grand Descriptive
Series” this Monday evening in Hardy’s Hall,
under the auspices of the Young Men’s Christian Association.
The following is the programme :
Lecture 1—The Thrilling Bevolution of February, as witnessed by the lecturer. Music—La
Marseillaise.
Lecture 2d—Thursday evening, lltli.
The
Ter*ific Counter Bevolution of June. Music—
Mourir pour la Patrie (Chant of theGirondins.)
Lecture 3—Monday evening 15th. Louis Napoleon from Birth to the Imperial Throne. Music—Partant pour la Syrie (Departure for Sy-

ria.)

Lecture

4th.—Thursday evening,18th.

during the Second Empire.

France

Music—Bussian

War Hymn.
Lecture 5th.—Monday evening, 22d. Cause
of the Franco-Prussian War. Defeat of Napoleon and the Communists’ Bebellion. Music—
Die Wachtam Rheim (Watch on the Bliiue).
Lecture Cth.—Thursday evening, 25th. Lamartine, the Poet Orator. Music—Voluntary.
A Sad Falling Out.—It is indeed a sad falling out when after years of the closest intima-

I ire.—The
building in
H. 8. Clay and

Saccarappa owned b, r
occupied as a barber’s shop

vestry to a meeting-house and several othe
purposes, caught fire from a swinging lam] >
1* riiiiu night hut the flames were
extinguishes I
before much damage was done.

quantity of the hair, but improves its quality
immediately, imparting a lustrous appearance

silky

texture

exceedingly ataprl-eodlw&wlt

which

arc

tractive.

Like Regulars on Dress Parade the teeth
should always be scrupulously clean and free
from blemish. Keep them in this condition
with the incomparably Sozodont, and when they
are veterans in the service, they will be as
M&W
“good as new.”
The Horse and His Rider.—It was a happay day for Horse and his rider when the
Mustang Liniment was introduced as a cure
for the external diseases and injuries of both.
In the stable, the barn and the household this
If a
wonderful emollient is equally useful.
horse is spavined, or foundered, or harnessgalled, or afflicted with any other of the many
superficial ills that equine flesh is heir to, the
Liniment effects a speedy cure, and it is equal-

ly efficacious when applied

suffering from

to

draught

oxen

or

outward swellings, strains,

hurts of any description. As an application
for bruises, cuts, burns, rheumatism, stiff
joints, sprains, neuralgia, earache and toothache, it takes precedence for all other topical
or

remedies,

and is therefore an article of prime
necessity in families.
apr8th-codlw&wlt
You

nicely

we

issued in all the Westfield suits.
Seven members of the Japanese embassy
sailed for Europe to-day.
The Judiciary Committee finished Judge
Cardoso's case this morning and will conclude
their investigation of the charges
against Judge
A rurn°r was circulated to-day that Governor
Hoffman lias sent a communication to Mayor
Hall, stating that the appointmeutof Green as
Controller is unconstitutional. The report has
®een traced to
any authentic source.
The small po^is increasing. The number of
cases this week lias been
110, deaths 33.

get those Steel Knives Silver Plated
Atwoods, also Tea Setts, Castors,

can

at

Forks Ac.,replated in the best manner.
Particular attention given to Gold Plating
watch cases &c. Remember the place. A. H.
Atwood's Lancaster Hall.
feb29-codtf

Spoons,

Colgate & Co.’s Cashmere Bouquet Soap has
novel but very delightful perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet artia

mr4-eod3m

cles.

INQUIRY

NAVAL

Dana retires from the Investigation.

shipwreck.

New York, April 7.—The schooner Willie
Mowe, which left Fernandina, Fla., for this
P£rton February 22d, on the 2d of March while
°. Irutteras, was thrown on her beam ends,
righting only after losing her masts. The sea
made a complete breach over her hull and the

THE NAVAL INVESTIGATION.

Washington, April G.—The Naval Investi
gation Committee met this eveuing. Mr. Dans
and his counsel were not present.

vessels was leaking. On the 4th of March she
-ell in with
brig Emma Dean, which took her
crew off the vessel and carried them to Curacou.
All hands were badly frost bitten. They
were brought here
to-day.

and examin
ed by Secretary Robeson. He testified he hat
been in the navy 45 years, >vas with Ad
miral Gregory during the war, superintendin'
the constructions ot iron-ciads in New York
was President of the board which examinee
the Secor claims, and considered them fair ant
according to contract. He examined and fount
that they had not been paid. Similar claim:
had been allowed to Miles Greenwood, unde]
Secretary Welles’ administration of the Navj
Department, after an examination by the Boart
of which Admiral Gregory was President, bui
he (Admiral Gregory) died before the Secoi
claims were finally acted upon. The order wat
to treat all claims alike in the allowance of the
Secor claims everything that was not undei
contract.
Mr. Archer asked whether the Board oi
which witness was President, included auy oi
the allowances of the Marchand Board, tc
which witness replied that he thought not, for
the reasons given.
Question—When you were on the Board in
1869, did you take into consideration the law oi
which allowed Secor,Perrine & Co., $115,000 in
full settlement?
Auswer.—The conclusion to which the Board
came, was that the law did not appear to apply
to this case, but as they were not law yers that
was for the Department to settle.
Admiral Boggs was further examined by
Mr. Archer as to the character of work done.
The Board allowed Miles Greenwood payment
extra to the contract.
By Secretary Robeson.—The same allowance
was* made as to the Tippacanoe, which was a
boat similar to those of the Secor’s.
Chief Engineer Loring, who was one of
Boggs Board, was examined and testified
that the same work was done by Secor, as on
the Tippecanoe. The hill in the case of the
Tippecanoe was sent to the Board to compare
by. The extras were not in the bill previously
paid to Secor’s. AH the w-ork was extra to
contract.
By Mr. Archer.—Did not know- whhther any
Rear Admiral

Boggs

was sworn

tlia l.ille iiPiWulitm] liV tlx,

Uuoitpo

nrnvn

TAMMANY BANK IN TROUBLE.

The Tribune to-inorrow morning will state
that
proceedings have been instituted by U. S.
Assistant District Attorney Purdy, in the U. S.
^uurt> against the officers of the
inlV1
JOth xr*8s*ouers
National Rank for having used their insti-

tution to lock up four and three-nuartcr millions of dollars in
legal tenders with a view to
causing a decline in stocks.
It is reported that Gould has sold his interOpera House to Mrs. Fisk,
of the building.

to

THE

MINOR TELEGRAM!.
Steamer Great Republic sailed from San
Francisco for China Saturday with 8874,000 in
Versailles has senThe Council of War
tenced the Vicar of St. Eloi to two months imprisonment for causing a number of arrests by

NAVY YA1U>

AFFAIRS.

Portsmouth, April 7.—The U. 8. steamer
VumL.Ua, receiving ship at this yard for several year, was taken in tow for Cbarletown Navy
Yard, by the Speedwell and Leyden.

at

MASSACHUSETTS.
VARIOUS MATTERS.

Lowell, April 7.—The oldtith Massachusetts
lias made arrangements to celebrate
its anniversary at Acton April lPtli.
The body of John Cassidy, carpenter, aged
47, was fished out of the canal to-day. He has
been missing eight weeks. He leaves a widow

Regiment

and

seven

children.

CONDITION OF EDWIN FORREST.

Boston, April 7.—Edwin Forrest remaim
quite ill, but with favorable symptoms of recovery. Considerable time must elapse however before he can resume the stage.
MISSOURI.
WHAT SENATOR TRUMBULL THINKS.

6.—A prominent Illinois
politician now in this city states that Senatoi
Trumbull lias written a letter to Hr. Jaynes in
Springfield, 111., in which he fully commits
himself in the liberal movement and expresses
his opinion that the nominee of the Cincinuat
Convention will be the next President.
St. Louis,

April

Indianapolis...

my, met last night and took measures to raismoney to relieve his reported wants.
ILLINOIS.
VIOLENCE.

Chicago, April G.—For some years the Beuu
lieu estate in the adjoining township of Cicero
has been claimed by two parties, one of whom
named Gilfoyle, was placed in possession. Th
latter yesterday shot Beputy Sheriff AIcHon
uough who came to serve papers, whereupon
mob captured Gilfoyle, burned his house, ban
and personal property.
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Valuable Real Estate at Auctiou.
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from

day

April

deceased.

This farm contains about seventy acres of land suitand pasturugi-, and had upon
ably divided into
it a two story Brick House and L, Barn about 40 feet
square and out-buiMingH, all in good repair, a tine
orchard of about 200 grafted trees in good beariur
condition, plenty of wood and water, and 1s situated
in a go.si neighborhood.
For further particulars resi«*cting terms, Ac., enquire of the subscriber.
SILAS SK1LL1N,
Adm’r of the estate of Weiidall Hamilton.
North Yarmouth, March 20th, 1872.
wl2;3w

tiling*

lO,

When he will perform the feats given by the I>aveniHirt Brothers, and many other feats that have never
before been presented to au audience either as tricks,
maglcaLporformances, or spiritual manifestations.
Mr. Emerson lays no claim to Spiritualism, imr
does he belong to any Spiritual body, but claims to be
assisted by an unseen influence that he canuot account for, aud^pre-scuts his wonderful performance to
liie audience ami leaves them to draw their own conclusions and judge for themselves.
He will also by request Imitate the Cornet in
a Quickstep, and also
sing the character song
THE OLD MILLER OF DERBYSHIRE.”
Mr.
Emerson is also the
Drum Soloist in New
England, and will favor the audience at these performances.
TICKETS 35 cts. For sale at Stockbridgcs’ Music
Store and at the door.
Come early and avoi the Rnsh-jEt
Nothing will be presented at these performances
that will displease the taste of the most fastidious,
either lady or gentleman, but only excite the wonder
and amazement.
aprCtd
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HOYT,

WHEELER Sc BRADLEY
AUCTIONEERS,

!».. r« FEDERAL. NTHEET, HOSTON.
Will

Fsrei*n

Tuesday

every

assortment of New York
The

attention

sales,

NO
Goods

of
and Fancy Goods.
will be sold during the day in lots to suit
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
escription of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11, 1868.

Snrchasers
BAND!

D. W.

DEALF.R

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET

BIDIVKLL St WILKINSON.

No. 32

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND,

Farewell Kngngement of Portland’s Farorite,

Dollie

Bidwell!

April

terms.

CHARLEM tl

Thursday

Evening,

The Ancient Harmony Society,

38$

With full orchestra, will rentier

,

of the best
“Ye Old Folks” Anthems ana Cnoruses. also choice
solos and duct9 by the following talentetl vocalists:—
IVInt. TOerrill, IVUmm Ada Cary, .YIimm Mtraut,

!

seme

OFFICE
Blue,

and Fast

Brown, lYIisa Ayer*, nram.
WatU, Mtarkbridgr, Tbomnn

GEO.

aad Hadaoa.
A Chorus of 200 Masters and Misses under the direction of Mr. Fitch will also render some flue pieces.
(feV^Tickets 35cents or four for $1; to be had at the
usual places and at the door.
Dsors open at 6.45; eoncert 7.45
ap4dtd

W.

PROCURE TICKETS

THE

j

STUDENTS OF

j! Respectfully

j!

to the citizens of
that they will give a

W. D. LITTLE & CO.
Oflicr, 49 1-9 Exchange Street
]tyReliable Information cheerfully furnished at
all times.
wl5
aptxUCw
lsit

Portland

Grand Gymnastic Exhibition

I

STONE

DAM.

ON

FRIDAY EVENING,

APRIL

will be received by Westbrook Man
ufacturlng Co., for building a stone dam on the
lower falls at Saccarappa, Me.
Plans and B|>eclficbtioii8 may be seen at ths office o
the Compohy in Saccarrappa.

PROPOSALS

1%

The object of this exhibition is to defray the expenof sending a crew to
representjBowdoin at the National Regatta of American Colleges.
Doors oj>en at 7. Performance to commence at 8.
Tickets 50 cts, for sale at the usual places. Reserved Seats 75 cts. These can be obtained on and after
Monday, April 8, at Gilkey *S: Co’s.
apOdtd
ses

•IAMKS HASKELL, Agent
fcl5 Ltf
Saccarappa, Feb 15. 1872.

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS l
BEST

QUALITIES !

LATEST

STYLES!

CHAN. CINTIN SLl CO.,
293

HI SIC

option eod3m

HALL,

Mr.

1-ester

>>

allacks

variety

The COCOAINE holds, in
proportion of deodorized

j

THRILLING! Iramatic Effects,
—AND—

Varied and
All

uew

Company!

CHAN. CCNTIN A CO.,

in
293

FORMING A

;?r,or’

JJr-OAeil,

Mr. H. Broughton.
Mr. W. W. Stevens,
Mrs. J. J. Prior,

Frankfort, April 6.—United States 5-20’s 18&2,
95*.
Paris, April 6.—French Rentes 551 67c.
Liverpool, April 6—10.30 A. M.—Cotton is quiet;
Middling uplands 11* @ lt*d; do Orleans ll*d; sales

:

Mr. ^’baw. Creswick,
Mr. ,J. P. Sutton,
Jlr. F. Bare8ford,
Mr. .lames Wilson,
Miss Alice Brooks,
Mrs. If. T. Stuart.

Liverpool, April 6—1.30 P. M.—Cotton closed
dull; Middling uplands 11* @ 11*; do Orleans 11*4;
sales 10,000 bales, including 3,000 bales for speculation
and export. Breadstufts quiet. Tallow 43s.
Havana, April 6.—Sugar ami Molasses active and
prices unchanged. White pine lumber 37 50; pitch
nine 34 00 @ 36 00. Shooks dull; box 8* @
8} reals ;
hogshead 19 @ 21 reals; empty 2 00 @ 2 25.^ Freights
to the United State, on Sugar 1
(a)
l
50
37*
per box *
5 75 @ 7 00 per hhd. Exchaugo quiet.

Congress St.
t.Afh

DB. MOUSE’S “UTERINE! TONIC” to prepared
expressly for strengthening the system, imparting
tone and vitality to the various organs, removing
such weaknesses and complaints as tend to undermine the constitution and which cause a
great
amount of suffering if neglected.
uihlfcodsuJm

Miss May Montello,
•
Musical Conductor—Mr. Bernard Mollenhauer.
f»-Prices as usual. Reserved scats for sale at | BREECH
12th.
the box office, Fridav morning, April

10.000 bales.

a

....

Perfect Replica of 1Vallack‘*
J

CO.WPOl'ND

MADE TO ORDER FROM MEASURE !

WALLACE,

\*

large

FINE SHIRTS!

Under speriul arrangement with the distinguished
author and manager, MU. LEST Kit

Ki ttit’ LoliowInx well-known and
popular artists
Mr. Edgar ltruce,
Mr. Charles LeClerci|.

OLOSSY.

liquid form,

peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 su
eodly

played by

Strongest Cattle ever produced
Siciv England,

a

posesseB the

Magnificent!

The New York

AND

EXPRESSLY FOR THIS FUKFOSK.

OTHER

NO

Costumes of the different

and

*

OF

COCOA-NUT OIL,
PREPARED

Extensive Picturesque Tableaux.
Scenery gorgeous and characteristic, painted
sources.

GROWTH

AND RENDERING IT DARK AND

of

Interesting*

from authentic
nations

COCOAINE,

THE

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR.

THE VETERAN
a

t,t, As

FOR PROMOTING

gvanti military Drama,

Comprising

Congress St.

BURNETT’S

Saturday Evening, April 13,

for

GUNS,
AMD

GUNS.

Rl'ZELE

LOADINU

Double and Single Barreled Guns.

ICE!

ICE!

Ammunition, Sporting Goods, etc.
jy Also a good assortment of Machinists' Tools,

wholesale and retail.

SEASON 1872.

C3. L. BAILEY, 4S Exchange fit.
gy Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”_no2<*eodtf sjt
**

Bouton Stook Lin.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, April 6.]

Leavitt, Burnham & Co.,
101

Having

98*
83
147

secured their stock of

PURE

109}
1,6

Are

ICE!

prepared to furnish

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any
quantity wanted

Jl^*
***!>

DAILY OR for I'll I: HKAMOIS.

For Sale.
The Residence ol the latePhinehas Barnes, Esq., No
G3 High St., consisting of a Two-Story House containing 13 finished rooms besides Halls and closets, with
an abundance of Well, Cistern ami Sebago water; lot
50x100 feet. For particulars enquire ot
JOHN C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange St.
mcli22eod tf
sn
Portland, February 10.

N.rth-

through Tickets
by the •**"• n 11,1 most reliable
route from Portland or
Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rules, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

HALL.

announce

anil

tssw-Wswwl,

BO WDOIN COLLEGE

j

CALIFORNIA

West, Month
llMjjSSShP'l themay
obtain

CITY

at

Franklin Company, Lewiston.
Androscoggin Mills.
York Manufacturing Company.

17

Travelers for

,-

m—

money ana account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862, 92}; do 1865
old, 93}; U. S. 10-40’s, 89*.
London, April 6—1.30 P. M.—Consols 92} for money and account.
‘American securities— U. S. 5-20 1862, 928; do 1865,
93}; do 1867, 93*; U. S. 10-40’s, 89*.

Michigan Central Railroad
[Sales at auctiou.]

CO.,

Passenger Ticket Agency!

The

Maine State Sixes
Massachusetts State Sixes, 1893.
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Eastern Railroad.

&

March 27-eodis 4w

_Lt

at 22c.

92}

RICH

AT THE

Savannah, April 6.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 22c.
Mobile, April 5.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands
at 22* @22|c.
New Orleans, April 6.—Cotton dull; Middling
uplands 22|c.

at

Colors,

173 Fore Street.

12$.

fiuropcnu Markets.
London. April 6—11.30 A. M.—Consols

COATS.

AT $2.00 EACH.

.▼Irw.

!

WOol.

ALL

ltth.

April

HAWREfil,

38 Exchange at., Portland.

mch22 dtf

CITY HALL,

Charleston*, April 6.—Cotton is dull; Middling

j

.L

8-

—AT—

Corn ami a shade higher at 48}c for
low do 48*e; Michigan 48?c.
Oats a
shade better at 38Jc for No 2; 40c for Michigan.

METEOROLOGICAL.

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acqulntance in the West, as
well as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
home in Portland, 1 am making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where they ore issued,
investigating them very carefully and buying and
offering for sale only those that I consider among the
safest for investment. They are issued in $100, $500
and $1000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and most
cartful investors. They are daily becoming moro
popular, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking both safety and profitable returns for their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable

ENTERTAINMENT

1 57 @ 1 58*.
high Mixed;

Kocna announces the flight of the revolutionists towards Sonora and the occupation of Mazatlan hy government troops.
The fate of the revolution in the States of
Yucatan and Tabasco l*as not yet been decided.
The Mexican steamer Tabasco has gone to Piogresso to protect the American steamer City of
The Mexican authorities at Vera
Mexico.
Cruz await the arrival of the steamer City of
Mexico to convey troops to Matamoras to attack the revolutionist* in the rear.

BONDS

P. Y. M. C. A.

Toledo, April 6.—Flour firm and in fair demand.
Wheat in fair demand; extra White Michigan 175;

$4 000,000.

of Counties and Cities in Missouri and
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kansas, with semi-anuual Coo pons, drawing 10 |>er cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from

Ad-See future announcements.

at 83c.

uplands

BID WILL

STAR TROUPE OF THE EAST.

Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, 47,000 i
bush corn, 18,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush barley, 4,000 j
hogs.
Shipments—4.000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat, 44.000 bush, corn, 40,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rve, 8,000
bush barley, 4,000 hogs.
Cincinnati,April 6.—Pork buoyant and unsettled;
sales 4000 at 13 00 for seller June, all city packed, no
other wanted; sellers to-day all have Pork and intend delivering it; no sales on the spot.
Lard unchanged. Bulk Meats in light demand and hold
ers firm; shoulders 4c j sides 6 @ 6$c asked; no sales
of importance. Bacon m light demand and holders
firm; shoulders 4$c; sides 6} @ 7c asked. Live Hogs
dull and unchanged at 4 00 @4 25. Whiskey weak

I ilinrl oiiHilimlv nn
‘2'2d nit,., in it rii.ilrruifl n.nr
while on a pleasnre trip near Mattrata.
General Nire, who commanded the government troops at the battle of Frcsnilo, received
several wounds from which he died. Revolutionary Col. Lagunua was captured at Durango
ufter a severe fight.
A railroad train in Puebla was .robbed of
thousands of dollars nnar Atzala.
The preparatory session of Congress began on
the 2jth of March, when Valle, a Juarezist, was
elected President.
Congressmen are generally
opposed to all the schemes for railroads from
the Rio Grande river, on the grouud that such
railroads would be built slowly enough to till
Northern Mexico with Americans and then
the Texas game would be played ant Congress
will try to create a senate and make its President the successor to Juarez in case of his
death or resignation to prevent Lerdo from occupying the Presidency.
The lower California difficulty has been settled by the government conceding the privilege
of gathering orchilla.
A shock of earthquake was felt at the capital and in several States, lasting 30 minutes, on
the 26th ult.
The revolutionary subscriptions of the French
residents in Mexico towards the payment of the
French indemnity to Germany amounts to

»

I O.

Bidwell <fc Wilkinson's

Chicago, April 6.—Flour steady and firm. Wheat,
No 2 Spring wanted ami higher at 1 23}. Corn active
and advanced $ @ }c; No 2 Mixed at 39c. Oats firmer and higher; No 2 at 31$ @ 31$e.
Rvo quiet and
weak at 70c. Barley nominal; No 2 Spring at 50 @
at
Provisions
Whiskey
50$c.
82$c.
strong and higher^
Mess Pork at 11 65 @ 11 70. Lard at 8 37$ @ 8 40.—
Bulk Meats firm; shoulders 3}c; cldar rib sides 6}c;
shies 5$c. Live Hogs firmer 4 05 @ 4 55. Cattle dull !
6

RATES

mch27tf

—ANI>—

demand;

@

THE—

Municipal Bonds.
DOLLIE

20$

fair hoRe trade
sales 7300 bbls; superfine Western and State 6 45 @ 6 675 common to
extra
Western and State 6 80 @ 7 00; good to
good
choice do do 7 05 @ 7 80; common to choice White
W’bcat Wcetera extra 7 95 @ 8 70; common to good
extra Ohio 7 05 @ 8 05; do do St Louis 7 35 @ 10 25;
market closing quiet and firm; Southern flour firmer and in moderate demand; sales 600 bbls; common
to fair extra 7 50 @ 8 00; good to choice 8 05 @ 10 60.
Rye flour ouiet and unchanged. Corn meal in fair
request; W estera 3 65.
Whiskey without decided
change at 87 @ 88c. Wheat less active ami scarcely
so firm; shippers and millers holding off; No 2 Spring
in store 1 50 & 1 56; No 1 do 1 70 @ 1 60; Winter Red
Western 1 70 @ 1 75; Amber do 1 77 @ 1 80; White do
1 88 @ 1 93; sales 12,000 bush. Rye dull; sales 2800
bush;; Western at 90$c delivered. Barley is without
decided change and moderate request; sales 21,000
bush;State 75c Barley Malt quiet and unchanged.—
Corn opened steady but closed dull and heavy; sales
46,000 bush; new Western mixed afloat 73@ 734c;
closing at iuside price—7i$c in store; 73$ afloat lor
old Western Mixed; high Mixed and yellow Western
74c; White Western 75c. Oats more active and lower;
sales 51,000 bush; Western in store and afloat 52 @
54c. Wool quiet and scaecely so firm; superfine 84c.
Coffee firm; Rio at 17} @ 20$c Gold. Sugar quiet;
refining 8$ @ 8$c; Cuba 8$ @ 9c. Molasses is quiet;
Cuba and Muscovado 38c. Rico firm at9@ 9}c. Petroleum quiet; crude at 12$ @ 121c; refined 22$c.—
Pork opeued firmer and closed dull; sales 820 bbls;
new mess 13 12 @ 13 15; prime 10 75; new prime
Beef steady; sales 120 bbls; plain mess
mess 12 50.
Beef hams
9 00 @ 10 50; extra do 10 50 @ 12 00.
at
23
@ 27c. Lard opened firmer but closed
quiet
quiet; sales 1200 tes; No 1 to prime steam 8$ @ 9c;
kettle rendered 9$c. Butter dull: Western 11 @ 24c;
Cheese dull at 18 @ 19 for common
State 24 @ 39c.
to prime. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine quiet
and weak at 69 @ 70c. Rosin steady at 3 00 @ 12$ for
straiued. Tallow unchanged; sales 86,000 lbs at 8} @
9o.
Freights to Liverpool steady; Grain, per steam, at
4d.

quality of

Fure loe

LOWEST

Wt’tlin’Ntlfty, Api’U

ME.

with the best

Crystal

OPENING NIGHT

67
54
95

Domestic markets.
New York, April 6—5 P. M.—Cotton more and
without
material change; sales 1061 balers;
prices
Middling uplands at 234c. Flour Is a shade firmer

supplied

Customers

—AT

securities:

and easier at 5 20

IN

HALL.

FOR THREE NIGHTS ONLY.

bonds.101$

Tennessee 6’s, new...
Virginia 6’s, new.
Missouri 6*s.
North Carolina 6’s, new.
South Carolina 6’s. new.

PRO-

CLARK,

AND

Union Pacific do. 91$
Pacific stock. 39$
Union Pacific land grants. 81}
Union Pacific income bonds. S6$
The following are the forenoon niintnfinns of Smith

CONGRESS, ETC.
City of Mexico, April 1st, via Hovana 7th.
Gen. Rocha occupied lluraugo on the 24th ult.
Durrato Gurrez is in full retreat to join Trevino.
The States of San Luis Potosi, Guanayuato,
Zacacatecas and Duraugo are agaiu in possessThe revolutionary
ion of the government.
Terrible anarchy
cause is considered hopeless.
exists throughout the country'.
Mr. Brooks’ resolution in United States Congress, created a sensation here. The journals
publish them without harsh comments, aud
editorial remarks. El Siglo
some even with
on the 19th says that the present anarchy was
of
cause
their
the
introduction. Two|Republies
says that Brooks docs not understand the Mexican people.
The general opinion, however, is
that Brooks does understand that the foreigners and most respectable nations desire a protectorate or annexation.
The wife of United States Minister Nelson

Staple

assortment

HALL,

Managers,

Union

OF

to the above

II. K. HUNT,

MULLALY,

MUSIC

Illinois Central.133
Chicago & North Western. 83}
Chicago Sc Northwestern preferred. 95$
Rock Island.116]
Chicago
Pittsburg Sc Fort Wayne. 26
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:

NEXICO

colled

Boston—100 casks

02$

a

is

which will be

Choice concert selections from 8 to 9 o’clock.
Tickets 50 cents; 3 for $1.00.
Dancing to commence at 9 o’ctock.
Music by the Full Band, assisted bv all the orchestral talent of the city, making an orchestra of 25 performers.
apitd

Harlem.+.114$
Michigan Central... .116
Lake Shore Sc Michigan Southern. 96$

with

City Made Goods.

of dealers

Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
31C Congress St., will sell every evening a large

Currency G’s.115$

•rn

year.

|>ereniptory for cash.
mr2eodlm
Boston, March 1st, 1872.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, April lOth.

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 74$
Pacific Mail. 64
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated_99§
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sep 92$
Erie.
Erie preferred. 80

Central Pacific

Friday during the

ami

Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots and fthoes,
adapted to the New England Trade, including a large

—BY THE—

1864..112$

Madrid, April 6.—The election for electoral
colleges in San Lorenzo, Catalonia, was accompanied with serious disorder. A mob attacked
the building where the voting was in progress
and completely stopped the election. The urns
containing ballots were demolished, ami the
poll lists scattered throughout the town. Several persons were injured during the attack, but
no fatal results are reported.

Boston, and

of

nnd Doniciir Dry Good*, MilliFancy Goods, Hosiery, Gloves,
lints nnd Caps,

nery,

For the benefit of

CITY

Regular Sales

hold

Promenade Concert !

PORTLAND

Auction business in

the

commence

champion

Mr. ,T. M.

of Pro-

lic Auction, on the premises in North Yarmouth, in
said County, on Thursday the t wenty-tilth
of
next, at ten o’clock a. m., the Homestead Farm
of Wemlali Hamilton, late of said North Yarmouth,

HALL,

April 0

Clear’
Fair

E

the Hon. Judge
BYbate for Cumberlandfrom
County, I shall sell at Pub-

Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings,

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon C’s, 1881.1156
United States 5-20’s 1862.112*
United States 5-20’s
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 113$
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.111!
United States 5-20’s 1867.1122
United States 5-20’s 1868.113
United States 10-40’s., coupon.108$

SPAIN.
RIOTS.

War Dbp’t, Office Chief Signal
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,'
April 7 (7.00 P. M.))
Probabilities—The lowest barometer over
eastern Kansas will probably move norlheastward with cloudy weather and rain northwest
of the Ohio Valley and southward to the Gulf.
Monday partially olondy but pleasant weather
I will prevail over the South Atlantic and Middle
States by morning, and extend over New KngI land during the day.

Wednesday, April 10th, a 9 1-2 o’clock a. m,
we shall sell the entire stock of N. Tarbox, in
store No 169 Fore St., to close up his business.
The stock consists of Hard-Wood and Painted
Chamber Sets, Patent Folding Beds, S< fas. Chairs,
Rockers, Dining Room (’hairs, Lounges, Tables, Teapoys, Sinks, Extension Table, Crockery, Glass and
Tiii Ware, together with a large assortment of goods
not named alstve. Sale positive.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Aadisaeer*.
td
April 8.

PERFORMANCE*

FLUENT

Lt Rain
Cloudy

Money Market.
New York, April 6—Morning.—Gold 110}. Money
at 7 i»er cent.
Exchange
Sterling
109$ @ 110.—
Stocks steady. Southern State Stocks firm.

hCSCTlU.N

WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE VAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Business at .Auction.

New Fork Mtock and

FU KEIG In

OP

Furniture Dealer Clos-

a

ing:

Would announce to the citizens of Portland that by
request of a large number of j>ersous wlio have attended bis private *eane«‘* or FntrrCuiuiuent*
during the past week, and others who have not seen
him in his marvelous i*erforinances or manifestations,
that he will give

Steamer Chase—1400 bbls flour,
do seed, 14,200 lbs bacon, 345 bags

Steamer Forest City

Salt Lake, April 6.—The Senate failing to
elect a United States Senator both Houses today in joint convention elected Thomas Fitch
on the first ballot.
Prominent signers to a call for a Democratic
Convention assert that their purpose is solely
national. They endorse Judge McKean ana
oppose the admission of Utah as a State.
The annual conference of the Mormon church
began this morning. There was a great crowd.
The speakers gloried in the progress of the
Mormon church, which could not be retarded
by the combined efforts of all existing powers,
they said. Every President, judge, officer and
priest opposed to the Mormons fell by the chastening hand of God.j

SYNOPSIS

Stock of

Mr. II. F. EMERSON

nails, 22 bdls steel, 19 do iron, 50 firkins butter, 2 bdls
matrasses, 29 cooking ranges, 1 hhd bams, 50 oars, 16
machines, 100 boxes ink, 5 bales wool, 50 balls twine,
107 coils cordage, 40 bdls strawboard, 1 press, 10 half
bbls crambcrries, 1317 ft walnut boards, 1503 ballisters, 2 libds hardware, 40 bags oysters, 50 boxes tin,
100 pkgs to order; For Canada and up country—1 organ, 100 bags dyewood, 4 wheels, 200 bdls leather, lot
of mahogany, 1 lihd molasses, 75 pkgs to order.

UTAH.

I

^ ,tor, col,.SitShoes and Kubtools, Machinery,

Admlnialxaiiii.
{>•
Ac .Hi*’
€ O., Auctioneer*.
BAILEl

F« 0»

April 1-td

Box Office, commencing
*

Mystery, Wonder

the Hon. J. A.
‘‘"'bat.-, within and lor

mcm'.lJo

as

at

f

Sail*.

.llc*,n"*
of

M., at the .tore recently
No. « Middle street, the xtwk i„
ing of a general assorment of Boots,
Uts, together with Shat. Flit urea

ADDITIONAL.
Mr. C. H. CLARKE, the Great Versatile Comedian
has been engaged, and will also
appear each evening
•*
mch30—9a

Receipt* by Railroad* and Steamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk, 46 cars
lumber, 4 do potatoes, 1 do bark, 1 do clapboards, 4
oats, 1 do boards, 2 do spirits, 3 do sundries; for
Lower Provinces—700 bbls flour. 1 car sundries; for
Allau steamers—7 cars grain, 6 uo provisions.

VARIOUS MATTERS.

|

TROUPE.

Reigning Star of Burlesques.
AGNES WALLACE,
The Peerless Comedinene.
Together with Twenty Brilliant Artists, who will
each
appear
evening in their famous and unparallell\ir
r*i.^.nIue<1 i,-s and Faroes, and also, GEO.
W. ^
FLORENCE’S Celebrated Orchestra.
r or further
particulars, see our mammoth posters
and programmes. Entire
each
change of *programme
6
evening.
Doors open at 7 o'clock. Curtain rises at
8 o’clock

usual.
Keaerval Seats for sale
Saturday, March 30.

AduiiuisCralor's

w»<tenn?ntU ia

r
tbe

The

Steamer Carlotta—1300 bbls flour, 350 bush peas, 10
tons bran, 4850 lbs butter, 290 box shooks, 100 bbls
oatmeal, 1 pkg mdse.
CARDENAS.
Bark Emma C Litchfield—1992
shocks and heads, 25,975 hoops, 654 empty casks.
Foreign Imports.
MATANZAS. Schr Marcia Reynolds—473 hhds,50
tea molasses to George S Hunt.

Detroit, April 7.—The ice in Saginaw Bay
and Lake Huron is still solid, but navigation
on Lake St. Clair is open.
The rains yesterday and to-day, are expected
to rot the ice rapidly.

NEARLY ENDED—TIIE

pkgs mdse.
HALIFAX, NS.

450 bush malt, 234
bran, 1 pkg mdse.

MICHIGAN.

i

AND COMEDY

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL.
Steamship Hibernian—690 bush
peas, 670 do wheat, 125 bbls apples, 568,600 lbs bacon,
194,168 do potash, 2882 do beeswax, 9700 do butter,
25,816 do leather, 312,600 do lard, 80,800 do i>ork. 14,400 do cotton, 14 sewing machines, 1
printing press,

ment.

MEETING

OPERA

8AJVI. H. VILLA,

Prices

,©•4-dtd.
April
r*U8
Advertiser copy.

j

COMIC

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

SHORT SENTENCES.

TECTORATE

j

VILLA A- HIIVKB’H

29.95
Wilmington
Barometer corrected for temperature and elevation

Dr. Marvin and Samuel Boyd were found
guilty of causing the death of Miss Oliver of
Wood River, Nebraska, by abortion, and the
former has been sentenced to three and a half
years and the latter to six months’ imprison-

THE REVOLUTION

RETURN OF THE OLD FAVORITES,

I

Mt.Washington.30.04

FIRE.

change.

*

g
o.

Montreal.29.95
Key West.30.00

Omaha, April 7.—The commission house of
David & Rice, Sargent’s jewelry store, Biendorf’s bakery, Huberman’s jewelry store, a
pawnbroker shop and restaurant were burned
to-day. Loss $40,0011.

AN IMI-ECUNIOUS REBEL.

A number of gentlemen
friendly to Samue I
Corser, late Adjutant General of the rebel ar

B

Cleveland.

NEBRASKA.

AID TO FRANCE.

St. Louis, April 7.—A society was organize!
here last night for the purpose of raising fund:
to pay the war debt of France.
Charles P
Chateau was elected President,

:

Charleston.S.C.. 30.02
Chicago.29.71

pletion.

Washington, April 7.—The Utah State Constitution recently referred to the Committee on
Territories has been printed.
1 declares that such terms if any, as may. be
prescribed by Congress as a condition for the
admission of the State of Deseret into the
Union, shall be subject to ratification by a majority of the people. This Constitution guarantees'the free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship, but the liberty
of conscience secured is not to be continued as
to excuse acts of licentiousness or other crimes,
or justify practices inconsistent with the peace
or safety of the State.
It also contains a clause
defining treason against the State.

of his customers.

2

Cincinnati, April 0.—The committee of arrangements for the May conventions appointed
to-day a committee of nine, irrespective of politics, for delegates and visitors. Half fare arrangements have been made with all the railroads. The Park Commissioners have
granted
the use of Exposition Hall.

were

AT

Attractions.

Unbounded

Turndny, April 9,

3 o’clock P. M., If not previounlv
disnosnd of
we shall sell the House No. 16 Brainhall
St
the
resilience of F. G. Patterson,
7 rocuuB
containing
bathing room. Parlor finished in black walnut'
marble mantel; hall and parlor frescoed, house heated by furnace, good cellar, brick cistern J7 hhds. capacity. Lot 50x63. Terms cash, yr cue-half cash,
balance mortgage on term of years at 7| per cent.
A deposit of $ 100 required at time of sale.
For further
I
particulars apply on the premises, or to
BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer..

EVEN’G, April 4th,

THURSDAY

j

On

COMMENCING

l

down to about 8000,000 in the aggregate, which
is nearly half a million dollars less than was
estimated two weeks ago. Grea t satisfaction is
expressed with the results generally. The civil
rights bill was defeated. The finance bill was
passed providing for the funding of the floating
debt and a tax levy sufficient to pav all current
expenses and the subsidy to the Mobile &
Northwestern railroad, "flie subsidy to that
road with a grant of land secures its rapid com-

p/intrapfu wlwtn Kit!.a

HAMPSHIRE.

w

S3

1.

CO

CLOSING OF THK LEGISLATURE.

|

I

—

3
2

Boston..30.13

made to the lowest bidders. Goods are
There was also considerable excitement in
the town of Sautiago, Andalusia, caused by a
obtained from merchants without (to his
knowledge) the intervention of middle men. priest appearing at the polls and attempting to
He always applied” for authority to advertise
vote with a revolver in his hand.
He was arfor proposals when the amount of merchandise
rested and the excitement subsided.
Senors
required was over $1000, and not without au- | itivoro auu jvioret, candidates tor the (Jortes
cases.
He [ were defeated.
thority was given except in urgent
applied for authority to advertise for 1000 tons
April 1th—The latest returns show the folof coal for the steamer Tennessee just before
lowing result of the elections for the eortes.
The ministerialists elected 229, the coalitionshe went to Samana Bay, but he purchased coal
ists 197; doubtful 18.
without advertising, having been ordered to do
He never had any direction
so without delay.
DDiniNION OF CANADA.
from the Secretary of the Navy to favor anyCANADA AND GREAT BRITAIN—SIGNIFICANT
body, but he received a letter from the SecreSPEECH OF_MR. M’DOUGAL.
tary, as follows:
Navy Department,
Hamilton, April (>.—Hon. Win. McDougal
j
Washington, May lfi, 1871. )
formerly a member of the Ottawa government
William Ingraham, of the firm of Shoemakand Lieut. Gov. of Manitoba, lectured last eveer & Ingraham, coal dealers of Philadelphia, is
ning on the position of Canada as affected by
the son of a personal friend of my own, and
the relations between England and the United
known to me as a gentleman of character and
He stated while he had been in EngStates.
I
shall
be
if
his
firm
can
land he had discussed the question with Mr.
responsibility.
glad
have a fair opportunity to supply coal when
Cadwell with Earl Granville, aud with Atterly,
some is
required to be purchased lor use of the the under secretary for the colonies in the preNavy, subject of course to the provisions of the vious government, and the conclusion which
law on that subject and to the best interests of
they had come to was this: Chat all parties
the country.
had recognized the change that had taken
Very truly yours,
Geo. M. Kobesox, Secretary of Navy.
place in the position of Great [Britain and were
There are no middle men who make puranxiously preparing in every possible way to
chases for the Navy Department in Philadelmeet the new state of things. He had been
phia. There never was an order given to wit- forced to the conclusion that the policy was not
ness to purchase coal frem cither of the Catto abandon the colonies nor to act so as to drive
tells or that they should buy coal for him. He
them away from their allegiance, but to prehad purchased flour from A. G. Cattell & Co.,
pare them to maintain their own positions by
flour and commission merchants, at various
their own right hands and to make them contimes to send on board ships going to sea or for
scius that in case of an attack made upon them
baking bread in the Navy Yard, the whole they must depend, mainly if not altogether, upamount of the purchase being $3138.38 to date.
resist it, failing in which,
on their resources to
Witness never employed anybody to buy coal
they must be prepared to accept the consefor him. As to the letter of Secretary Eobequences, whatever they might be, which follow
son to him about Shoemaker & Ingraham, witinvasion and conquest.
ness said they never sold him any coal.
They
Speaking of himself, he was of the opinion
made a bid but their bid waanot low enough.
that the union of these provinces was a prelimMr Archer asked whether he had ever been
inary step for the establishment of the system
approached directly or indirectly by the Cat- of government in British America which would
tells or their friands, to give them contracts, to
enable us, when the movement arrived, when
which witness replied that he had never been
necessity pressed upon us, to maintain a [separthus approached.
ate and independent existence among the nation
The committee adjourned until Monday eveof the earth. He belived that that idea w as to
ning.
present to the miuds of most, if not all those,
THE UTAH CONSTITUTION.
who took part in carrying on the great political

NEW

^
2»

o

ADVERTISEMENT.

were

attend to the wants

3
3

...

just.

rtf trivintr

of
observation.

MISSISSIPPI.

Alexander \V. Russell,
Pay Inspector and
Naval Paymaster at l'hrladelphia, testified that
the Secretary of the Navy never said a word to
him about the business until here to-night, nor
did he hold any business communication with
him except in an official way. Witness gave
an account of obtaining supplies, never departinrr fmm tl»r» ntlo

*

M
o*
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ed “rejected” by "the former Board or not. The
Board examined the bill to see whether any
items could be found on the bills which had
been paid.
By Secretary Robeson.—The facts arc that
simflar payments were made on other monitors.
Chief Engineer King, Chief of Bureau of
Steam Engineering was sworn and examined
by Secretary Robeson. He testified among
other things, that the Board was authorized by
Congress under the direction of Secretary
The Board considered how much
Wei! es.
stliould be due to contractors under ther contract paper. The claims of the Secors were
ruled out as not coming in within the law. Witness went to Europe on his own
motion. He
had some difficulty in obtaining leave of absence, the Secretory of the Navy saying he did
not wish him to be absent from the Bureau.
Mr. Archer remarked that it appeared from
the report of the Marchard Board that $52,195
had been paid to the Secor’s for work over and
above contract prices.
Witness said no presumed the statement was

were

Placo

OHIO.

THE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE.
Another lot of those delicious oysters at
The Wavs and Means Committee held a lone
Timmons & Hawes, Market Square. Send up
i meeting yesterday on the tariff bill.
They
want to present it to the House early this week'.
your can o-dav aad get them while they are
The Secretary of the Treasury decides that
fresh.
freight ocean steamers are not obliged by law
All those in want of a hot or cold bath
to carry donkey boilers to work the pumps.
should rememberthat Smith, No. 100 Exchange

street, is always beady

rotting the ice
stonn of the season is prevail-

The worst
ing to-dav. No trains from the West have arrived to-day.
A train from the East arrived on
time, but is laid up on a side track.

mn*1r

Mr. Archer.—And the|Seeors received $115,000 for damages and $93,000 besides.
John M. Broadhead, Second Comptroller of
the Treasury, testified:—He had control of the
accounts arising in the War and Navy Departments and the Pension and Indian Bureaus.
He was the officer having the ultimate decision
of the accounts. When the vouchers came to
him for the payment of $93,000 to the Secors
Ills impression was that the allowance was a
mistake. He took them up to the Secretary of
the Navy, with whom be had an interview, and
called his attention to the law of 1808. He and
the witness went over the law together, and
both came to the conclusion that the acts of
1807 and 1808 were completely in pari materia
and must be construed with regard to each
other, and that the award by the board designated acted only on claims that could not be
all*wed by the department outside of the contract, being in the nature of damages. The
witness became satisfied with the view taken
by the Secretary and had no doubt of its corSince the law of 1808, he said that
rectness.
$115,000 should be to discharge in full all
claims against the United States on account of
those vessels upon which tho board made an
allowance as per tbeir report under the act of
March 2, 1807. There was no need of the intervention of Congress as there was a large
balance due the Secors. The witness was entirely satisfied ihid passed the vouchers. It was
not unusual to reopen accounts.
It was sometimes done if it was supposed that the claims

RAIN STORM.

Jackson, April fi.—The legislature
journed sine die. The appropriations

A Desirable Kesldeaice lor Sale at

Auction.

Weather Report, April 6, 14 I». M.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S.
Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of
Commerce.
H
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5
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Buffalo, April %.—The Buffalo river opened
There is no ice this side of Wind
xrn I,iyr.n*ng^ie warm rain is

f.l*

auction SALES.

virtue of a license

est in the Grand
who is now sole owner

last.

|

I I A LL.

5 NIGHTS,

Queen Victoria lias returned from Germanv,
landing at Portsmouth yesterday morning.

THE GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

HEAVY

music

The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs will
report a bill to purchase certain Indian reservations valuable for timber and minerals.
Saturday the Republicans of Davenport,
Iowa, carried their entire ticket.
In the National House of Representatives,
Saturday, several speeches were made, among
which was that of Mr. Monroe, of Ohio, defending the financial policy of the administration.
In St. Louis Saturday two children named
Jones were horribly mangled and fatally injured by the falling of a brick wall.
J. Plueker, of Erie, Pa., has been arrested for
the murder of his wife, who was found dead in
their house Saturday night.
Gen. Barlow, Adjutant General of Ohio during the war, died at Cleveland Sunday.
Wm. Warner, the almshouse keeper, who
was attacked and struck on the head
by a negro
named Clark on the -fthinst., died Sunday from
the effects of the iujmry.
A difficulty among the
Republican State
Committee of Arkansas will probably result in
two State conventions.
One has been called
for May 22d.

UOr},

■
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

Saturday night.

McCunn to-night.

correct.

Charles Pilleren has purchased B. F.
Coles’ house on Centre street, Biddeford, for

cows

VARIOUS MATTERS.

The Staten Island ferry boats have been released, having been justified on the bonds

of whatever denomination.

THE

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The laumlry kitchen and chapel building of
the Rhode Island State Farm, at Cranston, was
destroyed by tire Saturday. Loss $10,000.
Some 1000 immigrants from Alsace and Lorraine arrived in New York the past week en
route for the West.
All are in good circumstances.
Three more cases «f spotted fever are rejxirted in Neward, N. J., and several are
reported
in the adjoining villages.
A heavy easterly rain storm is•
reported in
New York yesterday.
Pere Jum^ua delivered an address against
papal infallibility to an audience of 1200, including many priests, in Bordeaux, France,

Mills.

WASHINGTON.

think of a new addition to the
Materia Medica to; which our attention has
illegal means.
Wc refer to Dr. ,T.
been recently directed.
The bill prohibiting State aid to sectarian inWalker’s California Vinegar Bitters, a
stitutions was killed in the New York Legislaremedy which is making its way into more I ture Saturday.
families just now than all the other advertised
Indian Agent Daniels reports from the Bed
Cloud agency, Dakotali, the arrival there of
There seems to he no
medicines put together
Bed Cloud. The Indians assembled and Bed
question about the potency of its tonic and al- Cloud made earnest protestations of peace.
terative properties, while it possesses the great
Most of the tribe are
peaceable, but some of
negative recommendation of containing neither the young men show an ill feeling.
A fire in a five story iron front building on
That it is a spealcohol nor mineral poison.
Broadway resulted in damage to the amount of
cific for Indigestion, Billiousness, Constipation
810,000. It caught from oil rags.
and many complaints of nervous origin, we
Several missiug Halifax vessels have been
have reason to know; and we are assured on
heard from at Bermuda. %
that
as
a
general invigorant
good authority
William Cullen Bryant has arrived at New
regulating and purifying medicine, it has no Orleans.
The Geneva Watch Company was before JusI equal. It is stated that its ingredients, (obtice Ledwith Saturday.
i tained from the wilds of California,) are new
The President has signed acts for the relief
to the medical world; and its extraordinary efof sufferers by the Chicago fire, to amend the
fects certainly warrant the conclusion that it is
32d section of the act entitled an act to reduce
li
a compound of agents hitherto unknown.
internal taxes and for other purposes.
Mrs. Fair’s second trial has been set for June
popularity is any criterion,there can be no doubt
24th.
of the efficiency of the Vinegar Bitters, foi
A Bepublican procession in Columbia, S. C.,
the saleof the article is immense and continuwas fired into by a pistol shot, which resulted
ally increasing.
aprl-4wf
in quite a disturbance, but with no serious re<
sults.
Cure that Cough or Cold!
Adamson’s
Prince Albert is to be promoted to the rank
Balsam will cure it every time. Price 35 cts.
of major and will go to India for two years.
mchl5-T T S &
wly._
Henry ltochefort, Paschal, Grousset and Assi,
This is the season of the year when tin
convicted French communists, have been sent
Doctor Gould’s Dorn i to the penal colony of New Caledonia.
I Blood needs purifying.
The Mormon Bepublican Convention has
! estic Bitters are just the thing. Agents
chosen Frank Fuller ami Tom Fitch delegates
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.
to the Philadelphia Convention.
feb28-3m3tw
The Prussian bark Willis & Emma struck on
!
the Great Bin Thursday night and was totally
We thoroughly renovate carpets without rewrecked. The crew was landed at N an tucket.
moving them from the floor, making then
O'Connor, who attacked Queen Victoria re;
bright and apparently new.
cently, will be put on trial Wednesday next. It
!
is
Market
lfi
Square.
thought that the trial will be postponed on
Office,
j the ground that the hoy is insane.
Geo. N. Bishop, Manager.

j

f
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Bangor, April 7.—Rev. S. L. B. Chase, pai
of tlie 2d Baptist Church of this city, hai
iug tendered his resignation of the pastorate f
that society some time since, preached his far*
well sermon to-day. Mr. Chase is a tine prect
er and has taken a
leading position in reform*
tory and educational interests, and his removs \
from the city will be regretted by the citizen s
tor

costs.

and

Carbonear, Newfoundland, Jan. 3,1871—
Mb. J. I.Fellows.—Sir: I came to this countryin May, 18GU. I found a countryman of mine
laboring under some affection of the lungs. I
recommended your Syrup, tried at the Druggists in Harbor Grace, but they thought I was

Villa & Miner’s Company.—This really
fine company of performers have been receiving
a very good patronage from the citizens of Portland. It is pleasant to visit Music Hall and
witness a spicy comedy, a rattling farce or a
pungent burlesque by a company selected for
peculiar aptitude for these departments of the

meeting Saturday evening,

BEFORE JUDGE CHASE.

_

Friday evening (a notice of which was unavoidably crowded out of our Saturday’s issue,)
were of the most wonderful and apparently inexplicable character, and at these performances

This

Nor-

Saco municipal Court.

YORK.

New York, April 0.— Jay Gould to-day in an
interview denied that he made any contract foi
Erie with other companies to the disadvantage
of Erie. He never made
any money out of
the contract of Erie with the Elmira Rolling
*

FAREWELL SERMON OF MR. CHASE.

JELLISOX.

We understand that the ferry boat has
been engaged to run until the close of the en- I CV Hi P V*n i P linrtu pnimtonv tirifli fVin Vinml Ver.
tertainment, which promises to be a grand suc- tunately the lamentable separation maybe casi"
*
cess.
ly prevented and the twain more closely united
than ever by a "timely and systematic use of
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Lyon’s Katharion, the most potent invigorant of the hair an 1 promoter o f its growth and
A Splendid stock of Furniture can be found
beauty known to modern pharmacy. It comat Geo. A. Whitney’s, No. 50 Exchange street,
pletely obviates the dry and parched condition
all
at prices within the reach of all.
of
Nearly
of the roots of the hair, "which is preliminary
Portland manufacture and warranted. Take
to its coming out, by supplying the jprecise deour word for it.
ap8eod2w
gree of moisture requisite to its preservation in
All persons who are working for the Porta healthy state.
It is the only true dissolvent
land table of the Homcepathic Hospital Fair,
and evaporant of dandruff and other impuriand those who propose making contributions
ties of the scalp, whose presence is injurious to
to it, are requested to send the articles to Mrs.
the hair. As a beautitier of the head the KaDr. Burr, on, or before April 8th.
tharion has no equal. It not only increases the
apr3-t£

on

humor.

“Rambles in

way.”

vertisement in another column that Mr. H. F.
Emerson, whose private seances have created
such a sensation in this city, will give two public exhibitions at Fluent Hall, on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings of the present week. The
experiments introduced at the last seance of
Ml. Emerson at the Mechanics’ Library Room

several

summer.

Washingtonian Temperance Meeting at
the Allen Mission Chapel this evening.
Addresses by John Yeaton, Francis Murphy and
others. The public are cordially invited, especially those who have been engaged in the sale
or use of intoxicating liquors.
An opportunity
will be given to sign the total abstinence pledge.

Paradoxical as it may seem, although there
has been an abundance of tears shed, April has
been a very dry month so far.
There was an unusual run of custom at the

Mystery

auu m in

in its character, and yet full of excitement
We have seen letters from Mr. Lester Wallack
aud Mr. Schonherg, his stage-manager, endorsing the company in the highest terms, and giving permission of the former gentleman—who
owns the
copyright—for its representation in
Portland and other New England cities.

Jotting*.

a

urauiij

theatre-goers ofPortland are to have
presented to them a play of real merit, modest

Harry Bloodgood’s troupe are on the way to
Portland.
Win. W. Thomas, Jr., delivered his lecture,
A Ramble in Norway, before the students of
?? camuuua

unusual

that the

Hopkins.
ftBrirf

singers

supplemented by Mrs.

For Sale—Chas. R. Taylor.
Pocket Book Found—W. Kirseh.
To Let—Rooms.
Lost—Shawl.
Gas Fixtures—LeviS. Brown.
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HONEST JAY GOULD.

9

MAIN*!.

fore tbe court

1
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BY TELEGRAPH

Biddeford municipal Court.
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CITY AND VICINITY.

SACO

IV ORDERS

Office,

SOLICITED.

No. 14 C ross

Street,1

PORTLAND, haiim:.
j

mrl2dfstf

If uy Me

anti

I’ll do yon

©oetl.»-PR.

LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. No
drugs, no )>oisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparilla, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Brickly Ash, Tnoroughwort,
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, etc., so comi»ountltHi
of utoease, and
as to reach the fountains
absolutely
and BlUlous
cure all Humors, Liver
Diseases, Jaundice, Dyspej»sia, Costiveness, Scrofula, and all diffia
from
disease**
stomach or Impure
culties arising
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved
them to be the best medicine in the world.
GEO c
GOODWIN A CO., Boston, and all druggist*
sn

eodl6w

tV.7'

BEACH'S WASHING SOAP.
wash in hot, cold,
hard, soft tr salt water
WILL
A sui>enor soap for
mechatihrs, lor cleansing
ana softening the iddn, in
strictly purt* foil weight
and equal to the imported. WM. G. BELL & CO..
Boston, Manufacturer*’ Agent*. whoU sale dealers in
Salt and Smoked Provisions, Best’s Patent Short and
garu Cured P. B. Hams, Oxford Hums, Dried Cut
smoked Beef, &c., Sic.
w&fentfm

FOR

SAYINGS BANK

Kissing St. Peter’s Toe.
HOME.
was the third day of a
10th
March
Sunday
of St. Peter’s. A
triduo held in the church
Times correspondent
triduo writes a London
at Rome, is a church service or act of devo-

HEAL ESTATE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE PRESS.

RALE.

performed

tion

consecutive

continued for three
The
special ob-

days.

of the one just held, and which
celebrated by the Association for the
Promotion of Good Works in concert with
the Vatican Chapter, was to offer reparation
for the horrible blasphemies with which, in
these latter days, intidels have denied the

|

j
j
j

W

were

WV
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At Westbrook, six miles from Portland, near tbe
Saccarappa Station on the P. & It. It., and but ten
ninutes walk from the Ogdensburg It. R., a Double
Dwelling House, 13 finished rooms, sunny and airy,
w ith Sebago Water, a good Stable and yard
room, as
Address the owuer,
*een in the above cut,
EDWARD
P.
Rev,
THWING,
C Smith St., Portland.
ap7tf

METHOD

NEW

l*eo. It. Dims & Vo ’s

—OF—

BULLETIN.

$20,000
Mrc

though hardly a majority—at least under the
dome, where I stood. The service commenced with the organ, but there was no singing.
A number of gentlemen in evening dress, and
bearing candles, marched through the crowd
to the altar. They were said to represent

the Association to Promote Good Works. At
the altar, canons of St Peter’s officiated. The
responses, reverberating in the dome, had an
impressive effect. In other respects the service was simple and monotonous in its character. It lasted about half an horn-.
The congregation was of the usual motley
character, including persons of the highest
classes and a great many who, if not actually
beggars, were dirty in clothes and person, and
not good to stand near for those who did not
wish to take away living testimony of their
presence in the church. The toe of St. Peter
or rather the brass shoe
protecting that part
of the Apostle’s foot which the pious long
ago kissed away, was in great demand. There
was a constant succession of people, before
and after the service, filing past the statue
and paying it the customary homage. They
first kissed the foot and then touched it with
their forehead, and some of them kissed it
again. The majority of these toe-worshippers were of the lower classes, but well-dressed men, and still more women, also kissed
and bowed and then hurried on, doubtless
much comforted by the tribute they had
paid.
In the same quiet, orderly manner in which
they had entered the congregation left the
church, got into their vehicles or opened their
umbrellas, and made for their respective
homes. The Pope is said to have been present on all three days, invisible, in a
private
gallery behind a lattice.

Those Whom Battle Slays at Home.
—As they sat together on the hill-top, they
could look down into Robert Hagburn’s inclosure, and they saw him with his arm now

relieved from the sling, walking about, In a
very erect manner, with a middle-aged man

by liis side, to whom he seemed to be talking
and explaining some matter. Even at that
distance Septimius could see that the rustic
stoop and uncouthness had somehow fallen
away from Robert, and that he seemed devel-

LIFE INSURANCE

>tre

belli. Westbrook.
sirous

uaktie-ueius,

ana turn to

oust

ana

Dones;
while the girls that would have loved them,
and made happy firesides for
them, will pine
and wither, and tread along many silent and
discontented years, and at last go out of life
without knowing what life is. So you see,
Rose, every shot that takes effect kills two at
least, or kills one and worse than kills the
other.—Nathaniel Hawthorne in the Atlantic

Monthly.

An Indiana Mystery.—A correspondent

of the

Vevay (Indiana) Reveille, writing

from

the vicinity of Patriot, says that in the extreme Southeastern corner of Indiana, on a
farm

bordering on the Ohio River, there is a
lad seemingly about seventeen
years old, who
was brought from
Kentucky when about
three years old, and after being moved about
from place to place for several
years, was
taken to the place where he is now
kept. He
is, when at work, confined in an old outhouse, standing some distance from the resi-

dence of a well-to-do fanner. He is chained
fast in his dungeon-like
apartment, poorly
fed, and subjected to all manner of abuse.
the
six
months
he has seldom
During
past
been allowed to leave his den.
All that is
known further about him is that he is called
Charley. What the motives are which prompt
those having charge of him to treat him thus
has not been learned, nor does it
appear that
any attempt has been made in that direction.
The Pope

a

Pensioner.—Late advices

from

Italy state that the Italian government
has issued a decree ordering that “the
Holy
See” shall receive in perpetuity from the
pub-

lic treasury the sum of three millions two
hundred and twenty-five thousand francs.
This may be roughly estimated at
$645,000 a
year in gold. This sum, with the free occupancy of the Vatican palace, and the adjacent
buildings, one would think, would be enough
to support the Pope in the
style of dignity befitting the Bishop of Rome and the Primate
of the Roman Catholic
Church; but it is but
a trifling'amount compared to the
revenues
of the Papacy in the days of its mediaeval
power, when every crown in Christendom
was subordinate to the tiara.

Clippings.
—A paper tells how a servant girl mends
stockings: “When a hole appeared in the
toe, Bridget tied a string around the stock-

ing above the aperture, and cut off the pro-

jecting portion. This operation

repeated
time pulling

was

often as was
necessary, each
the stocking down a
little, until at last it was
nearly all cut away, when Bridget sewed on
kept ber stockinSs al‘
ways
as

fn rePMr!”thUS

who
afraid
ofAget?inehherCv^0l’?iStre"’
?
by small-pox,
was

,sPoiled

sent home a
e
lim
little
girl because she said her
mother was sick and had marks
on her
The next day the girl
appeared and to the

face!

trembling teacher, said: “Miss-, We>ve
got a little baby at our house, but mamma
told me to tell you that it isn’t
catching.”
—A Western paper speaks of the houseseason
as that when woman lias her
cleaning
own way at the
house, while the “old man”
takes his solemn
repast from the top of the
flour
uom

barrel,

and in sleeping enjoys the freeof the interval between his
bed-room
11 is a season of mediUteWa*h’ an<l calm’ un impassioned

tstl,,nbeJmIlt fei',ceprofanity

savTthat^an

earth™

to.Mr- .Carlyle’s study

sac

“Do y„u understand me now?”
thundered a country
pedagogue to an
whose head he threw an inkstand. urchin at
“i>ve Wot
an
inkling of what you mean.”

whvthe’pwfather'in‘la'vwanted

whiU BarnumT rT

to know
Called cannibals, to

17ZV™

^ b°

callnibals—-they live off
-A Massachusetts justice of
the nemo
some years ago, while off
duty, was
treated by an irreverent neighbor, and
claimed with a frown: ‘,Are you
aware, sir
that your conduct is a
contempt of Court?
,„®?! 8lrh. contemPt •' I am a Massachusetts
peacb’ an<1 an object of COllteim*6^ft£e
temyt at all times.”

famiK

or

»n<l

SOUL

CHARMING,”

affections of any ,*?,Lfa"finate an'1 Kain the love
flus simple mental
they choose, instantly.
by mail, for 25 centsTtoeetw^ni1 acan l«»<ess, free
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams Hint!0) ?)an'iage guide,
l°
queer exciting book.
*«• A
100,00s JLia *^ie8’
11am Sc Vo., Pub’s, Phila,
dr'‘BS T’ WiIap2ttw'

Wood /

HA

Wood /

10 and SOFT "OOD lor s,i„
*l No’ 43 Li"
e On street.
Also Dry Edging,
..

tVM. HUSE,

Deeriug.

Parties de-

ut»o be

can

accomm-

with loans.

CO.,

GEO. H. DAVIS A
Real Estate A

Presented to the Public

Rooms,

Train** From

WHERE

«ep24tt

Neuralgia,

study

> TONE & DOWN Fit,

BANKERS,

for Sale.

State

Street, Boston.
dealers in

—

oilers lor sale the ‘‘New
crJiXfc Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
and prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
is in good repair; well furnished; de17*A
located, with fine shade trees and
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
Will be sold with or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address,
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.
jalOeodtf
The

X

—BY THE—

Foreign Specie and Coupon..
BUY AND NEI.L

**“58,■hotel

MERCHANTS’

—

American and

undersigned

Mlightfully

Have Confidence.

City, State. County

United States Bonds.

and

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF
Burlington, Cedau Rapids, aud Minnesota
First Mortgage K. It Bonds. 7 per cent in Go'd.
Northern Pacific K. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,

and the U. S. Funded Loan.

F011 Sale.
Nursery,
Buildings connected
with it. Located at Morrill’s Corner, Deering,
THE
miles from
R. R.
and termPortland

Portland,

2$

station,
inus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R. R;

Life Insurance

near

one

of the best locations in the place. The lot contains
1} acres; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, w^h L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and
Office. The house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of land alone. Inquire bv mail on the
premises, or of E P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill’s Corner.

Company,

feb!3dtf

For

To Let.
No. 04 Green St., recently occupied by
Isaiah Frye & Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
PARKER, South Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Parker, Portland.
ap3tf

-of-

Sale

House lor Sale.

Broadway,

di* fcV

New York.

cellar, hard and

apl-2w_
IPM. (I.

Address BOX 1873.

THE

Oliver

Dyer

bindings

JOSEPH HOBSON.
mch2deod&w4w wlO

c
x,
u
Saco,
Me., March
1st, 1872.

Valuable Property for Sale
♦
IN

Huci'urnppu Village, Haro Hired.

,

WITHIN »ix minutes walk of the Portland
& Rochester R. R. Dejiot, and
formerly occupied by C.L. Patridge, consisting of a good
House, Barn, Wood-house and Out-buildings, all in
good repair, witli a good supply of soft and hard wawater, and containing about four acres of choice land
with about 80 choice grafted and bear
ing apple trees.
Also Pear, Cherry and small
fruit, such as grains,
currents, goosberries, &c.
Also another house and lot on said
street; lot 125x125
feet, wUh some bearing apples trees, small fruits. &c.
Both «ii which will be sold
if applied for
cheap
soon,
lerms easy. For lurther information inquire
of
JOHN CLOUDMAN,
mcli26dlw&w4w-wl3
Saccarappa, Me.

®

;

have prepared, and now offer to
the public, a new method of insur;
ance, which limits the amount ot
the payments to a smaU aud ccr- I
tain sum, and provides a handsome annuity for the relief and
support of old age, combining, at

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

low rate of

premium, the beneSavings Bank and
the high-priced Endowment and
Whole Eife policies.
The plan.is simple, easily understood, and the advantages it offers
at

Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,

FOR

DYSPEPSIA

PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,

MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.
CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
COUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

raies ui uiicrest, mortali•>> lapses, and expenses, show that
tliis annuity will
average about
live per cent, on tbe
aggregate
amount of the fifteen
premiums
paid by the insured to the Company.
Thus iu the case above mentioned, estimating the annuity at five
per cent, only, a person 25 years ot
age, having in fifteen years paid to
the Company the sum of $4,023 90,
would receive at the end of the sixteenth year, and at the end of every
year thereafter during lilc, a sum
iu cash amounting to $201 45. The
*uiure

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,

HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE

FOR SALK It V ALL
AND

DRUGGISTS,

WHOLESALE

DY

AND

PHILLIPS
PORTLAND,

t MW&S

&

CO..

ME.

w3m

Seed

Should the insured through misfortune he compelled to stop payment before the fifteenth
year, a
paid-up policy will be given, after
three annual
payments have been
made, for as many fifteenths of the

ap2d&w

Wmm

Iff

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriber has been duly appointed and takeu
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

NOTICE

ABIGAIL CHASE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, aud
given
b >uds as the law directs. All persons
having de-

mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
SAMUEL CHASE, Adm’r.
4
Portland, April 2d, 1872.
ap5d3w

dlw

wlm

wj

hereby given that the subscriber has
VOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
i rust of Administrator
of
is

the estate of

CUTLER, late of Westbrook,
* 1 the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
onds as the law directs.
All persons having deABIAL A.

J muds upon the estate of said deceased, required
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
\ state called
uf>on to make payment to
are

>

are

The above is believed to be tbe most
favorable
[»lan to the insured ever introduced—for in the event
3f death within the
fifteen-year period, the percentigeof profit must be entirely satisfactory, while iu

A.

REGULAR
F
}

!

Cogtivencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul StomDiseases,
Biliousness,
.Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum,
Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, and Pur*

fying

fiEKEBAI,
«3

ageat fob

Exchange St.,

ap3-d-eo<i&w

M W

& I'

BAIAE,

Portlnml.

Blood,

harmless.

iwiTAimv

D x

DR. J. C. AYER &
Sold

CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

1

;vening, April 8,
Per

1872. at 7£ o’clock.
order of the President,

JAMES CONNELLAN, Sec.

T

mi shin
ml
blllp

Pine, l>y
i.1- !*™.lllera
^ar

Stuff,

Sfntf fiiM
filial

ea’
at

BYAY
April 2-dlw

arui

the

building

short notice, by
&

cargo, for
pursues,

KELSEY,

Portland,

Me.

HAIR

BENEWEB.
Is the

best article

RESTORE
TO

ITS

It will

ever

known to

GRAY

ORIGINAL

HAIR

YOUTHFUL

COLOR.

prevent the Hair from falling out.

Makes the Hair smooth and
glossy, and does not
stain the skin as others.

JUST

SMITH,‘GAGE

MAIL.
R. P. HALL & CO.
Nashua, N. H.
For sale by all druggists.
febl8 eod&eow d
cow w w8

Couimerrinl St.

use.

PREPARED BY
DR. .J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL.
MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

Augusta,

PORTLAND

been
NOTICE
the trust of

Dr. R. J. JOIKDAIA,
PROPRIETOR

2m

Fryeburg

RACKLEFF, Adm’r.
mch22-3w29,-5

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the

I.nnn.1.11

inferior Syrup is being

throughout the State, branded “Com Syrup,"

beg to notify the trade generally
gcnuiue article is branded as follows':

that the

only

ffigf

call.

Portland, March 27th,

1872.

a

^nmr^ldfiw

20tli, 1872.

mutual consent. The business of the
late firm will be continued under the firm name of
PERKINS, JOHNSON & CO.
A. S. PERKINS.
S. H. LIBBY,

ENOCH PERKINS;
apldlw

_

Portland, Me., March 27,1872.

WINTER

MRS. DINSMORE’S

COUGH AND CROUP BALSAM !

Cough, Croup, Aathma and Cold*.
We challenge the Medical iaculty to produce anytbUig better.

TRY

IT!

w52

3m

M.

L.

their

Booms,

corner

of

A.
Mercantile

Officers,

Order
aistd

will be held at

Congress and Temple sts..
at 7} o’clock.

Tuesday Evening. April 9, 1872,
Per

Library

A. II.

CUSHING.

Sec.

ARRANGEMENT.

leave Portland ilaifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunlays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. to. 15 A.
§9.10 A. M., 73.30 P. M., t3.15 P.

M

.,Qlli<,eford

water

ave™S« work, coupled with
„,.SV0iS?
U
suWJy steam for 150 indicated

a

power

good
horse

We will guarantee that this boiler will
shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any holier of the name
surface in the
heating
market, ami will continue to do so, as long as it Is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is
greater than anv
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with tlie
intensely heated surfaces,
tlio feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the
uppercompartment.
We would
especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the
follow!ug facts, that while running this
l*>ilerwith coal or wood the sparks are
neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney,
which in itself Is a most valuable
advantage, nevei

liefore realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties In want of Steam Boilers to give us'
a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General
Agents,
rtcl8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

PORTEOUS, Agent.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
axil Ml. John,
night
Windsor nail Halifax.

SPRING

ARRANGEMENT

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !

'Pullman

o'clock

TABLETS,

sleeping car express train.

...

rjio

Arrangement,

Nov.

13,

St

rrl’I' ^Tn\
a.n<! ov,er the ■‘'eoftoard and Hoaa"
l“’".*t8 *!■ }orllt »nd Soalk Carolina
d 0
E. fr. to Washington and
m'
c
s
Wetl'
pi

sell

,10

Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passeuger aecoimnocntions.

K8rJeJ',clu'llnK

For

-FOB

k*M»

tlenaa. Said by
•■d VMlmli

*

DryKbn^*
PERFUMEIItI

the

A fi'PTVTQwaate‘1

for th"

"Bright

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office,” or
“best routes’* advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
Ilall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
Unie and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, op|>o. Preble
House,

FAIR frlELD

i

TRAINS.

R.tNDALI, ANDREtVN,

hiHStibeGff*.nerJ,0,e!*,b*

1

h

and full
ro,

I

STI'ROIVAXT.'
179

..|t,

Hard and WhitePine Timber

;

Or

band and nawed to dinion-.on»

HARD

PINE

Pl.ANK,

HAKU PINE EltOOKING AND
jSTEP

BOARDS,

for rale

by

STETSON & POPE,
Whatfand

ECLECTI C

Dork, first,

of F attect.
Office. IB State s' ,R,.„„n,

corner

_Mrtawttr

OIL!

ELIAS HOWE

Sew ing Machines

intended tor use in ordinary kerosene
lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from acci- 1
dent are required. It is prepared
at the
Is

AND BUTTERICK’S

carefully

HUDSON RIVER OIL

Patterns of Garments

WORKS,

be equalled for

Purity, Brilliancy,

oc26islw-ostf

and

•bit*

go West.
__SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

I

ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

H E A L T H

nn

lipwTinn

iic.il mu,

hhu

MAA’VFACTBBD fl
if sr. p. hooprr dc soys.
Send lor pricelist,
Biiliiuiore, .Md.

t0 $200 PER MONTH. Success sore. !
100 Agents now Wanted.
1st. New and Beautiful Map of U. S. & World, two *
maps In one, size of each 40x60 inches. Best ever pub* !
lished for agents. Wbat people have long needed.
2d. New Map of New England, colored in townships !
states and counties.for 1872.
No good
Large scale.
agent can fail of clearing $5 to$15per day on these two
Map* and our Rapid Selling Pictures. Apply for
terms at onoe to D. I). GUERNSEY, Pub.
Concord, 1
N. H. or Box 3827, Boston.
aplt4w

Vigor,

Middle 81.. Up Stair a.

FISIIIIKM i : .\ !

SC14 Wl

]

I7H

Tiinttrp
i miltg

Gen’l Ag’tn for New England.
A. A. ( lIENEKi
Agent far Portlnud.
feb26
4w

wants to

B~& WILDEB;

PLnMM

Economy.

Furnished In cans, cases, and prime bids,
by
BARTLETT & CO.,
!I8 India Street, Boston,

HOUSE,

Com pier* ial sf.

__

luclilGUw

And cannut

broken.

lOAI,tU'

WICKES

stations at 5.00 P. M.
traius will arrive as follows:
fc From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
k From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and
Bangor, at
2.15 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
J3T’Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for
bag^a^e to
any amount exceeding $50 iu value (and that personal) unless notice is given, aud paid for at the rate ol
one passenger lor
every $500 additional value.
G. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

STEAMER,

RTOVE unit CHRSTNET
*-»» tasrt' marke°*r*“*Vb.e
• ered on
hoir*» at p!a*v oi shipment, and prire.dcwill pro.
cur« vet*el* t» trnnsr.oir ti e *ame when
desired
ROMS* A

particulars free.

Vt.__

wlCirSKLL

WK

..cur,

GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher,
3 School St., Boston.

Marie Rapidly with Stencil and Key
Check Outfits. Catalogues, sample
S. M. Spencer, Brattlebo-

z!_l___mr2-l.it*

t’oal by the Cargo !

health.

)[(1\ L’ V
1

ARRAN GEMENT.

HOUSE,

M»,ne Hotel at Damuriscotfn, and 1 oluuihian House, Bath.
A KtK>‘1 Llvc,y Stable is
connected with the

The world-wide reputation of the
author, anil the
large sale of all his previous works, cannot fail to secure an Immense demand for his latest and best

mchltlw

M,i

i3NDALI/S MILLS,
BY

WOMAN

on

,.i

AX

—

Sl ill outsells any book in the market. It Is
thoroughly establlslied as the only reputable work ou the delicate subjects of which its treats.
Nearly Ready! A new book from the pen of DIO
LEM IS, America’s most t«>pular lecturer and writer

Ptreet> Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

r.t«

i

side of

A»-AX.Eli.N A IJhcw York," a Library of Information pertaining to Its Institutions ami Objects of
Interest. See that the book you get is by Rev. J. F.
Richmond, 5 years a City Missionerv. A work worth
having and not a Sensation book.' 200 Engravings
Agents sell 40 a day. E. B. TREAT, Pub. 80S Broadway, N. Y.
mch4t4w
AGENTS!!! The Physical Life Of

,

hall the

one

Frelslit lot the We,t by the Penn R R. nr,(|
by connecting linea to: wanted free of
commiestoa.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS,
for Freiubt or P;,»a({e
apply to
WHITNEY A NA.TIPNON,
A|rul,.

WANTED.—Ageulsfor

GREAT WEST.

Hair

ln»'-™ncc

to

our new 1G page paper the
Contributor. Thirteen departments, religious
and secular. Rev. A. B. Earle writes for it.
$1.00 a
year; a *2.00 premium to each subscriber. For
Agents terms, address James H. Earle, Boston
Mass.
mchlatdw

Or any other poiut iu the

Portland, Oct. 26,1871.

Line.

Wharf, Boston, ar ‘i p.u,
ft- fta £r jta Lougstreet
Wharf, PbiUdel
Cf ITT* i Li*, hi f'u«
10 a. in.

dvltcntc uuj ri fnahlDf
°* »*nu*“*3 Karin*
—.
Cologne Water, and la

the

^07/vv^PU*ra,l'‘‘
''(M
T^^IadUpett-able

—

OF

LPH14

t*»veeaoh pon oT«rj W dn adifAHainrJ*

Railway

CALIFORNIA

BOS T O i>i

Steamship

$5.00 SAVED
Trunk

time 65 hours
65 hours

Baltimore,

fiirther Information apply to

PH iLA I)E

novll-dtf

hy purobaslujf ticket* via

Berth and Meals to Norfolk $12.50

SAMPSON, Agent.
■.......E. 53
Central Wharf, [to,tun.
_Jnne2tf

Cure disorders of Liver and
Stomach, Heatlnehe, Dvs- :
®VJf»a, <&e. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mr4t3m

MERRITT, Superintendent. Boston.

Grand

Swwardeii from Norfolk to
bv
Washington
*
of the Lake.

Lady

earner

j? ta»»i to Baltimore *15,
***{1®
Norfolk, 48 hours. To

--.

PAYSON TUCKEk, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

Steamshipa:—

Lawrence

to Petersburg and
tmm,SorMk
IU.hmondt by river or
rad: and by tbe Ya. & Term
aU l.’ol,lt8
Virginia,
Tenntmer, Ala.
,ln
b
<

mclilfiMw

1871.

tr

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston

end

_-rP

Witliam

to
per month cleared with certainty. Send for
terms at once to D. I. Guernsey
Concord’, N. H.

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. StaT
Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30$, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
""-“■"■7.3U. $8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M
For Rochester, Alum Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester aud Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Ikawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
Milton anil Uuion, 9.10* A. M. 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston In
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
^ irk, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3.30t P. M
rain with the
M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
FtP*Freight train* between Portland and Boston

Agent

Appold.”
“George
William Kennedy.*
“McClellanCapt.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Winter

A. It. STUBBS,
then os

25th

Steamships

-4.

-41m

300 Agenl* Wanted .Vow
our Sewiag Milk, Linen Thread. &
EverI family will buy them. *75
8150

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and
3.30,3.45 P. M.
from Portland, make close connections to New
» nrk by
one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
no9tf
Supt. P. S. & P. It. R.

is t

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
II. C. Steamship Line.

feb-6-3m_

ains

put

_mcbl3

IJon’t be deceived by worthless imitation*.
Get
only TVells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts tier
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt
N. Y„
St.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Portland, Me.

tAccommoilation train.
§ Mail train.
7Express.
i^“Thc Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the -Maine
Central Railroad.

ten

_

dtv

___.

Dealers and purchasers of Fruit and Ornamental
their interest in examining
•nr largely increased and
unequalled stock, which Is
turn the hair gray; !
The most popular medicine f »r nervous troubles I 1 uperior in quality, with many Novelties, selected In
either of them disuses
>Ue source of all other ailments,) is
lurope, by personal inspection, last foil. Send for a
it to fall oft prematureDODD’S NERVINE, and Invigorater.
! < 'atalogue.
b'or sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.
ly, and either effect is
W. C. STKONU Sc CO.,
unsightly and unpleasaplt4w
Brighton, Mas*., ami No 4 Beacon St., Boston,
(
kant to behold.
Dr.
inch 11 MWJtP Cw
LAYER’S consummate
BURNHAMS
'skill has produced an
New Turbine is in general
antidote for these deuse
ji
the L. S. A
ADVANCING years,
sickness, care, disap- I
pointment, and lieredi- |
tary predisposition, all !

;

_

I'reea and Plants will find

_

throughout

formities which has won

con-

of

.JOHN

Kaslporl, Calais

t’sstiss.

Portsmouth for Portland tlO.UO A. M„ 710.40 A.
M., 72.38 P. M., +5.30 P. M., »10.10 P. M.

compartment,
d
escending they pass through the tubes
owi'i
in the a,?']!n,
third compartment. By this
operation, the
gases from the furnace on their
?.nd
come

shpllitf

Ill

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M.. f8.30 A.
tl2.15 P. M., 73.00 P. M., *6.00 P. M.
toT Dortlaud at 8.00 A. M., returning at

The smoke and heated gases
pass first through llie
tubes in the upper
compartment, then
return through the tubes In the second descend, and

or

Railway,
Windsor, Truro, New
Glasgow undPictou.
ltetiirniug will leave Dominion Wharf. Halifax every Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage with State Boom.
no
For further information apply to L.B1LLINOS
Atlantic Wharf, 01

1ESE TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a
popular
torm, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Dis«*»»• HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
llIKOAl are immediately relieved and statement* I
ai e constantly being sent to the
proprietor of rellet
m cases ot Throat uitticulties of
years’ standing.

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

‘U

T/VTTA

SATURDAY
HI TuCsPkx
P. M. for Halifax direr I
close
connections with the
■^*^^^^wmakiug
Nova
Scotia
for

F«r Coughn, Cold" and lloarsencM.

1 ---“yf??8Bi1yi
"”M.,

e-mue—-wsr-"

Ayer’s

in
?.tack>
chimney
\vi *' B,m<^ke
lttdually decreasing temperatures

TO** favonte Steamship CA It
wi
loo.,., n-lst..
nn

1

A

ev«y
it
4

FISK.

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

Passenger trains

owner

taw

.-

1

Wt*S««2%5LSt'

Commencing; Monday, Kerr 13th, ISM.

TO

Scan*

LINE

1

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Dec. 15,1871.
declfi-tc

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

mifE above is an engraving of a SI earn Boiler conX tabling 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon a
new principle, namely.that
of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished bv means of two horizontal diaphragms running
through tlie boiler and
forming three water compartments. Bv this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

8all4a_Nova
WEEKLY

ALL

Portland,

Successors to Ralph
General Commission
Commercial st.

March

far

Wauled.
On and after MONDAY, March
25th. the Steamer New England.
parties wanting to get Into business, send for
the CANVASSING AGENTS’ MANUAL. PubCapt. E. Field, and the Steamer
New Brunswick, Cant S. H. Pike
lished monthly, containing the address ot business
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ,,i
firms throughout the country,
wanting agents, witli
...-St ate St.,
a description of their business.
every Monday and Thursday,
Sent by mail on re- !
1 at 6.00 P
p m •>
for Rastport and St John.
ceipt of 25 cents.
**"
H. M. WHITE *X: CO., Publishers, 194
St'
Julm
and
nn th*
EaatP‘,rt
Broadway,
same
s'1*
New York City. Also, parties having business
day
chances, or wanting agents, please send us your cir- St.Connecting at Eastjmrt with steamer QUEEN for
Andrews and Calais, and with N. B & C.
culars or address.
mcli25d4wt
Railfor Woodstock and Houlton.
X A MONTH to sell our Universal Cement way
<j|f O 7
ll>e
Steamer
E.M
•
t Combination Tunnel, Button Hole CutAnn wi,ii.
a noils, thence
by rail to
ter, and other articles. Saco Novelty Co., Saco, Me.
" milsor and Halifax and with the E.
& N '4 Kill,
mar25t4w
wayr for Shediac and intermediate stations,
rece*ved on l,ay" of sailing until 4

and Limington. daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newtiekl, Parsimsflelil and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

_Jan31

RALPH BUTLER,
W. H. JOSSELYN,

oNt5Y,£l.

magnates. All about JOSIE MANSFIELD the siren
and KDWAHD S. STOKES, the assassin, octavo of over 500 pages, profusely Illustrated.
Ageuls
V\ anted. Send $1 for outtit, and secure territory at
once.
Circulars free. UNION PUBLISHING CO..
Philadelphia, Chicago or Cincinnati.
mcli25t4w

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
;
As the

BUTEER, JOMMEI.W & SOIV,
Butler, ami will continue the
Business, at the old stand 291

with

Biographies«f Vanderhilt, Drew. Gould aiul oilier UR.

SPRING VALE.

copart-

Steamer. Dlrigo and Franconia

TAMMANY FRAUDS.

Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonuv Ea'dc

m TEBBETS

Copartnership Notice.

ARRAYRE.tlE.vf,

will, until further notice, run ;u»
follows:
Leave Galt’a Wharf.
Portland.
rvery MONDAY aid THURS„.v
DAY, at t P. M., and leave Pier 3a E. R. New York
MONDAY
anil
every
THURSDAY, at 3 P. M
The Dirigo amt Franconia are fitted ill.
tine
accommodations for passengers, making this Ilie ran-l
■onvenlent and comfortable route for travelers b.
tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meala extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quehi e
Halifax. St. John, and all (arts of Maine. Shippers
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
1' or Freight or Passage
apply to
Ualt'" Wharf- Portland
,t
F' AMKS. ««
38, E. It., New York.
a.
May 9-dtf

Brilliant Pen Pictures of the
SIGHTS AND SENSATIONS qf' NEW YORK.

FO K SALE!

mch28d2w

name

JAMES

i'o

8F.MI-WKKKLY LINK

OF

LIFE

7.80 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with dowu trains on Dover and Winulpiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 6.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads,
l.eavt Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

353

Steamship

I*W

as

4«ent

intermediate stations
-““at 7.15 A. M., anil 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winulpiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Great
Portsmouth,
Falls aud Conway Railroad lor Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at

_

undersigned have this day formed
11HE
nership under the firm
of

ArrungemeiK.

H;Passenger

LUFKIN,
GEORGE C. FOBES.

Child Again !

%E£iiiL5S?jdIL™m*ES'

“fter Monday, Oct. 30, 1OT1,
as follows:
J :^?Tr?r:|???lTrain8 will ruu
Passenger traiu at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations,
Mail traiu stopping at all stations) for Island !
Pond, connecting w ith night mail train for Quebec I
Moutreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate !

S. B. A

Blaine

anil

Fw—'oi^ior

THE

a

a

exhausted one,

Uenerd Agent.

Portland, Mar. 25, 1872.

It is strengthening ami
nourishing. Like nutricious food taken into the stomach, it ussimilates ami
diffuses it sell through the circulation, giving vigor
and health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the nerves, acts directly on the secretive orgaus, and, by its powerful
Tome ami restoring effects, produces
healthy and
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN 0. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York.
for the United States.
t\ 11
Price One Dollar
per Bottle. Semi for Circular.
mch25
4w
t

Mon.day> December, 18.
.??a,lJaftcr
passenger trains leave Portland

WINTER

firm name of LUFKIN &
FOBES, expired bv
limitation March 1st, 1872, and is this day dissolved
by mutual consent.
The busiuess will be continued by Mr. Lufkin, senior partner, under the firm name of LUFKIN &
CO.,
who will be happy to see all the old
patrons of the
late firm and as ninnv iip.w mipk
Jii
with

U.

ALTERATION

OF

For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial atreet, or
CYRCN NTl’RDIYAST,

SCROkULAt

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

OFFICE

aitdings.

u ugrfect remedy for all diseases of the
BLOOD.
ORGANIC WEAKNESS, GLAND CLOVS TCINTERNAL ABh
,s’ fi™ »in remove all l>b»tructioa* of the
UTERlNE *

scpt25dtf_Bangor, Me.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

1 Maohiasport, ns the ice will
permit.
Returning will leave Machiaajwrt every Tuesdnv
Homing, at 5 o’clock, touching at the alwve nam. il
in

|

is

,IMr

This brand is protected by Letters Patent, and the
Syrup is for sale by all the Wholesale Grocers in
Portland.
EMERY & FURBISH.
Portland, March 25th, 1872.
mcli27

leave (until further notice) Railroad IVliarf, Portand, every Priilay evening, at ten o’cloek, for Rockund, Camden, Belfast. Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick
io. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,)
Millbridge, Jouesport

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurnbeba

Lovell, daily.

KU IIVIOM,

vill

successfully used in its native country, a» a
Powerful Tonic, and Potent Purifier ot the Blood, it
is touml even to exceed the
anticipations founded on
its great reputation.
According to the medical ami
scientific periodicals of London and Paris, it liossesses
the Most Powerful Tonic? proiierties known to
Materia Medica.

i-“r"r7ir?5Hllt<7l.Rochester and

junlldlyr

that the subscriber has
and taken upon bimselt
administrator of the estate of

5th, 1872.

Lfcng

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting
Office,
#1 Hancock Street, Boston, JKnss.

an

I Were

ami

favorite Steamer

OF

CAPT. C. KILBY,

JURUBEBA!

1IAMILTON, Superintendent.
*1
xt
Portland, November 8,1871.
no9tf

W.

hereby ^iven,
duly apjKunted

mands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required
to exhibit the same; and all iiersons indebted to said
estate are called upou to made payment to

run as

Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton, daily.

HAS

wo

Monday, Nov. 13th, and

“Accommodation.
tFast Express.

CORN SYRUP.

CITY

the languor
an l lassitude of
spring comrs upon him. Come and
receive vigor ami strength from the wonderful South
Americau To mo

The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives iu
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriviug in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. It.

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means
of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

sold

Proprietors.

Oh, Would
aiglm the weary

daily.

OF TnE

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

The

i

JAMES ALEX ANDER, Agent.

8TACF8.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton,
daily.
VIA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco,
Raymond and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and
Porter,

tt

to sail

jn2dly

P. M.
Leave Portland,
3.1S
Leave N. Conway,
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland ami 1.00 P. M. Horn
No. Conway will be freight trains with
passenger car
•
attached.

Vina-

TRIP PER WEEK.

■

for

THE

Spring Aituiixpiik-iii.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

A. M.
7.40
8.43

At
At

ONE

From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Dcrrv to
Boston or New York, $34 CURBKNC'V.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for Vi I
an I upwards.
For Freight and Cabin passage apply
at the Company’s Oflice, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at W State Street, Boston.

R. R.

will

2.
7.

HKCLA, Tues., May 'll.
PALM YRA. Tues. May 21
at the Cnnard Wharf, East

City.

16tf

Ou anil after

,B

FOR

end, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
I4r~ Passengers enbark at Cnnard Wharf, Jersey

General Superintendent.

farther notice, trains
FHlHWSBIimta
,,-3tV'lluM s:

f-..v'

I., BILMNCN, Agrnt

Penobscot Buy and Mathias.

Passage Money, including litre from Boston toN York,
Jubin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accomniisladon. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $13

aud to Halifax for

OGDENSBLBG

inrh30tf

I

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

is

March

&

leave INDIA WHAKF, Boston, same
ays at 5 P. M. Fare #11.50. Freight taken at
j\v rates.

Queenstown, Cork Har.

appointed

Steamers

P. >1.

Returning

FROM NEW YORK.
LAVA, Wed. April 10.
CALABRIA, Sat. Apl. 20
'HINA, Wed. April 17. IRUSSIA, Wed. April 21

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
Luke, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connect ing with
the Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for lloulton,
J. M. LUNT,
Feb. 14, 1872.

A.X 7 O’CLOCK

Cabin, $80 Bold. Steerage, $30 Currency

9.00>».

Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Diseases of an
inflammatory nature.
—_W. W. WHIPPE,
ap2t4w
Portland, Me.

meeting of the
THE
Association tor choice, of
apf.illw

timely

KENNEDY’S HEMLOCK OINTMENT,
The proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
proi*erties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach,
Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblain*, Sore Breasts and Nipples,

annual

& CO„

feeling

Having discovered that

SENT FREE BY

Cheese!

RECEIVED BY

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayhjj’s
Cherry 'Pectoral. It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long eontiuned series of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
m its virtues, never equalled
by anv other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Coins, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill, indeed, the Cherry Pectoral lias reallv
robbed these dangerous diseases of their
terrors, to a
great extent, and given a
of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
In their closet for the ready and
prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection. The prudent, should, not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it attords in sudden
attacks, and by ts

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR

BOXES

Choice Vermont

Cought, Colil*, Whooping Cough,
ltrouchiti*, Asthma and CouMiiuaption.
ait

VC8ETABLE SICILIAH

dc23d&w

200

Diseancd of the Throat and Lungs,

Much

Ar-

M.,

eodly

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

161 Commercial
Street,

For

HALL’S

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
name of PERKINS, LIBBY &
CO., is this dav

Southern Pine Lumber.

j
J
j

A.

VERMONT CHEESE.

FORD,

the

the most congenial purgative vet perfected. Tlieir
ettects abundantly show how muaii they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to ihe whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful physicians, and our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed and of
great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
enectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they arc entirelv
are

»

II.

Family Physic,

t’URINO

Portland,

MEETING.

uo28

1

a

Regular Monthly Meeting of the Irish Amer- THE
11HE
ican Relief Association, will be held
dissolved by
Monday
apfitd

j

R.

MONTHLY

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or temale. Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel. Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thiek, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous auu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, ChronL Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Crino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medrdn

everywhere.

G:45,

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsoustield,

JUCHI

*

Portland.

$8.00;

DAILY, (SUNDAY* BXCEPTKD)

LINE

DIRECT BROJU BOSTON
TRIPOLI, Thnrs. May
SAMARIA, Tues. Mav

PAUTHIA, Sat., April 8.
PALMYRA, Sat., Apl 13.
ILYMPUS. Tues. Apl23.
SIBERIA, Tues., April 30
Fff-Paasengers embark
Boston.

No 7. Night Express (from St.
John), leaves
7 p. m.. Watervile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Bruns11:45, Bath 6 p. im. (remaining at Brunswick
11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare $5.00. A good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. in. train,
Dover
and
Foxcroft
at or about 9.00 p. m.
arrivingat
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. in.
at
Dexter
with
the
8.15 a. m. train for
Connecting
Portlaud and Boston.
Fare to Portland $5.00; to
Boston $6.50.

for

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

Steamers appointed tc sail

wick
until

John,

at

CITY,

Having ronimrwliouK Cabin and Star* Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

Calling

—

Bangor

$12.00.

POHE8T

I

MAIL 8TE4.HER9

II. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15,
Skewliegan 9:40, Waterville 10:43, Augusta 11:45,
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00. Keadfield
11:40, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
No. 1>. Leaves Augusta at 3 p.
m., Bath 5, Brunswick 5:25, J^ewiston ^via
Danville) 5. Arrives at
Portland 6:45 p. m.

daily.

For all the Purposes of

NATHAN P. ROBERTS, Adrn’r.
1872.
ai>6-13-29

I.

EXTRACT

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral

Westbrook, April 2,

!

THIS

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

uu

ortlan

an
arrangement
perfectly equitable and jnst. On
such paid-up
policies, however,
the annuity payment
commences
at :he end of the
sixteenth year

A UG.

wl4-2w

GEO.

Catalogue!

need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
'■ertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will Audi t invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent, to any part of the country, with full
directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
nll865d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portlatd,

CUNARD

No.

Calais and St.

be

accommodated by an1° tbc Captain on board.
and
back
23
children half price.
cents,
j-nredown
Portland, April 1, 1872.
apl

Arrives at
7:15, Bath

No. I
Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. in.. Bath
Biunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45.
rives at Port land 8:35 a. ui.

-AX D-

|

A.M.,

I ■sP'-Private parties can

No. Itf. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewistyu via Danville, arriving at Lewistou 9:50. This
;rniu connects w ith 3 p. m. train from Boston.

inurmary.

Thomas. .50

The above Books and Song sent, iK>9t-free, on receipt of retail prices.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Deering,

1YTE have just published our Annual Seed CataT T logoe of FLOWER and VEGETABLE
SEEDS,
,nd will furnish it FREE on application.

payments

AGENTS WANTED, to hone-tie
““neatly represent the
<
,'ompany in all parts of the State.

Splendid Song. Vignette Title,
DREAMING, STILL DREAMING.

wlO

ANNUAL

any time after the full fifteen payments have been made.

Songster.

CHANDLER RACKLEFF, late of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de-

PERKIYS & CO..

meh2

1 00

lueaicai

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who

Now throw off your Winter cares, and greet the
Spring with a hearty Ha! Ha! and with some of the
Hundred Songs in this collection, not always sensible,
but great aids to lightheartedness.
'The Funny Songs, after all, sell best.
Price, k60 cents.

ALL ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE
OF
%
“White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia.”

policy-holder's right to this annuity the Company will purchase at

mil all approved plans 0f
insurance.

Ensign.

The New Comic

EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD
FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.

At the

TONTINE SAVINGS

OF

ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CONTRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER

compound interest will warrant.
Conservative estimates in regard

THE

DYSPEPSIA.

SYMPTOMS

policy year,
and every year thereafter
during
the
life,
Company will pay to the
policy-holder such au annuity as
the entire surplus accumulated at

annuity will soon repay every
;l°llar of premiums
paid by the insured to the Comand
i>any,
prove in every way equal to an investnent in a Savings
Bank, for the protection and suptort of old age, while the amount
of the policy paid
it death may relieve a
destitute family, or add to
•omforts already possessed.
flic
Compauy is also prepared to issue *policies
upon

Ladies' Classes,

for

CULPRIT FAY.

ach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheuma-

Specialty

No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. in.
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick
r: 10 and Augusta 8:15 p. m.

MONTREAL

OLIVER.

K’.'JSv®the
101*3 «"pnMW

Rockland, Arc.); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s Mills5:10,
Skowliegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
». m.,
connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway,
for Old town and Mattawamkeag.

nt

.IT—..THE SUPERIOR SEA-UOINU
STEAMERS

<‘n'1 of
House Wharf dally for
Island at 8.45 A. M., ami :I.1B P. M.
eave *’KAKS’ 38LAKD 9.18

fFAKS

a. m.

Train** Due

■•lanriSh-amb.atC.mpau,.
E X P R K el e»,

Leave Portland at 1:00 p. in., Lewiston
vi Danville 2:50, Roadlield 3:59, Kendall's Mills 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
:he Knox and Liucolmrailroad for Damariscotta,

SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

I can warrant a perfect cure iu such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persous who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so bv writing, iu a plain manner, a description of
their vliseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
Send a Stamp tor Circular.

Chicago.

tism,Eruptions and Skin

White’s

pay to the
Company in the aggregate $4,851—
a saving at once in favor
of the
new method of $822 lO.
The new plan has, however, oth-

the

THE

ex-

25 years of age would

long life,

Charming new Cantata

146 and 148

pense. Also, the stock which was bought before the
late rise. It is one of the best and most desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the
premises, No 32
St. Lawrence street, of
J. J. GILBERT.
P. S—AH who have demands against me will present them for payment, and persons
owing me will
please call and settle.
mchl9tf

paid-np policy for $10,000.
On the ordinary plan, to secure a
paid-up policy for $10,000 by fif.
teen annual
payments, a person

of

CO.,

&

of

Part I. Elements, Exercises, Recreations.—Part II
Chords and Technics.—Part III. How to use the
Stops, Choice Collection of Music, Instrumental and
Vocal.—Part IV. Voluntaries and Interludes.
The Compilers have a high reputation and excellent
judgment, and the book will at once take a place in
the first rank.
Price $2.50.

For Sale or To Lease.

ceive a

after the first payment made to
the
Company, and will be based upon
tlie amount paid lor such policies.

EMERSON, of Boston, (an<l)
W. S. B. MATTHEWS,

account of

being at the rate of four per
compound interest. As an
example: at the age of 25 the
first
payment on a policy for
$10,000 would be $373; the second,
$35$ lO; the third, $343 20; the
fourth, $328 30; the fifth, $313 40,
the sixth, $298 40; each
subsequent
payment decreasing in the same
ratio until the fifteenth
year, when
tile last payment would be but
$16410, a sum much below the ordinary whole-life rates. The total
of the payments made amount to
$4,028 90, and at the end of the fifteenth year the insured would re-

^

SECOND 8TAGE OF

FOR BOSTON.

CAPTAIN A. S.

No. *4.

»* <u»rr

poor health, my house and store,
ONheated throughout
by steam with very little

cent,

yearly
,S“"‘
have jusur««*
been made,

There are many men of the age of
thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will apjiear, or the color will be of a thin, milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

For Peaks’ Island.
NTK4HER

No, IO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
):<J0. (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Kailroad for Damariscottu, Rockland, *2fce.) Arrives at
10:30

STEAMERS.

Portlaud.

it

Augusta

STEAMERS.

Peak*.

Pasesnger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
IS, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a. in. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00. Arrives
ii Bangor 7:30 a. m.
Connecting with E. & N. A.
Railway train for lloulton, Calais, St. John and Halifax.

BY

mli2-dtt

crease

and greater
advantages.
close of the sixteenth

REED ORGANS.

Houses, No. 99 State street, and the one in
the rear, on Vernon Court, together with the lot

they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS

on

once.

er

Co.

The Emerson Method

TWO
which

the

Fifteen anunal
payments are ^required on this
plan to purchase a paid-up life
policy. Each yearly payment is
less than the preceding one, the de-

:ase

Residence,

farm iu Saco, on the Portland
road, three miles from the Post Office and two
from old Orchard Beach: contains one hundred and
forty acres, well wooded and watered; well adapted
to the raising of market Vegetables, or for a milk
farm.
The buildings consist of a large two story modern
built Brick house; a bam 38x72, clapboarded and
l>ainted; and a stable 24x30, all in good repair.
'The house is well located for summer boardere.
Will be sold at a great bargain before the ti ret of
April,
Also for sale the Capt. Sylvanus
Higgins farm in
Cape Elizrbetli; contains about one hundred and
thirty acres, partly covered with a heavy growth of
wood and timber; comfortable
and cuts
about thirty tons of hay; three miles from
Portland,
and one and a half from Cape Elizabeth
Will
Depot.
be sold low P applied for soon, otherwise will be leased for the coming year.

MERCHANTS

appear

approved by

Middle-Aged Men,

tiCiecuv

FOR SALE !

Lewis May,
Samuel Schiffer,
R. W. Adams,
Wash’nA. RoeMing,
Wm. H. Wallace,
Solomon Loeb,
John T. Conover,
Daniel D. Badger,
Wm M. Wilson,
R. S. Middleton,
P. Frankenheimer,
Chas. B. Wade.

The greatest drawback in soliciting Life Insurance has been the
uncertainty of promised dividends
or profits.
In view of this uncertainty, and with a desire to avoid
misrepresentation by agents the

a

or

their account,
the President of

name or on

the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house
his
By
Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28tli, 1871
jn30tf

L. O.

Doltf

Desirable Country

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

fits of

unless authorized

Agent

“ortiand. Nov 1 1870

Life Insurance Co.

MfllHB Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
A have leased their Docks and other propery in

Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company wilt not be responsible for any

supposed

wl. u.

TABER, Secretary.

Darius R. Mangam,
W illiam H. Lyon,
Thos. Christy,
Wm. A. Wheelock,
B. F. Beekman,
Geo. S. Monlton,
Peter Gilsey,
Lewis J. Phillips,
Barnet L. Solomon,
Dan’l S. Appleton.
A. A. Valentine,
Jesse Seligman,

NOTICE.

Houses, Lois hou * arum for Sale.
He would reter parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen 01 this city: H-n. Geo. F.
Slieplev, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin KingsHou.
bury, Jr..
Nathan Webb. H on. John T.viwh

B. F. BEEKMAN, President,

eod3m

jan30

JEiililS,

Real Estate and Loan

JAS. A.

Exchange on Sinn Francisco,
Montreal, Sit. John, and Halifax, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Stocks and B aids in Boston and New Xoik.
Inquiries by mail promptly
answered.
attention
to
Special
packages received by exprev.
We draw

debts contracted in their

Five Hundred down, will buy a
nearly new, large House, cemented
soft water; good location.

SALE

FOR

European snd Nor ii American First Mortgage It. It. Bonds, 6 per cent in Gold, at 90 aud interest.

or

PREMISES
No. 257

ALSO,

and

All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be tlie^jolitary vice of
youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,
SEEK FOR SOME ANTIDOTE IN
SEASON.
Tlie Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do uot wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for
for
unsightly
Ulcers,
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
Mow din 11? Thou.iunl. Cun
Testify to Thin
»y Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissious iu sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war1
ranted.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, axd in a shorf time
are made to rejoice in i>erfect health.

RAILROAD.

____—Arrangement of Trains,—__
TSB????????-!???iComineueiiig Feb. 19. gPiiWMMrti

Street,

lie can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence bv the afflicted, at all
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to‘9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
fatal. It purifies
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
the blood purges out the I
impute connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
lurking humors in the I Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
which
system,
underthe medical profession, he feds warranted in Guarmine health ami settle inanteeing a Cube in all Cases, whether of long
to tioublesome disorders
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
Eruptions of the skin are
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
t»; appearance on the surperfect and permanent cube.
face of humors that should
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
,,
be expelled from the blood. Internal
fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation?
are the determination of these same humors to some
sufficient assurance of his skill and sucfurnishing
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
cess.
aud whose substauee they disease and destroy
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
Caution to the Public.
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
Every intelligent and thinking person must kuow
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
remedies
that
handed out for general use should have
arul
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions
Eruptive tlit'ir
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Hose or
efficacy establitffitHl by well-tested experience ill
bands
of
tbc
a
Blotches
regularly-educated physician, whose
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules,
Boils Tupreparatory studies lit him for all the duties he must
mors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringfulfil; yet the country Is flooded with poor nostrums
worm, Ulcei's and Sore'S, Rheumatism,
ami cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakwhich are not oidy useless, but always
ness, Sterility, Leucorrhcea arising from interna! ulinjurious.
11m unfortunate should be particular in
ceration and uterine disease. Dropsy, Dyspepsia.
selecting
bis
General
and
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertiWith
Debility.
Emaciation,
their deble fact, that many syphilitic patients are made misparture health returns.
erable with ruined constitutions
PREPARED BY
by maltreatment
from inexperienced ifliysiciaus in
general practice:
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass
for it is a point
conceded by the best sypliilPractical and Analytical Chemists.
generally
ograpliers, that the
and management of these
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
dec9d&wevery3dw ly
would be comtietent and successful in their treatment
1 he inexperienced
an 1 ours.
general practitioner,
navmg neither opportunity nor time to make himsr*t acquainted with their
commonly purpathology,
sues one
system of treatment, in most cases making
an indiscriminate use of that
antiquated and dangerous weai>on, the
Mercury.

:?lorfgagc Brokers.

Hotel Property

“What has come to Robert Hagbum?”
said he. “He looks like another man than

wit

or

buildiug

of

odated

oped.
the lout I knew a few weeks
ago.”
“Nothing,” said Rose Garfield, “except
what comes to a good many
young men nowa-days. He has enlisted, and is going to the
war.
It is a pity for his mother.”
“A great pity,” said Septimius.
“Mothers
are greatly to be pitied all over the
country
and
there
are some even more to be
just now,
pitied than the mothers, though many of
them do not know or suspect
anything about
their cause of grief at present.”
“Of whom do you speak?” asked Rose.
“I mean tliose-many
good and sweet young
girls,” said Septimius, ‘‘who would have been
happy wives to the thousands of young men
who how, like Robert Hagbum, are
going to
the war. Those young
men—many of them,
at least—will sicken and die in
camp, or be
■shot down, or struck through with
bayonets

Loan ! I /

to

prepared fo loan money In lunii
from $100 to any amoiiut desired, on first
[ la*** mortgages in Portland, Cape Eliza-

U1

pretty numerous, al-

Medical

derangements

responds

■

MAINE CENTRAL

AT HIS

I

to

tenon, the pious

BE FOUND

No. 172 Iiun lxilit ml

complaints,which
arc always
afflicting and
too wen

j

main point of attraction. At any rate, when
I called a cub on the Piazza di Spagna there
was no occasion to tell the driver where to
of St.
go, he started at once for the bridge
Angelo, and soon got into a string of vehicles converging from various streets in the
same direetion.
The great square in front of
St. Peter’s was an ocean of umbrellas.

be near the altar at that extremity of the
building, at which the service was to be performed. The influx continued without intermission until the church, so far as conld be
discerned through the last gathering gloom
and by one in the midst of the crowd, was
fairly tilled, although not crammed as on the
occasion of great and attractive ceremonies.
The assemblage might be divided into three
classes—the curious, the pious, and those
who had gone there because they had nothing better to do or because they had been requested to do so by Papal friends, or because St. Peter’s was a place where they could
walk about and see people under cover on a
wet day. Among the curious was a considerable portion of the foreign population of
Rome; one heard English, American and
German spoken on all sides. If

medicine that cures
real public
blessing.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of

INSURANCE.

presence and the death of St. Peter in Rome. j
The services have been well attended. The i
rain contributed to render St. Peter's the

Half an hour before the appointed time of 5
o’clock there were thousands of persons in
the church, bnt, owing to its immense size,
they seemed few and seattered except in the
Tribuue, where people had pressed forward

Private

is a

ject

was

CAN

FOB PURIFYING THE BLOOD.
A

RAILROADS.

DK. J. B. HUGHES

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

A SCENE AT

and

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

mm

gratitude for him from

I -h

multitudes of women
His HAIR
and men.
L IGOR sometimes reproduces lost
hair; and always
■estores to faded and
gray hair its natural color, with
he gloss and freshness
of youth. The comparatively
ew bald and
gray heads, that we now see. are those
vho have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
lIA
for renewing the hair. The fresh and
Outhful hair we see on older heads is often the
proluet of his art. If you are
disfigured, or made old,
mstere and ugly, by gray
hair, restore its youthful
•olor, and with it, your features to their original softless and agreeable
expression.

^^
|

^

\ J(,PU

las

no*8uperlor

dre8sing

tor

beautifying the Hair.it

PREPARED BY
C. AYER & CO., LOWELL.
MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
An(*
ail round the world.

DR. J.

<lec«

deod&eowd-weow-ly
Gig Saw For Sale.
A 9^^ Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire
dress

LITTLEFIELD &
^
ind Maple st.

WILSON,

ja3ttf

Cor.

six Inch, is used bv the Government iu the Patent Office,
Washington, D. C. Its slmplicity of construction and the
power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BERNHAM, York, Pa.

For Beauty of Polish,
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For Sale.
Confectionery Store for sale
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Saving Labor. Clean.
Cheapness, Unequalod
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AGENTS WANTED FOR
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Mass.

Priming
Wm.M

P»Ry Press Job Printing Office, i
Range Street, Portland.

